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5751640 THE ULTIMATE COLORING FOR GROWN-UPS. By R. Hunter & T. Jensen. This activity book is packed full of coloring pages, connect-the-dots, paper doll cut out, word searches, mazes, and more - with a healthy dash of caustic wit and grown-up themes. Includes more than 150 activities to distract you from your most urgent, grown-up responsibilities. Solutions provided. Fully illus. 172 pages. Plume. 8 1/2x10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

2858444 LEGENDS OF THE DALLAS COWBOYS. By Cody Monk. Takes an in-depth look at some of the legends who have shaped the Cowboys’ identity, beginning with Tom Landry, the man who was hired before Murchison had been awarded a team and including Tex Schramm, Randy White, Bob Lilly, Lee Roy Jordan, Jerry Jones, and more. Well illus. 246 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99

281546X HANK GREENBERG IN 1938. By Ron Kaplan. As WWII raged, “Hammerin’” Hank Greenberg triumphed in the MLB, despite anti-Semitism behind the scenes. This engrossing sports history chronicles the events of 1938, both on the diamond and in the streets of Europe, when Jews across the U.S. turned to Greenberg’s rise as a symbol of hope. Photos. 235 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

2930277 FAMILY FUN NIGHT! TRIVIA NIGHT! These lively placemats are designed with your family meal in mind, with more than 375 family friendly trivia questions to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! Some questions are easy, some are hard, and some are just plain fun. With 24 different placemats, you can host a family trivia night of any size! Illus. in color. Cedar Hill. 17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

4815987 CALL OF THE AMERICAN WILD: A Tenderfoot’s Escape to Alaska. By Guy Grieve. Guy Grieve was trapped in a job he hated and up to his neck in debt, until a stroke of luck allowed him to finally chase his dream of escaping to Alaska. Packed with adventure, humor, and insight, this is the gripping story of an ordinary man learning the ways of the wild. Color photos. 382 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

5759641 GREAT KITCHENS: Design ideas from America’s Top Chefs. By Ellen Whitaker et al. An intimate tour of the cozy kitchens of 26 chefs, who share their secrets of making a kitchen a great place to cook, relax, and enjoy the best of food and company, displaying a remarkable range of styles, and including their favorite home recipes. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Taunton. 9x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

6978002 FINE WOODWORKING ON HAND TOOLS. Collects 38 articles from Fine Woodworking magazine which offer a wealth of information on all phases of hand tool use, from basic sawing and chiseling to understanding the finer points of how a plane cuts and why it leaves a shimmery surface you can’t get with sandpaper. Well illus. 136 pages. Taunton. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

6942741 ROOTS OF HOME: Our Journey to a New Old House. By Russell Versaci. Both an architectural feast and a field guide for creating new old houses, this volume traces the development of today’s traditional homes from the earliest colonial styles to the present in a visually stunning journey. You’ll learn how to create a new old house that evokes timeless character. Well illus., most in color. 266 pages. Lonely Planet. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95 $4.95

2793946 THE WORLD’S GREAT WONDERS: How They Were Made & Why They Are Amazing. By Jheni Osman. This reference unlocks the secrets of 50 of the world’s most extraordinary natural and man-made wonders. Expert commentary, illustrations and step by step diagrams explain how amazing these famous sights really are. 256 pages. Lonely Planet. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95 $3.95

697810X SPRAY FINISHING AND OTHER TECHNIQUES. Expert woodworkers share their advice on how to choose and use equipment, and prepare finishes for spraying. Discusses building a spray booth, cleaning spray equipment, choosing water-borne finishes, thinning finishes, glazing with polyurethane, and more. Well illus. in color. 154 pages. Taunton. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95
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Household Hints

2872099 THE BAKING SODA COMPANION: Natural Recipes and Remedies for Health, Beauty, and Home. By Suzy Scherr. There’s nothing essential oils can’t handle, from repelling ants to removing rust stains to eliminating smells in washing machines, and all without the help of dangerous chemicals. Featuring step by step instructions, 200 essential oil recipes and plenty of helpful tips, you’ll discover all the benefits that a few drops of essential oil can bring. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2838304 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR A CLEAN AND HEALTHY HOME. By Kasey Schwartz. There’s nothing essential oils can’t handle, from repelling ants to removing rust stains to eliminating smells in washing machines, and all without the help of dangerous chemicals. Featuring step by step instructions, 200 essential oil recipes and plenty of helpful tips, you’ll discover all the benefits that a few drops of essential oil can bring. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2863804 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR A CLEAN AND HEALTHY HOME. By Kasey Schwartz. There’s nothing essential oils can’t handle, from repelling ants to removing rust stains to eliminating smells in washing machines, and all without the help of dangerous chemicals. Featuring step by step instructions, 200 essential oil recipes and plenty of helpful tips, you’ll discover all the benefits that a few drops of essential oil can bring. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2837722 THE LITTLE BOOK OF TIDYING. By Beth Penn. Grounded in solid science and bursting with invaluable tools, activities and strategies, this little guide will empower you to discard what you no longer need, regain control of your surroundings and create a happier and more fulfilling life. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Gaia. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3947706 UNCLUTTER YOUR HOME: 7 Simple Steps, 700 Tips & Ideas. By Donna Smallin. Learn to eliminate unnecessary belongings without guilt or regret, contain clutter with simple storage solutions, minimize paper pile-up, and regain your closets, cabinets, basements, and attics. 187 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $3.95

6480772 THE EMERGENCY PANTRY HANDBOOK. By Kate Rowinski. Offers tips, techniques, and advice on how to keep your family safe, well fed, and fully supplied in the event of any crisis. Rowinski demonstrates how to create an emergency strategy; how to protect your house, documents, and keepsakes; and how to prepare for specific disasters. Illus. 168 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


2841843 KNACK ORGANIZING YOUR HOME: Decluttering Solutions and Storage Ideas. By Emily Wiska. This fully illustrated guide shows how to get organized, one step at a time. Learn how to clear the clutter and efficiently deal with everything from clothes and towels to tools and bills. 242 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

★ 5696119 LIQUIDATING AN ESTATE: How to Maximize Profits While Gaining Peace of Mind. By Martin Codina. Regain control of your life by letting go of your stuff! An estate sales pro provides easy to follow how-to advice that guides you through the process of selling a lifetime of possessions, showing you how to maximize profits while gaining peace of mind. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/681
Household Hints

2786729 ORGANIZATION HACKS: Over 350 Simple Solutions to Organize Your Home in No Time! By Carrie Higgins. With the time and money-saving tricks included in this guide you’ll be more organized and less stressed, and you may even find a little extra money in your pocket with some of these money-saving hacks. 212 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

1877240 OLD-FASHIONED LABOR-SAVING DEVICES: Homemade Contrivances and How to Make Them. Designed to speed and simplify everything from making your own butter to protecting drainage outfalls to organizing and storing tools, easy to make mechanisms you’ll find here can just as easily be useful for today’s farmer as they were for the frontier homesteader. Illus. 622 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 6920834 501 AMAZING USES FOR SALT, VINEGAR, BAKING SODA, OLIVE OIL & LEMONS. By Laura M. Westdale. Contains more than 500 household hints and solutions that use these five main ingredients to accomplish a wealth of tasks—all are earth-friendly, healthy, easy to make, and to simple learning. How to dust furniture, freshen up linens, clean vegetables, and more with these five ingredients. 206 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★ 2926598 BAKING SODA: The Natural Apothecary. By Penny Stanway. Made up of tiny crystals, baking soda’s natural structure makes it the perfect gentle abrasive for cleaning, and its natural antacid properties are ideal for tackling heartburn or creating cosmetics at home. This guide is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks, and recipes for home, health and beauty. 116 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 2926601 LEMONS: The Natural Apothecary. By Penny Stanway. Lemons are packed with goodness that, with a little knowledge, can easily be harnessed to allow you to bypass all artificial goods and products with all their unnatural products at home. This guide is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks and recipes for home, health and beauty that allow you to utilize the vitality of lemons. 164 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6904297 THE JOY OF LESS. By Francine Jay. A fun and easy guide to minimalist living from a de-cluttering expert. Jay shows how paring down can make you happier with 10 easy steps to declutter your home, specific techniques to tackle different parts of your home, how to live lightly and help save the planet; and she offers de-cluttering tips for the whole family. 286 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

689888 FORGOTTEN WAYS FOR MODERN DAYS: Kitchen Cures and Household Lore for a Natural Home and Garden. By Rachelle Blondel. Using ingredients from your kitchen, garden, and vegetable patch (or your local supermarket), this guide is packed with tried and true natural cleaning techniques on refinishing furniture, faux finishing walls, and mural painting. Well illustrated in color. 277 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 6821701 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF HOME ORGANIZATION. By Toni Hammersley. From innovative storage ideas and cleaning tips to space-saving methods and handy products, this essential guide is packed with everything you need to effectively organize your world. Written in simple and easy to use systems you’ll learn how to purge, sort, and containerize—ultimately reviving your living space. Weldon Owen. Hardcover. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

6813364 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CLEAN: Tips & Techniques for Your Home. By Toni Hammersley. Tired of the never ending cycle of grit and grime? The solution is to implement a system that skillfully accomplishes and maintains that. This is your blueprint to a beautiful home, tackle each room; how living lightly can help you to utilize the vitality of lemons. 164  pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 6820145 THE FRENCH COUNTRY HOUSEWIFE. By Cora Millier-Robinnet. A translation into English of the first volume of the fourth edition (1859). The volume includes the sections dealing with furnishings and decorations, the care and managing the family household, entertaining guests, and cookery in all its guises. Illus. 711 pages. Prospect Books. Pub. at $60.00 $29.95

★ 6855229 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING SIMPLE CLEANING WISDOM. Ed. by Carolyn Forte. Chock full of speed and smart advice to make quick work of cleaning your inside and out. This go to guide is packed with savvy shortcuts and expert insights to tackle any cleaning challenge in and around your house. Fully illus. in color. 201 pages. Hearst. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

Home Decor

289243X CRAFTING A COLORFUL HOME: A Room-by-Room Guide to Personalizing Your Space with Color. By Kristin Nicholas. You’ll find a range of step by step projects to make your home color and bright, including well-layled embroidered curtains, crocheted blankets and painted lampshades. The author also shares DIY techniques on refinishing furniture, faux finishing walls, and mural painting. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95


Interior Design & Decorating

LIMITED QUANTITY 2881926 THE NEW DESIGN: Shelves and Bookcases. By F. de Haro & O. Fuentes. Provides the reader with the time and practical ideas for storing things they invariably possess, including day to day utensils, books, ornaments, artwork, family mementos and anything that needs to be put away, displaced in the most useful way. 2807351 $7.95

2881929 SYRIE MAUGHAM: Staging Glamorous Interiors. By Pauline C. Metcalf. This volume celebrates the work of this legendary British designer in the first comprehensive study of her dramatic impact and meteoric career. In Maugham’s blend of formal and trend refinement frames her Style Moderne, with the occasional Surrealist flourishes, this cosmopolitan beau monde discovered a perfect expression of cafe society chic. Fully illus., some in color. 299 pages. Acatius. 10½x13. Hardcover. Pub. at $75.00 $9.95
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5731356 150 BEST TINY HOME IDEAS. By Manel Gutierrez Couto. Showcases a wide selection of urban and rural homes from around the world that exemplify tiny-home living. Designed by world-renowned architects and designers, these innovative, elegant and inventive homes are captured in stunning photographs, accompanied by comprehensive layout illustrations and informative descriptions. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

6007253 STORYBOOK STYLE: America’s Whimsical Homes of the 1920s. By A. Gellner & D. Keister. With their romantic evocation of faraway lands and exotic stories captured by architects with a flair for theater and a love of fine craftsmanship. Presented in this captivating volume are the homes that were born on the backlots of Hollywood in the 1920s. When Americans became fascinated with these settings, architects and builders were quick to capitalize on this enthusiasm. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼.  $29.95

6818234 OPEN CONCEPT HOUSES. By Francesc Zamora Mola. Filled with gorgeous full color photographs, detailed floor plans, and before and after renovation photographs, this volume aims to provide homeowners and designers with an inspirational collection of some of the world’s most beautiful open concept home designs. 480 pages. Fireproof. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $39.95  $26.95

683390X WOODED HOUSES. Ed. by Francesc Zamora Mola. Documents wood used in residential building with profiles of houses, illustrated with the architect’s own plans as well as hundreds of full color interior and exterior photos. Includes over 50 examples of cutting-edge architectural design that challenges previous conceptions about the use of wood in modern design. 247 pages. 1¼x8⅛. Pub. at $17.95  $29.95

5588386 THE HOUSE WITH SIXTEEN HANDMADE DOORS: A Tale of Architectural Choice and Craftsmanship. By Henry Petrock. When Petrock bought a charming but modest six-decades-old island retreat in coastal Maine, he immediately found himself fascinated by its unusual construction. Here he shares his investigative journey to answer his many burning questions—an architectural whodunit that unlocks the secrets of a hand-built wonder. Illus. 297 pages. Norton. 6½x9½. Pub. at $27.95  $4.95

2827655 LITTLE HOUSE IN THE CITY: Living Small Within City Limits. By Marc Vartanian. With over 200 houses, all captured in color, this book presents the city: the growing popularity of small houses and the movement back to living in the city, where people are buying, building, and living in small houses. Ranging in size from 350 to 1,800 square feet, the 37 small houses featured here offer all the inspirations you need to make your home in the city a reality. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

5661970 INSPIRING TINY HOMES: Creative Living on Land, on the Water and on Wheels. By Gild Herz. Making the choice to live small is becoming increasingly popular in our eco-conscious world. Herz presents houseboats on the water, trailers in the countryside, micro-apartments in the city, and tree-houses in the woods--all providing comfort and sustainability for their pioneering owners. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. 7x9½. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

2863022 THE NEW COTTAGE. By Katie Hutchison. Whether you own a cottage or just dream of doing so, these 25 case studies demonstrate how this classic home type can be updated for the needs of modern living, balancing transience and durability, togetherness and solitude, and the high tech and the handmade. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8x11¼. Pub. at $34.95  $29.95

684541X SMALL INNOVATIVE HOUSES. By Philip Jodidio. Features a collection of more than 50 residential homes in North & South America, Europe; Asia and Australia that exemplify how much space can be made from the most narrow of lots, how to use every square foot of living space, while also responding to rising ecological concerns and energy bills. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Power. 8⅞x11. Pub. at $45.95  $19.99

5988184 FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT’S HOLLYHOCK HOUSE: The Illustrated Story of an Architectural Masterpiece. By Donald Hoffmann. Documented in over 120 photographs, floor plans, elevations, and sketches, one of Wright’s most imaginative and controversial residential designs is illuminated in all its aesthetic and architectural charms. Along with imaginatively shaped spaces and exquisite details, Hoffmann recreates the house’s turbulent history, 118 pages. Dover. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $13.95

5851844 LOG HOME LIFESTYLES. By Tira Skimstone. For those who own or dream of building a log structure, the treasure trove of images presented here will be a welcome delight to pore over, a gold mine of ideas for designing and decorating log homes, with dazzling images to inspire your dreams. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $34.95  $11.95

6968565 AUTHENTIC LOG HOMES: Restored Timbers for Today’s Homesteads. By Ferris Robinson. Provides a gallery of homes, all built using reclaimed timbers that were hand-hewn at least a century ago. Each of the 27 projects featured—large and small—includes a floor plan perfect for today’s lifestyles, while maintaining the integrity of log home construction. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $34.95  $17.95

6854451 ANATOMY OF A GREAT HOME: What America’s Most Celebrated Houses Tell Us About the Way We Want to Live. By Boyce Thompson. Profiles a wide variety of extraordinary homes—from urban infill to custom-designed suburban remodels, seaside cottages, and subdivision housing. It distills their broad patterns and refined details into practical lessons with endless applications, making it an inspirational guide for designers, builders, and anyone planning to build their dream home. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $42.95  $13.95

6793320 CABIN LIVING: Discovering the Simple American Getaway. By the eds. of Cabin Living Magazine. Provides prospective cabin owners with the inspiration and tools they need to achieve their dream. The editors of Cabin Living magazine share their considerable knowledge in 30 detailed stories and more than 200 inspiring photographs, tantalizing cabin lovers to bring their vision to life. 256 pages. Lyons. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $14.95

6941125 AMERICAN HOUSE STYLE: A Concise Guide. By John Milnes Baker. The author explains the historical, cultural, and technical influences that shaped more than 60 distinctive styles of houses. Elevation drawings present the key characteristics of each style, allowing readers to trace influences across the centuries. 180 pages. Countryman. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.95  $19.95

605057X LIVING MODERN: A Biography of Greenwood Common. By Waverly Byers. Well illus., some in color. 175 pages. Williams-Soutib. 8x10¾. Pub. at $45.00  $16.95

6617190 THE BOOK ON INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE WITH NO (AND LOW) MONEY DOWN. By Brandon Turner. A guide that will give you the tools needed to finance your next real estate deal and pursue your dreams. You’ll discover how to find down payment loans, strategies for finding and using hard money loans, how to get your first property despite a lack of experience and cash, and more. 187 pages. BiggerPockets. 9½x6. Pub. at $19.99  $13.95

6949711 SMASH YOUR ALARM CLOCK: Living the Dream Through Real Estate Investing. By Jason邹. This interesting guide is not only about making money, but also about how to have a more fulfilled and meaningful life, and about having freedom to pursue your passions and interests. We each have within us the power to turn our lives around at any moment. 187 pages. Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

2667371 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO FLIPPING HOUSES. By Melanie Williamson. Here is expert advice to find, fix, and sell any residential property. A successful house flipper walks you through the opportunities, the risks, the work involved, and the potential for real profits in flipping real estate. 303 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $11.95
**2880792 REAL ESTATE INVESTING FOR EVERYONE: A Guide to Creating Financial Freedom. By Martin Stone. Investment in real estate is about taking control of your financial future. In this guide, the author takes you through the process of selecting the best tenants who won’t rip you off. 7 tenant types never to rent, 19 provisions that your rental lease should have to protect you, and much more. 377 pages. BiggerPockets. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95**

**2879484 BUYING YOUR FIRST HOME: A Complete Guide. By Ilona Bray. Takes you through the process from start to finish with the inside scoop on setting a price; finding the right real estate agent; determining which repairs and upgrades pay off; making legally required disclosures to buyers; evaluating purchase offers; and negotiating and closing escrow successfully. 258 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95**

**6617204 THE BOOK ON MANAGING RENTAL PROPERTIES. By Brandon & Heather Turner. A proven system for finding, screening, & managing tenants. You’ll discover: low-cost strategies for attracting the best tenants who won’t rip you off. 7 tenant types never to rent, 19 provisions that your rental lease should have to protect you, and much more. 377 pages. BiggerPockets. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95**

**6750589 EVERY LANDLORD’S GUIDE TO MANAGING PROPERTY, 2ND EDITION: Best Practices, from Move-In to Move-Out. By Michael Boyer. Covers everyday skills that a landlord needs including how to retain good, long-term tenants; limit costly tenant turnovers; track income and expenses; hire and work with contractors; balance landlordng with a day job; and avoid conflicts over late rent, unauthorized roommates, and clutter. 440 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95**


**6935270 TAUNTON’S TILING COMPLETE: Expert Advice from Start to Finish. By M. Schwartz & R. Nicholas. Get your tile project done right the first time with advice from tile professionals. This reference is filled with trade secrets only a pro would know, as well as detailed instructions and step by step illustrations. Covers tile selection, tools & techniques, project preparation, planning a layout, and more. 234 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95**

**6935427 WORKING WITH TILE, REVISED. By Tom & Lane Mosh. Leads you through the process of designing, choosing, installing, maintaining, and repairing tile anywhere in your home. It’s your guide to choosing the right tile for your needs, planning and installing a backsplash, tiling around your fireplace, and much more. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $3.95**

**942768 STANLEY TRIM: A Homeowner’s Guide. By Steve Croy. A comprehensive and visual guide packed with detailed information that allow you to tackle any trim carpentry project with confidence. Includes introductory chapters on trim styles, tools, materials, and techniques. Projects include baseboard and picture rail, door and window trim, crown molding, wall treatments and more. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95**

**697807X KITCHENS THAT WORK: The Practical Guide to Creating a Great Kitchen. By Martin & Richard Ede. Filled with spectacular ideas for remodeling–or building a completely new kitchen–includes a questionnaire for finding out exactly what it is you want, together with dozens of inspirations, material and design ideas, prices, and resources. Well illus. in color. 201 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95**

**5772656 ULTIMATE BOOK OF HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED. An inspiration collection of full home plans from architects and designers from all over the country. Includes special sections on home design and decorating quick and easy ordering by phone or online, and dozens of tips. Features 730 home plans. Fully illus. in color. 608 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95**

**6865323 DESIGNING A HOUSE: The Illustrated Guide to Planning Your Own Home. By Lester Walker. Offers a step by step guide for prospective homeowners who want to play a role in customizing their house plan. Each stage is illustrated with easy to follow diagrams and photographs. This guide will appeal to all levels of DIY skill, but also to the trained student of architecture. 144 pages. Overlook. 9x½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95**

**2885666 SUNDIALS. By Christopher St.J.H. Daniel. Describes and illustrates various types of sundials and buildings, in churches, public squares, private gardens, and remote countryside locations. 56 pages. 5x½x8⅝. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95**

**6753183 THE HAND OF THE SMALL-TOWN BUILDER. By W. Tad Pfelter. 190 pages. Godine. 8x½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95**

**6939061 AMISH HOUSES & BARNs. By Stephen Scott. Explores the history and cultural development of three Amish homesteads–each of which has been occupied by the current family for generations. In this book, you’ll discover the history and cultural development of three Amish homesteads–each of which has been occupied by the current family for generations. In this book, you’ll discover: low-cost strategies for attracting the best tenants who won’t rip you off. 7 tenant types never to rent, 19 provisions that your rental lease should have to protect you, and much more. 377 pages. BiggerPockets. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95**

**6942768 STANLEY TRIM: A Homeowner’s Guide. By Steve Croy. A comprehensive and visual guide packed with detailed information that allow you to tackle any trim carpentry project with confidence. Includes introductory chapters on trim styles, tools, materials, and techniques. Projects include baseboard and picture rail, door and window trim, crown molding, wall treatments and more. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95**

**6664172 HOME BUILDING AND WOODWORKING IN COLONIAL AMERICA. By C. Keith Wilbur. Sourcebook of 17th- and 18th-century construction reveals the expertise and foresight of the builders who created structures that could withstand decades, even centuries, of wear and weather. From choosing trees to perfecting firefighting on a gracious staircase, this volume traces every step of construction. Well illus. 212 pages. Taunton. 9½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95**

**6935273 HOUSE ON A BUDGET: Making Smart Choices to Build the House You Want. By Duo Dickinson. Dickinson offers suggestions on how to get the home you want from the house you have. He shares his passion for saving money without sacrificing good design and offers up cost-saving options and smart solutions to make older homes better fit today’s lifestyles. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95**

**6935397 TRIM CARPENTRY: Taunton’s Build Like a Pro. By Clayton DeKorne. Let an expert show you how to: select materials and window trim, crown molding, wall treatments and much more. Fully illus. in color. 181 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95**


**6935273 HOUSE ON A BUDGET: Making Smart Choices to Build the House You Want. By Duo Dickinson. Dickinson offers suggestions on how to get the home you want from the house you have. He shares his passion for saving money without sacrificing good design and offers up cost-saving options and smart solutions to make older homes better fit today’s lifestyles. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95**

**6664172 HOME BUILDING AND WOODWORKING IN COLONIAL AMERICA. By C. Keith Wilbur. Sourcebook of 17th- and 18th-century construction reveals the expertise and foresight of the builders who created structures that could withstand decades, even centuries, of wear and weather. From choosing trees to perfecting firefighting on a gracious staircase, this volume traces every step of construction. Well illus. 212 pages. Taunton. 9½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95**
**5892120 BUILD YOUR OWN GARAGE MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION.** Planning and constructing a handsome new garage can seem like a daunting task, but you can make it a snap by following the instructions in this essential do-it-yourself guide. Includes all the tips and techniques you’ll need, plus 175 terrific pre-drawn plans. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  
$11.95  

**6450859 HOUSEBUILDING, REVISED: A Do-It-Yourself Guide.** By R.J. DeCristo. Extensive coverage of how to build a house, nail-by-nail, from selecting the land to laying out and putting in foundations, walls, and floors, and plumbing, wiring, heating, and cooling the finished product. Well illus. in color. 702 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95  

**6882439 TIN CAN HOMESTEAD: The Art of Airstream Living.** By N. Lawyer & B. Bashaw. Find inspiration with this step by step guide on how to create a resource for living on the road in your own Airstream paradise. The ultimate symbol of vintage wanderlust and the classic touring vehicle, its resurgent popularity coincides with the tiny house movement. With personal stories and checklists, this guide will take readers through all stages of remodeling. Color photos. 216 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00  
$17.95  

**2825899 SPECTACULAR KITCHENS OF TEXAS: Inspiring Kitchen and Dining Spaces.** By Jolie Carpenter. In this gorgeous collection of color photos you’ll see hundreds of impeccably designed primary kitchens, along with a variety of catering kitchens, sculleries, butler’s pantries, wine rooms, cellar rooms, and more. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  

**2669883 THE FAMILY HANDYMAN ULTIMATE STORAGE SOLUTIONS.** Ed. by Gary Wentz. You’ll discover over 450 clever projects and tips that will help you manage the mess in one weekend or less! Learn how to maximize and organize your space. Whether you’re optimizing kitchen storage, or build the ultimate garden shed. With step by step instructions that show you how to finish the job. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $19.99  
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**6594247 POWER FROM THE WIND, REVISED 2ND EDITION: Achieving Energy Independence.** By Dan Chiras. Distills decades of Chiras’s experience designing, installing, and maintaining small wind energy systems into an accessible, easy to understand guide for individuals and groups interested in installing these systems. Provides the information needed to make intelligent and economical decisions during design, purchase, and installations. Well illus. 318 pages. New Society. Pub. at $39.99  
Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  
$29.95  


$19.95  

**6935222 FINISH CARPENTRY: For Pros by Pros.** By C. DeKorne & T. Cushman. Shows you how to select the right tools and materials for any job and includes a reference section with expert guidance to wood characteristics and tool sharpening. Fully illus. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
PRICE CUT to $19.95  

**6935389 TILING: For Pros by Pros.** By the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. Gives you the technical expertise you must have to plan, layout, and install tile throughout a residence. From simple to elaborate, it covers a huge range of tiling projects. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  
PRICE CUT to $11.95  

**6969208 FENCES, GATES, & WALLS.** By E. Ashley Rooney. Adding a wall or fence to your property—whether for privacy, security, or protection from noise and headlamps—can be a major decision. This inspirational gallery of color photos will help you select a wall or fence that suits your property. Fully illus. in color. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
$19.95  

**6812880 TILING COMPLETE, SECOND EDITION: Expert Advice from Start to Finish.** By R. Nicholas & M. Schwietz. This revised and updated edition is filled with trade secrets only a tile pro would know, as well as detailed instructions and over 900 photos and drawings showing every step. 268 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
PRICE CUT to $19.95  

**5643392 SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.** By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the pioneer members of the Boy Scouts of America contains a wealth of practical instruction and advice on how to build everything from a bark teepee and a tree-top house to a log cabin and a sod house. Line drawings. 243 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95  

**693532X NEW BUILT-INS IDEA BOOK: Taunton Home.** By Sandor Nagyszalanczy. From cozy libraries and innovative cabinetry to electronics for clever storage in nooks and crannies, this book is a visual clip file of fresh ideas for incorporating built-in furniture and storage in any room of the house. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**6935206 ENERGY-EFFICIENT BUILDING: The Best of Fine Homebuilding.** Collection of 29 articles which demonstrate how to make your home more energy efficient with information on materials and techniques, including how to test a house for air leaks. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

PRICE CUT to $19.95  

**6935737 BLACK + DECKER WOOD FLOORS.** Ed. by Todd R. Berger. Covers all phases of wood, engineered wood, and laminate flooring installation, from preliminary review of flooring characteristics, tools, and prep work through final finishing and re-installing trim. Includes a chapter on repairing and restoring existing wood flooring that is in serviceable condition. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. General Technical Publishing. Pub. at $9.95  

**6935260 HOME BUILDING & REMODELING.** Collection of 29 articles which demonstrate how to make your home more energy efficient with information on materials and techniques, including how to test a house for air leaks. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  

**3596885 TINY HOUSE LIVING: Ideas for Building & Living Well in Less Than 400 Square Feet.** By Ryan Mitchell. Whether you downsize to a 400-square-foot home or reduce the amount of stuff you have in order to move into one grand home, Mitchell gives you strategies on how to live well with less. Includes: worksheets and exercises to help you determine your needs; strategies for cutting costs through clutter; tours of 11 tiny homes; and more. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Betterway. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99  
$16.95  

---

Get more titles at erhbc.com/681
ENGINEERING FOR CATS: Better the Life of Your Pet with 10 Cat-Approved Projects. By Mac Delaney. Conceived by aerospace engineer Delaney, here are ten ingenious projects that will address the quirks of cat behavior head on, with results that will help both your cat and you to live happily—yet—ever after. Well illus. in color. 204 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

2813259 BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND RANCH: Essential Tools and Techniques for Repairing and Fabricating Farm Equipment. By William Galver. Master the fundamentals of welding, brazing, and soldering so you can repair equipment both big and small, from garden rake to tractor bucket. Learn to add a bale spear to your tractor bucket, build a wall-mount hay feeder or make metal hooks with this comprehensive guide. Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Storey. 8½x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95


2800012 FAMILY HOMESTEADING: The Ultimate Guide to Self-Sufficiency for the Whole Family. Family-friendly, practical advice and hands-on projects for the self-sufficient family, and perfect for anyone wanting to involve their kids in homesteading projects. With this comprehensive guide you’ll learn how to: grow wild foods; craft candles; make yogurt; raise chickens; tie basic knots; and much more. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

2800012 PRICE CUT to $9.95

4566933 CARPENTRY AND CONSTRUCTION, SIXTH EDITION. By Mark R. & Rex Miller. Thoroughly revised, this guide takes you through every step of home construction; how to select tools, pour foundations, build walls for the first time, handle electrical wiring, plumbing and insulation. Logically organized by building stages, it clearly demonstrates each technique. Fully illus. in some color. 778 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95


2815389 DO-IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS TO GET YOU OFF THE GRID. By Instructables.com. Twenty projects, designed to get you thinking creatively about going green, are illustrated with color photos and easy-to-follow instructions including how to clip a chicken’s wings; power your lawn mower with solar power; create a chicken tractor for the city; water your garden with solar power; build a thermostatic lamp and more. 133 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

5933288 CONCRETE FLATWORK: For Homeowners and Contractors. By George Garber. Learn all you need to know to plan and complete small concrete pavement jobs around the house. Included are footpaths, driveways, patios, sports surfaces, and indoor floor slab projects. This clear guide will walk you through ordering concrete, adding joints, curing, and more specialized topics as well. Well illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


2811235 FARM GATES & FENCES: Build and Repair Fences to Keep Livestock in and Pests Out. By Rick Kubik. Whatever the type of fence you need—wood posts or steel, electric fence or barbed wire—this comprehensive guide offers instructions for planning, installing, and repairing your fence, taking the guesswork out of one of the most critical farm or homestead jobs there is. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Voyageur. $6.95

6853323 METAL WORKING: Back to Shop Class. By the eds. at Skills Institute Press. With this guide, you’ll get the chance to go back to school and learn the basics of working with metal, from metal bar to complete pipe rack. This comprehensive guide offers instructions for planning, installing, and repairing your fence, taking the guesswork out of one of the most critical farm or homestead jobs there is. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Voyageur. $7.95

607824X THE WORKSHOP BOOK. By Scott Landis. An amazing tour of ingenious workspaces, this guide is about more than just creating a woodwork sanctuary in whatever space you can afford. Contains over 20 detailed floor plans for a diverse range of workshops. Offers a wealth of new ideas for anyone who works with wood. SWOPHOWN. Illus., many in color. 216 pages. Storey. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $19.99

6936164 THE BACK TO BASICS HANDBOOK: A Guide to Buying and Working Land. By Abigail R. Gehring. Discover the pleasures of a healthier, greener, and more self-sufficient lifestyle. This practical guide reveals how to plan for vegetable garden, graft trees, raise chickens, and make treats such as Blueberry Peach Jam and cheddar cheese. Detailed, illustrated instructions will take you through each project. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

2913259 POLLUTION REDUCTION, WASTE RECOVERY & RECYCLING: Materials and Methods. By Mark M. & Olen S. Mays. A practical guide for anyone looking to reduce and control pollution, conserve resources, and reduce the amount of waste going into landfills. All the key issues and their solutions are covered in this comprehensive guide. Well illus. in color. 564 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $49.95 $19.99


5664341 HVAC AND REFRAGERATION PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. By Eric Kleinert. Walks you through the preventive maintenance routines for residential and commercial HVAC and refrigeration systems, using plenty of detailed instructions and clear photos and diagrams. Useful icons throughout the book indicate the degree of difficulty for each procedure. 386 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $80.00 $59.95


5933288 CONCRETE FLATWORK: For Homeowners and Contractors. By George Garber. Learn all you need to know to plan and complete small concrete pavement jobs around the house. Included are footpaths, driveways, patios, sports surfaces, and indoor floor slab projects. This clear guide will walk you through ordering concrete, adding joints, curing, and more specialized topics as well. Well illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


2811235 FARM GATES & FENCES: Build and Repair Fences to Keep Livestock in and Pests Out. By Rick Kubik. Whatever the type of fence you need—wood posts or steel, electric fence or barbed wire—this comprehensive guide offers instructions for planning, installing, and repairing your fence, taking the guesswork out of one of the most critical farm or homestead jobs there is. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Voyageur. $6.95

6853323 METAL WORKING: Back to Shop Class. By the eds. at Skills Institute Press. With this guide, you’ll get the chance to go back to school and learn the basics of working with metal, from metal bar to complete pipe rack. This comprehensive guide offers instructions for planning, installing, and repairing your fence, taking the guesswork out of one of the most critical farm or homestead jobs there is. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Voyageur. $7.95

6936164 THE BACK TO BASICS HANDBOOK: A Guide to Buying and Working Land. By Abigail R. Gehring. Discover the pleasures of a healthier, greener, and more self-sufficient lifestyle. This practical guide reveals how to plan for vegetable garden, graft trees, raise chickens, and make treats such as Blueberry Peach Jam and cheddar cheese. Detailed, illustrated instructions will take you through each project. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

2913259 BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND RANCH: Essential Tools and Techniques for Repairing and Fabricating Farm Equipment. By William Galver. Master the fundamentals of welding, brazing, and soldering so you can repair equipment both big and small, from garden rake to tractor bucket. Learn to add a bale spear to your tractor bucket, build a wall-mount hay feeder or make metal hooks with this detailed reference. Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Storey. 8½x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

2870584 SELF-SUFFICIENCY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY. By Dick & James Strawbridge. This practical guide covers everything from reducing your carbon footprint through generating your own energy to growing your own food. Offers ways in which anyone can live a greener life, with wide ranging projects that are presented step by step with photos and a good sense of fun. 304 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¼x11. Pub. at $30.00 $12.95
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**2840936 CLASSIC HANDPLANES AND JOINERY.** By Scott Wynn. This comprehensive manual on hand cut joinery is an essential reference for modern woodworkers and furniture builders. Loaded with technically rich diagrams, illustrations, practical advice, and skill building exercises, this is a wonderful guide for any woodworker interested in using hand tools. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. $24.99. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**6978053 FINISHES & FINISHING TECHNIQUES: Professional Secrets for Simple and Beautiful Finishes from Fine Woodworking.** Comprehensively covers smoothing and preparing surfaces before finishing; changing the color of wood with dyes, pigments, and stains; polishing finishes to a high gloss; repairing damaged and worn finishes; and spray-finishing tools and small shop. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**6978088 MACHINE AND HAND JOINERY: The New Best of Fine Woodworking.** Collects the best of Fine Woodworking articles to offer you complete, well demonstrated techniques for reinforcing joints, mastering millers, cutting through dovetails, and creating sturdy rabbets and dadoes. Useful tools and layout tips are included. Well illus. in color. 153 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $4.95

**6978096 PROJECTS FOR YOUR SHOP: Taunton’s Getting Started in Woodworking.** By Matthew Teague. Demonstrates the shop basics with step by step instructions, and provides detailed plans on how to construct a stable workbench, useful tool workstation, tool storage unit and more. Well illus. many in color. 169 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95


**67913B8 MAKING SHOJI.** By Toshio Odate. 120 pages. Illus. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $13.95


Do-It-Yourself Advice


**2078353 THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF SAND CASTING.** By C.W. Ammen. A guide to fourteen different types of metal and molds, including the equipment needed for a foundry, the types and kinds of sand to use for various castings, how to make patterns and cores, how to build molds, how to melt and pour metals and how to recognize defects and problems. 344 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00. $7.95

**2874733 101 WAYS TO CLEAN OUT THE CLUTTER.** By Emilie Barnes. Filled with easy to follow instructions, notes of encouragement, and inspirational quotes. These simple ideas will help you remove clutter and restore peace to your life. 124 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. $4.95

**2894106 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO UPHOLSTERY: Stuffed with Step-by-Step Techniques for Professional Results.** By Cherry Dobson. Here is a comprehensive resource for upholstery techniques for caning and pressing canes, crafting dandy, canning and pressing blankets and pillows, and hand sewing. Includes key skills like adding comfortable and decorative trim. 143 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

**6938603 WATCH REPAIR FOR BEGINNERS: An Illustrated How-To Guide for the Watch Repairer.** By Harold C. Kelly. First published in 1957, this ideal guide for anyone who wants to learn how to fix their own watch. With detailed black-and-white illustrations, this timeless classic is a must-have addition to any horology lover’s collection. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**6735495 MODEL ENGINE-MAKING: In Theory and Practice.** By J. Pocock. Included are more than 100 detailed drawings drawn by the author to illustrate the process of building each engine, including a simple single cylinder, a multi-cylinder engine; launch, marine and locomotive engines; and even a model boiler. A fascinating guide to building your first steam engine. 178 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $6.95


**343368 THE CLOCK REPAIRER’S HANDBOOK.** By Laurie Penman. Everything you need to know to diagnose and correct faults in all kinds of clocks, both antique and modern. Includes how to carry out your own clock repairs. Useful to both the beginner and the more experienced clock repairer, without baffling the former or annoying the latter. Illus. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**680804X FARM ENGINES AND HOW TO RUN THEM: A Simple, Practical Handbook for Experts and Amateurs.** By James H. Stephenson. Originally published in the early 1900s, this classic, comprehensive handbook was referred to by young engineers as they prepared for their licensing examinations. Fully describes every part of a farm engine and boiler, giving complete directions for setting up and running quickly. Well illus. 280 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

**2076299 ARDUINO PROJECTS FOR AMATEUR RADIO.** By J. Tortum & D. Kidner. Features 10 complete projects that showcase cool RasPi applications in computing, communications, robotics, photography, and video. Each inexpensive project includes a detailed list of materials, sources for parts, schematics, and step by step assembly and programming instructions. Get up and running quickly on C, Java, and Python. Well illus. 280 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

**669496 POCKET BIKE MAINTENANCE: The Step-by-Step Guide to Bicycle Repairs.** By Mel Allwood. Filled with more than 230 color photographs, this guide will make bike maintenance a pleasure. Packed with short cuts and handy tips and full step-by-step instructions, you can save money by fixing your bike yourself. From fixing flat tires to worn brakes and from headsets to chainset, its useful for every level of rider. 192 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $7.95

**4481364 PREPPER’S HOME DEFENSE: Security Strategies to Protect Your Family by Any Means Necessary.** By Jim Cobb. Learn how to implement a complete plan for operational security and physical defense with this indispensable guide. Features sections on perimeter security systems and tracks, house fortifications and safe rooms; secured and hidden storage; and more. 223 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**6972837 THE ESSENTIAL BOOK OF HOMESTEADING: The Ultimate Guide to Sustainable Living.** By Ashley English. Features time honored tips and suggestions for keeping your bees and chickens healthy; canning and preserving foods, crafting dairy products, and keeping bees. All of the essential information you need to begin your own homestead can be found in this comprehensive guide. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95
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**COLLECTORS' ADVICE & PRICE GUIDES**

- **6969498 POCKET GUIDE TO OCCUPIED JAPAN.** By Monica L. & Patricia R. Clemens. Showcases the wide array of products made in Japan during the American Occupation (1945 to 1952). With a brief history and over 250 color photographs, this guide features figurines, planters, vases, salt and pepper shakers, and more. Values included. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **6969267 GASOLINE TREASURES.** By Mike Bruner. The automobile has been at the core of a revolution of transportation and has had a major impact on social lives. And where there are cars, there must be service stations. Illustrated in full color, with helpful descriptions and a guide to current values, this is a collection to be cherished by collectors. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **8678899 WARMAN'S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2019, 52ND EDITION.** By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy the traditional or the contemporary, you’ll find it here from ceramics to glass, furniture to jewelry, American art to toys, and beyond. Filled with thousands of color images, values, incomparable content from auction houses, collectors and shops across the country; and more. 623 pages. Krause. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907210 ROOT BEER ADVERTISING AND COLLECTIBLES.** By Tom Morrison. Features a wonderful collection of root beer collectibles. Whether it’s bottles, cans, mugs, crowns, dispensers, advertising or anything else related to it—it’s all here! Fully illustrated. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907219 BEER ADVERTISING.** By Donald A. Bilt. The finer points of beer advertising are accompanied with over 500 color photographs of many sharp or pointed objects associated with beer. Information about the breweries, the makers, and the brands advertised are included, as well as a price guide and a detailed index. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907364 COUNTRY STORE ANTIQUES: From Cradles to Caskets.** By Douglas Congdon-Martin with R. Bianidi. Hundreds of antiques from country stores are illustrated in beautiful color photographs with helpful captions and a complete 1991 price guide. A must for collectors and a pleasure for all who long for simpler times. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907372 COUNTRY STORE COLLECTIBLES.** By Douglas Congdon-Martin with R. Bianidi. Chronicles the stores, their fixtures, products, and advertising in beautiful full color photographs. Also included are historical photographs of the stores themselves and people who worked in them. Includes a 1990 price guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907402 GRANITE IRONWARE COOK BOOK.** Both a cookbook and housekeeping guide and an 1877 catalog of enamelled iron cookware, this unique guide has practical, old fashioned food recipes as well as images of 99 different antique kitchen vessels. Includes 2004 pricing. Basic household guide your great-grandmother may have used. 64 pages. L-W Book Sales. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

- **6969441 COMPLETE PRICE GUIDE TO MATCHES 2018. No. 38.** By Tom EMF Designs. This complete and concise guide to matches available to collectors includes over 13,000 watch listings and details on identification, history, terminology and more. Covers American and European pocket watches and wristwatches, as well as comic and character watches. Over 7,500 photos & Illus. 1212 pages. Trendmaker. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **6969455 MORE MOTORCYCLE COLLECTIBLES.** By Leila Dunbar. Kicking into high gear. This collection further explores the rich history of the sport and brings it all together, as seen in company promotional items, sales catalogs, books, and more. Includes more than 600 color photos along with a price guide and information for every reader. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907500 AUTOMOBILIA.** By Leila Dunbar. Features all the great go-withs that accompany the evolution of our auto history–the signs that hung in dealerships and gas stations, the toys that young drivers to be played with to be just like their parents, the oil cans, and more. An invaluable reference for anyone fascinated by the story of the history of the automobile. Includes values from 1998. Fully illustrated. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **6968899 BEER ADVERTISING.** By Donald A. Bilt. The finer points of beer advertising are accompanied with over 500 color photographs of many sharp or pointed objects associated with beer. Information about the breweries, the makers, and the brands advertised are included, as well as a price guide and a detailed index. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907526 FIREFIGHTING ANTIQUES & MEMORABILIA.** By James G. & Sandra F. Platti. Covering colonial times to the present and including a brief historical introduction, this volume is the most comprehensive reference ever for anyone seriously interested in the art of firefighting. Includes over 500 color photographs with detailed descriptions and market values from 2001-1992. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2907542 GRANITE IRONWARE COOK BOOK.** Both a cookbook and housekeeping guide and an 1877 catalog of enamelled iron cookware, this unusual guide has practical, old fashioned food recipes as well as images of 99 different antique kitchen vessels. Includes 2004 pricing. Basic household guide your great-grandmother may have used. 64 pages. L-W Book Sales. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

- **2843021 DOLLHOUSE AND MINIATURE DOLLS, 1840-1990.** By Marcie Tubbs et al. This wonderful resource, featuring more than 525 color photographs of over 1,500 dolls, traces the history of miniature dolls: families, household help, community professionals, nationally costumed, and storybook characters. Dolls made of china, wood, and other materials are pictured, with values reflecting 2009 marketplace pricing. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99


- **6969168 BEER ADVERTISING.** By Donald A. Bilt. The finer points of beer advertising are accompanied with over 500 color photographs of many sharp or pointed objects associated with beer. Information about the breweries, the makers, and the brands advertised are included, as well as a price guide and a detailed index. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2794999 ART DECO CHROME.** By Jim Linz. Journey through time, and view the elegant, streamlined, modern Art Deco chrome wares received as gift or bought by the collector. Six hundred photographs and illustrations display more than 700 examples of fine Art Deco wares with their humble beginnings in the late 1800s, the popularity of cigarettes grew into the twentieth century, until they became far and away the favorite way to enjoy the pleasures of tobacco. This valuable reference also includes a bibliography and 1999 price guide. 192 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **2906376 HOW TO DATE FURNITURE: An Easy Reference Guide.** By Trevor York. An illustrated reference guide that is packed with all the information you need to help you date English furniture and brings it all together in easy to read. 64 pages. Country Home. Paperback. Pub. at $10.25

- **6969348 THE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTORS' BOOK OF CIGARETTE PACKS.** By F. Righini & M. Papazonni. From their humble beginnings in the late 1800s, the popularity of cigarettes grew into the twentieth century, until they became far and away the favorite way to enjoy the pleasures of tobacco. This guide presents hundreds of cigarette packs from every corner of the globe, in full color, with helpful descriptions and a price guide. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **6969355 COLLECTOR'S FAMOUS PETS.** By John & Lisa B. Schiffer. Each chapter features a different pet and their history, together with a detailed market price guide. Includes over 100 illustrations. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95
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6969100 COWBOY EQUIPMENT. By Joice Overton. An invaluable source for historic reference as well as a present day guide for collectors and modern day cowboys. Containing over 500 photographs along with helpful text which describe the items and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items. Fully illustrated, full color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

★ 2789728 KOVELS’ ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE 19TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Features antiques and collectibles in over 700 different categories like advertising, furniture, glass, jewelry, porcelain, silver, and toys. Arranged alphabetically with cross-references, and an index to help readers find what they need. Fully illustrated, useful as a guide to buy, sell, and collect. Fully illus. in color. 504 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

587685 KOVELS’ ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE 2015, 47TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Includes 35,000 prices and 2,500 full-color photos of antiques and collectibles that were offered for sale over the year, organized into more than 700 categories like Jewelry, Furniture, Porcelain, and Sports Memorabilia. Each category includes a short description and history. 648 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

6599818 ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHICA: The Collector’s Vision. Ed. by Bryan & Gaye Green. This collection of images and cameras range from 1840-1940, and includes cameras, camera accessories, stereo views, daguerreotypes, and daguerreotype. Also included are American tintypes and ambrotypes; miniature and intricate stanhopes, magic lanterns; megalithophotograms, zoetropes, and more. 500+ photos, most color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $36.99 $19.95

6981532 THE RETRO CAMER A COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO VINTAGE FILM PHOTOGRAPHY. By John Wade. From design icons to overlooked gems, this examination spans 50 years, over 100 cameras and all the usable film formats. Packaged with guides, hints and tips, along with inspirational photographs by leading photographers, this is everything you need not just to build your camera collection, but to use it. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $27.95 $14.95

2907461 ST. PATRICK’S DAY & IRISH COLLECTIBLES. By John W. & Sandra L. Thomas. Illustrated history of the Irish, St. Patrick, and the celebration of St. Patrick’s Day and the wonderful collector items it has produced. Includes whimsical ceramics, vintage postcards and magazine covers, a wide range of memorabilia will have you wishing it was March 17th everyday. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

2785574 ORIENTAL RUGS FROM A TO Z. By J.R. Azzollaihoff. With this valuable volume collectors will be able to correctly identify the most distinctive styles and purchase contemporary Oriental rugs in traditional designs of the highest quality. Includes information on unusual rugs, rug pedigrees, knot count, dyes, and values from 2004. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

6969079 COUNTRY STORE COUNTER JARS AND TINS. By Steve Batson. A nostalgic glimpse at the glass distribution jars, tins, and display racks which American's favorite country stores carried, and some of America's country stores. These items are chronicled and illustrated in over 390 color photographs, including histories of the over 75 companies that used them. 152 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

6968813 50S T.V. LAMPS. By Calvin Shepherd. In the early days of television, people often protected themselves from television radiation by placing talismans–creative lamps that provided back light that was believed to protect the eyes. Here, nearly 400 photos explore the many forms of TV lamps. Current market values included. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

2795744 WASHD AY COLLECTIBLES. By Pamela E. Apkarian-Russell. The story of laundry day, seen through the colorful ephemera of the past, using over 575 color photos that illustrate a host of laundry products. Included are store displays, signs, posters, trampolines, laundry machines, soap boxes and other beautifully designed and decorated items. Values from 2000 are included with the captions. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

2907313 COLLECTING AMERICAN LIGHTNING ARTIFACTS. By Terry & Kim Kovel. This is the most comprehensive guide to collecting fire-related antiques available, presenting a fascinating collection of functional items like helmets, parade trumpets, alarm boxes, lanterns, and many more. Covering the colonial times to the present, this reference serves hobbyists and most serious ‘firematics.’ Includes 2014 pricing information. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $69.99 $21.95

6969585 TRADEMARKS OF THE 1950S. By T. Skinner & J.P. Schuck. More than 2,000 trademarks, logos, and typefaces display the creative mindset of the 1950s. Designers, artists, and entrepreneurs will find inspiration for new designs and marketing concepts while enjoying this eclectic collection. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.99 $21.95

6969666 VINTAGE COOKBOOKS AND ADVERTISING LEEFTLETS. By S.J. Norman & K.K. Andes. Colorful and informative, this indepth pictorial review and price guide includes over 850 photographs of cookery pamphlets and advertising memorabilia from the 1860s to the 1950s. In addition, the authors provide helpful tips on getting started with your own collection. 175 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.99 $14.95

696974X SIGNS OF OUR PAST: PORCELAIN ENAMEL ADVERTISING IN AMERICA. By Michael Bruner. Presents the beauty and diverse graphics that can be found in this very collectible area of Americana. Petroleum, automobiles, gasoline, beer, paint, and varnishes, telephone, tobacco, and soda pop are among the many industries that utilized this form of advertising. Informative descriptions and histories are included. Includes over 850 photographs of collectible advertising. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99 $19.95

682532X FOR THE LOVE OF OLD. By Mary Randolph Carter. A celebration of old things passed down and collected from family heirlooms to flea market treasures, along with personal recipes and anecdotes on how to care for and save things a little piece at a time. Includes old books, photographs, paintings, silver, and toys. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95

2907259 BONE, IVORY, AND HORN: IDENTIFYING NATURAL MATERIALS. By Michael Locke. In the pre-plastic era everything was made from natural materials that are now often rare and identified by collectors, dealers, and the like. This technical volume will help readers to know more about such artifacts: their biology, rarity, value, and how to conserve and restore them. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $45.00 $24.95

2843692 SWING STYLE: FASHIONS OF THE 1930s-1950s. By Maureen Reilly. Come on a pictorial tour of groovy threads from the 1930s to the 1950s. Highlighted are among the many industries that utilized this form of advertising. Informative descriptions and histories are included. Includes over 850 photographs of collectible advertising. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $59.99 $19.95

6999313 GULF OIL COLLECTIBLES. By Charles Whitworth. Covers over one hundred different categories of Gulf collectibles, containing over 100 pictures in full color of everything from cans, signs, and promotional items to clothing and toys. The values included have been established based on the author's years of collecting Gulf oil. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95
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2842815 AMERICAN SHELF & WALL CLOCKS. 2nd Edition Revised. By Robert W. Ball. This stunning volume spans the centuries of American clockmaking, notably by individual name and maker, and with illustrations of the countless styles that were incorporated into the cabinet maker’s art. Each color photo is accompanied by an informative caption, and a 1999 value guide. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

2795434 KILIM RUGS: Tribal Tales in Wool. By Susan Gomersall. The perfect guide for those seeking inspiration from these striking tribal designs and those who want to own a genuine kilim rug. Packed with 235 striking color photos, Gomersall answers questions you always wanted to ask, but didn’t. Both antique and modern rugs can be found in each chapter, and there is a guide for prices from 1999 to 09, 128 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

2858471 ART DECO FURNITURE & CRAFTS. By Daniel Lees. The rich beauty and craftsmanship of leather objects such as billfolds, blotters, bookends, cigar cases, document cases, photographs. Some of the items include fine leather accessories, 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2795516 CHINESE PROVINCIAL FURNITURE: Selections from the Late Qing Dynasty. By Kimberly R. Hessler. Superb examples of chairs, tables, screens, chests, and storage pieces created between 1800 and the early 1900s, this is a comprehensive guide for anyone interested in buying and selling antique Chinese furniture. Includes market values from 2007, 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

2795140 COLLECTIBLE DOLL FASHIONS, 1970s. By Carmen Varnosich. A selective guide to some of the finest doll fashions (and nightmares), succinctly described, as well as restoration and care advice. Tips on authenticating are offered, plus a price guide for 2007. Fully illus. in color. 155 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6896339 THE COLLECTOR’S BOOK OF SNUFF BOTTLES. By Bob C. Stevens. This exquisite volume covers snuff bottles made of all the various precious materials and discusses the fundamentals of collecting and details of the symbolism of motifs, reign marks, and inscriptions. Includes Atractively cloth bound and slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Weatherhill. 9x12¼. Pub. at $150.00

2794918 AMERICAN FURNITURE OF THE 19TH CENTURY, 1840-1880, REVISED EDITION. By Eileen & Richard Dubrow. An important study of the fine furniture made in America between 1840 and 1880, this volume is filled with photographs, some in period room settings, and identification of the cabinetmaker where known, along with significant information on cabinetmakers John Henry Belter, Edward C. Wilson, and others, 324 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

2795310 FURNITURE MADE IN AMERICA, 1875-1905, 4TH EDITION. By Eileen & Richard Dubrow. With over 2,000 illustrations, this is the most comprehensive and authoritative book ever on this subject. It contains a wealth of material from major American furniture manufacturers of the 1880s and ‘90s, presenting a fascinating study showing hundreds of examples covering furniture for the dining room, parlor, library, bedroom, and office. Includes a comprehensive guide to buying antique furniture from 1875, 512 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

2824947 CHINESE COUNTRY ANTIQUES, REVISED 3RD EDITION. By Andra & Lynne McCormick. Offers a comprehensive and current guide to the various categories of Chinese country antiques, with numerous color photographs and comprehensive information on each item, 238 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

2820058 INDIAN PICTORIAL WEAVING 1860-1900, REVISED EDITION. By D.T. Cabe & S. Begner. With the nearly 300 color photos and short texts featured here, both the novice and advanced collector can reach a better understanding of the enigmatic and unusual body of Navajo pictorial weaving. Also featured in this stunning volume is a one of a kind photograph of Navajo pianos on the cover. 249 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

2795106 MASSACHUSETTS QUILTS: Our Common Wealth. Ed. by Lynne Zacek Basset. A keystone study of American quilting, this is the definitive treasury of Massachusetts historical quilts and a glorious tribute to the creative spirit of their makers and the times. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. UPNE. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00

2807453 EUROPEAN PENDULUM CLOCKS. By H. Heuer & K. Maurice. Presents in chronological order, over 700 pendulum-run wall and floor clocks, collected from France, England, Holland, Germany and Scandinavia. Each is described in a photograph and is discussed with thorough comments in the captions. 354 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $39.95

2808771 EIGHTH EDITION. By H. Gostony & S. Schneider. The most exhaustive work available anywhere on early ball tools, firearms, edged weapons, and advertising, and a price guide with 1998 market values. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2807582 PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN ARTS: MORE THAN HEARTS, PARROTS, AND TULIPS. By Irwin Richman. The objects from the Pennsylvania German region described here include a wide variety of folk art which were preserved by immigrants of this region. 279 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

2907453 EUROPEAN PENDULUM CLOCKS. By H. Heuer & K. Maurice. Presents in chronological order, over 700 pendulum-run wall and floor clocks, collected from France, England, Holland, Germany and Scandinavia. Each is described in a photograph and is discussed with thorough comments in the captions. 354 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $39.95

2808771 EIGHTH EDITION. By H. Gostony & S. Schneider. The most exhaustive work available anywhere on early ball tools, firearms, edged weapons, and advertising, and a price guide with 1998 market values. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2807582 PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN ARTS: MORE THAN HEARTS, PARROTS, AND TULIPS. By Irwin Richman. The objects from the Pennsylvania German region described here include a wide variety of folk art which were preserved by immigrants of this region. 279 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

2808771 EIGHTH EDITION. By H. Gostony & S. Schneider. The most exhaustive work available anywhere on early ball tools, firearms, edged weapons, and advertising, and a price guide with 1998 market values. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2807582 PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN ARTS: MORE THAN HEARTS, PARROTS, AND TULIPS. By Irwin Richman. The objects from the Pennsylvania German region described here include a wide variety of folk art which were preserved by immigrants of this region. 279 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

2808771 EIGHTH EDITION. By H. Gostony & S. Schneider. The most exhaustive work available anywhere on early ball tools, firearms, edged weapons, and advertising, and a price guide with 1998 market values. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2807582 PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN ARTS: MORE THAN HEARTS, PARROTS, AND TULIPS. By Irwin Richman. The objects from the Pennsylvania German region described here include a wide variety of folk art which were preserved by immigrants of this region. 279 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

2808771 EIGHTH EDITION. By H. Gostony & S. Schneider. The most exhaustive work available anywhere on early ball tools, firearms, edged weapons, and advertising, and a price guide with 1998 market values. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
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$34.95


NEW! 696925X ANTIQUE BOXES, TEA CADDIES & SOCIETY 1700-1880, 2ND EDITION. By A. Clarke & J. Okely. This comprehensive text covers wooden, tortoiseshell, ivory, paper-mache, and lacquer boxes from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The 1,000 images include original drawings, magnificent photographs of complete pieces, and close-ups illustrating the structure and decoration of boxes. A thorough resource for the collector. 384 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $35.00. 79.95

6959885 COLLECTIBLE TELEVISION MEMORABILIA. By Dian Treadway Cohn. Features television shows dating from the 1940s to the 1990s. Includes program information listing the main cast members, time on the air, and networks carrying each series. Includes over 500 color photos; nearly 900 items; and a price guide and source index. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. 79.95

284348X OCEAN LINER COLLECTIBLES. By Myra Yellin Outwater. This stunning volume recreates the ambiance of the ocean liner era by showing the actual objects used on board. Each piece of ocean-liner memorabilia is like an Aladdin’s lamp, releasing wondrous memories of that grand style of travel. Includes 1998 values. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95

699453 NOVELTY RADIO HANDBOOK. By Debby Weaver. Includes photos of over 600 novelty transistor radios, including those shaped as airplanes, beer bottles, bugs, cars, famous people, and advertising characters. Captions provide detailed information and market values. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95

696605X PRINTED LACE HANDKERCHIEFS. By Betty Wilson. Collecting pretty handkerchiefs has become a widespread and popular hobby for many people. This entertaining and comprehensive identification and price guide will be useful and fun for all vintage linen enthusiasts. Includes over 400 color photographs and lively, factual text. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95

6988656 VINTAGE ANHEUSER-BUSCH. By Donna S. Baker. Celebrates the early 20th-century marketing and advertising campaigns of one of America’s most famous companies. Over 400 beautiful color photos trace Anheuser Busch’s colorful advertising from the late 1800s through the mid twentieth century. Current values for all are included in the captions. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95

279488S ASIAN IVORY. By Jeffrey B. Snyder. Graceful figures in many forms, dating from the 19th and early 20th centuries, are the primary focus of this resource, while brush holders and wrist rests, cigarette cases, card cases, match holders, and many other items are also presented. Finely carved ivory from China and Japan is featured, with an engaging text that explains the cultural importance of the ivory trade. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $79.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

688346X COLLECTORS’ NETSUKE. By Raymond Bushell. Explores matters of special importance to the collector of these fascinating miniature Japanese sculptures, including copies and copying, age and authenticity, commercialism, identification of signatures and criteria for judging potential purchases, and illustrates 354 outstanding netsuke in clear detail. 200 pages. Weatherhill. Pub. at $47.50. PRICE CUT to $12.95

6969151 DEPRESSION ERA KITCHEN SHAKERS. By Barbara E. Mauzy. However depressing the Depression Era may have been, the manufacturers of glassware did their best to add color to people’s lives. Hundreds of these colorful shakers are illustrated in 119 beautiful color photographs. Prices are provided for each shaker, 96 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95

279490X AFRICAN-AMERICANA. By Barbara E. Mauzy. This gorgeous photo essay and extensively researched historical perspective includes a sampling of black memorabilia, encompassing everything from “Little Black Sambo” and “Aunt Jemima” to photography, figures and figurines, ashtrays, barware, perfume bottles, and kitchen collectibles. Includes values from 2009. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.99. 19.95

6968953 CIGAR BOX LABELS: Portraits of Life, Mirrors of History. By Gerard S. Petrone. This 1996 publication contains information on over 2600 cigar box labels, from the earliest cigar box labels to the present day. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current sale or asking price. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95

6888996 THE COLLECTOR’S BOOK OF NOVELTY PANS. By Jeanie Gibbs. Ever wonder if there has been a licensed cake pan of Porky Pig? Curious about how long your favorite piano cake kit was in production? Over 700 novelty cake pans and forms are featured, with a price guide for each. Novelty cake pans are documented in this colorful and unique guide along with current market values. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

2842757 THE WELL DRESSED CHILD: Children’s Clothing 1820-1940. By Anna MacPhail. Chronicles the changes in children’s clothing fashions over the decades and centuries, from the popularity of tarts and plaid in the 1880s, to Knickerbocker suits and box pleated tunics, introduced by the Victorians, to the ever-popular and enduring sailor suit. Includes 1999 prices for the collector. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

696879X COLLECTIBLE NOVELTY PHONES. By James Davis. Novelty telephones are the hottest and most affordable collectibles to hit the collecting scene in recent years. This guide features over two hundred American novelty phones, as well as miniatures and toy telephones. A guide to current prices is included. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6988964 THE ART OF THE SMOKE: A Pictorial History of Cigar Box Label Art. By Jero L. Gardner. Hundreds of the finest examples of cigar box labels from the world’s largest private collection. Captions provide the imagination and creativity of the printers and lithographers over the decades and centuries, from the popularity of tarts and plaid in the 1880s, to Knickerbocker suits and box pleated tunics, introduced by the Victorians, to the ever-popular and enduring sailor suit. Includes 1999 prices for the collector. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

697948S ASIAN IVORY. By Jeffrey B. Snyder. Graceful figures in many forms, dating from the 19th and early 20th centuries, are the primary focus of this resource, while brush holders and wrist rests, cigarette cases, card cases, match holders, and many other items are also presented. Finely carved ivory from China and Japan is featured, with an engaging text that explains the cultural importance of the ivory trade. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $79.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

6969518 SCOTTISH ANTIQUES. By Alasdair T. Munro. Provides a single source for all who are interested in Scottish antiques. Provides a single source for all who are interested in Scottish antiques. Provides a single source for all who are interested in Scottish antiques. Provides a single source for all who are interested in Scottish antiques.
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2843048 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MARKS ON AMERICAN, ENGLISH, AND EUROPEAN EARTHENWARE, IRONSTONE, AND STONEWARE. 1750-1900. By Armand A. & Dorothy E. Kowalsky. An authoritative reference that identifies thousands of marks from American, English and European potters. Also provides listings of further readings for the wishful thinker who wants to delve deeper into the history of the firm or to view images of wares upon which these marks appear. Illus. 688 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $99.99. PRICE CUT to $29.95

2795351 METAL CANDLESTICKS: History, Styles, and Techniques. By Veronika Baur. Intended to be a guide through the development of candlelight, this informative volume covers the various techniques of metalworking in gold, silver, bronze, brass, tin, iron and alloys. Along with the histories of important manufacturers, there is historical, social and private background information, and information for collectors of candlesticks. Illus. 184 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

279487X 1930S LIGHTING: Deco & Traditional by Chase. By D.B. Johnson & L. Pina. Admirers of twentieth-century decorative arts will enjoy this in-depth look at the "lights that give lasting satisfaction." Collectors in this essential collector’s reference are 600 current, catalog, and historical photos; vintage advertising; complete cross-reference listing and a price guide from 2000. 208 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2907852 POSTWAR POP: Memorabilia of the Mid-20th Century. By D.B. Johnson & L. Pina. From the 1920s well into the 1960s, the consumer market was flooded with new and novel "must-have" items such as Hallmark paperdollads, holiday ephemera, and Vogue picture records. Each is a representative marker of its specific moment in America's pop culture. Well-illustrated, this book sheds light on the wealth of tile designs, styles, and patterns created during this period. 136 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95

6517143 THE SAFE BANK BOOK: Cast Iron Safebanks Made Between 1870 and 1941. By Michael Maxer. Made as toy savings banks, souvenirs, or advertising premiums, cast iron safe banks are found in a variety of sizes, colors, and finishes, and were produced from 1870 until World War II. This comprehensive volume includes the most complete listing of iron safe banks known to date, and includes a broad range of additional information. Fully illus., most in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $79.99. PRICE CUT to $24.95

6969186 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN FURNITURE, REGIONS 1 & 2. By Norman Karnon. Beautiful design and color superb examples illustrate the pages of this volume, shedding light on the wealth of tile designs, styles, and patterns created on the East Coast of America throughout the 19th and 20th centuries; includes a brief description of each major region, including Dedham, Tiffany, and Wheeling Wheel. 264 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $69.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

6589103 COLLECTIBLE AUNT JEMIMA: Handbook & Value Guide. By Jean Williams Turner. Presents many of the items available from Aunt Jemima’s long history, and provides fascinating and fun stories on the figures, the advertising, and the cultural history. Includes promotional items and advertisements, doll families, recipe books, kitchen utensils, menus, coloring books, and cooking sets for children. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

6588840 ANTIQUE ADVERTISING: Country Store Signs & Products. By Rich Bertola. Advertising signs made of glass, tin, cardboard, and porcelain tout the benefits of everything from cigars to corsets to soaps. There are products for the country gentleman, lady, even the favorite horse. The wonderful graphics showcased here from the 1880-1930 era, recall the delightful and sometimes unusual products they were meant to help sell. Complete in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

2845180 THE LAW (IN PLAIN ENGLISH) FOR COLLECTORS: A Guide for Lovers of Art and Antiques. By L.D. Dubof & S.J. Tugman. Provides helpful advice on all things legal when it comes to art, antiques, and other collectibles. Readers will learn how to navigate purchases and customs; authenticate works and detect forgeries; select insurance plans, properly file taxes and more. 220 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95

2795094 CHASE COMPLETE: Deco Specialties of the Chase Brass & Copper Co. By Donald-Brian Johnson. Featuring 650 color photos, this book provides a complete cross-reference listing and a price guide from 1940. Fully-illustrated with informative, fascinating and fun facts, this book is perfect for those wishing either to delve deeper into the history of the firm or to learn the delightful and sometimes unusual products they were meant to help sell. Complete in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

6589650 THE PENNY BANK BOOK, REVISED 4TH EDITION. By Andy & Susan Moore. Features more than 1,700 bank images, each presented in full color, and many more pictured in black & white illustrations. Tips for collectors are provided, and pages from manufacturer’s catalogs are also reproduced. 188 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

6896677 CABIN STYLE: Decorating with Rustic, Adirondack, and Western Collectibles. By D. Zillner & S. Silverthorn. Inspiring resource for cabin owners who desire more than “cookie-cutter” decor ideas for their lakeside or mountain home. Chapters feature dishes, pottery, glassware, camp blankets, souvenirs, furniture, and ephemera that provide interesting accents. Includes prices. 192 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2843498 OLD CHINA/NEW STYLE: Antique Furniture & Accessories 1780-1930. By Andrea & Lynne McDicken. A wide array of arts and crafts of the second half of China’s Qing Dynasty is represented, with a brief nod to the Art Deco influence in Chinese design. Included are the tools of the scholar, ancestor paintings, and other new categories, in addition to Chinese furniture, basketry, and cabinetry. Includes 2005 values. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

696902X COMIC CHARACTER METAL SAND TOYS. By Doug & Pat Wengel. Metal toys decorated with comic characters have been produced for over 70 years and continue to be collected today, among the most popular of those are for the beach and swimmer. This book is illustrated with 400 color photos for all collectors of toys. A value guide is included. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95

2795760 WESTCLOX ELECTRIC. By Jim Linz. Hundreds of Westclox electric clocks introduced between 1931 and 1970 are displayed in over 720 images that cover store displays, after-market automobile clocks, and weather instruments. Many of the store displays pictured feature impressive Art Nouveau, Art Deco, and Mid-Century Modern designs. Includes a bibliography and values from 2004. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95

2727501 STYLES OF AMERICAN FURNITURE, 1860-1960. By Eileen & Richard Dubrow. Over 500 photographs portray the design elements that made the furniture distinctive and attract a wide audience of collectors. From Renaissance to Art Nouveau, Art Deco and Modern forms, the American furniture shown here has had an impact on the history of design world-wide. An important resource for collectors. Includes 1997 values. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95
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2843560 SANTA FE & TAOS: A History in Postcards. By M.L. Martin & G. Partill. Examines the two cities via vintage postcard images to reveal why New Mexico is known as the “Land of Enchantment.” Explore such landmarks as the Santa Fe Palace of Governors and Loretto Chapel, as well as Pueblo Indians and their adobe architecture, crafts, and religious celebrations. Includes 2006 values for collectors. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843226 GREETINGS FROM PORTLAND. By M.L. Martin & K. Brutefield. From the world’s largest log cabin to the many rose gardens for which the Oregon city is famous, Images of 380 vintage postcards, dating from the 1900s to the 1950s, showcase many spectacular sights. Each black-and-white or hand-tinted card is accompanied by a descriptive caption that includes 2007 prices for collectors. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843145 GREETINGS FROM CHARLESTON. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines Charleston, South Carolina via vintage postcard images depicting the sites that make it such an attraction to tourists: stately mansions, spring gardens, the site where the first shot of the Civil War was fired, and more. Price valuations from 2006 for each card are given. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

284328X BALTIMORE HISTORIC POSTCARDS. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines “The Best City in America” via vintage postcard images depicting Fort McHenry where Francis Scott Key wrote the words to The Star Spangled Banner, the burial site of Edgar Allan Poe, Pimlico Park, and much more. Features 2006 price guide. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843102 GREETINGS FROM ALBUQUERQUE. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Offers a fascinating collection of images of vintage postcards, with 2007 prices and dates accompanying these more than 200 hand-tinted works. Together they offer a lavish tour of the city’s homes, historic sites, and nearly lakes, 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843558 GREETINGS FROM ITHACA. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Presents images of more than 300 vintage postcards, created between 1900 and the 1950s, showcasing the glorious sights of the Finger Lakes region, as well as the buildings of the city, including Cornell University and Ithaca College, are offered. Includes 2007 prices. 126 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $7.95

2843528 POSTCARDS OF PROVIDENCE. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. From her beautiful bay as a sunset to arched brick bridges and venerable monuments, images of these 300 vintage hand-tinted postcards offer a lavish historical tour of the city. Detailed descriptions and 2007 prices accompany each card. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843188 GREETINGS FROM BURLINGTON, VERMONT. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Presents images of more than 200 vintage black-and-white and hand-tinted postcards dating from the 1900s to the 1950s. Prices (2007) are suggested for collectors, and detailed captions describe each scene. 126 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843196 GREETINGS FROM MANCHESTER, New Hampshire’s Queen City. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Offers a fascinating collection of images of vintage postcards, with 2007 prices and dates accompanying these more than 200 hand-tinted works. Together they offer a lavish tour of the city’s homes, historic sites, and nearby lakes, 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843324 GREETINGS FROM HAMILTON, NEW YORK. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Features dozens of images of vintage postcards, created between 1900 and the 1950s, documenting the 2007 values. 126 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843470 SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS: In Postcards. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Presents images of more than 200 vintage black-and-white and hand-tinted postcards dating from the 1900s to the 1950s, will take readers back in time. See the house where Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote The Scarlet Letter, tour Salem’s famous 17th- and 18th-century houses, and get caught up in the spell of the Witch City. Includes 2007 values. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843575 SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT: GREETINGS FROM SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Presents images of more than 200 vintage black-and-white and hand-tinted postcards dating from the 1900s to the 1950s, documenting the 2007 values. 126 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843382 A KENTUCKY PRIMER: Postcards of Louisville. By M.L. Martin & K. Choppa. Presents a dazzling collection of images of more than 200 hand-tinted and black-and-white postcards, made between 1900 and the 1940s. Only one or two cards are shown per page, allowing you a nostalgic journey through the city and her history, as well as showcasing 2007 prices and collecting information. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843129 GREETINGS FROM BAR HARBOR. By M.L. Martin & K. Choppa. First-hand accounts from the Gilded Age period are sprinkled throughout the 147 color images of collectible period postcards of Bar Harbor. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

2833067 STATIONERY FEVER: From Paper Clips to Pencils and Everything in Between. By John Z. Komurki. Provides a panoramic overview of the worldwide renaissance of stationery, including individual stationery items, showing how even the humblest of desk accessories represents the tip of an iceberg of technological progress. Full illus. in color. 126 pages. Prestel. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2843137 GREETINGS FROM BURLINGTON, VERMONT. By M.L. Martin & D. Roseberry. Draws together images of hand-tinted and sepia postcards, including the historic views through the 1940s. Together they showcase the Vermont city’s streets, schools, parks, and surrounding environs. Price valuations from 2007 for each card are given. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95
Glass, Silver & Jewelry

2795426 JEWELRY & METALWORK IN THE ARTS & CRAFTS TRADITION, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Elsye Zorn Karlin. Study of the style developed in the late 19th through the early 20th century in reaction to industrialized manufacturing—begins with the British movement and traces the roots of the “new art,” including characteristics, materials, motifs, influences, and makers. Includes a price guide (published in 2004). Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $69.95 $34.95

2811901 CAGE CUPS: Late Roman Luxury Glassware. By David Whitehouse et al. Fragile beyond measure, cage cups were created with a combination of aesthetic refinement and technical finesse second to none in the history of glassmaking—they are nothing less than a wonder of the ancient world. This volume provides a lasting contribution to the field of glass studies. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Conover Jewelry of Glass. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 PRICE CUT to $7.95

6989691 COLLECTIBLE GIRLIE GLASSES. By Tigre McMullan. Features over 430 colorful, bawdy images revealing the pinup girl glass sets created from the 1920s to today by companies such as Meyercord, Duro-Deal, and Amus-U. Includes are Mystic, Magic, and Macaroni Collector Girls as well as those for the bachelorette. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

2842999 DEPRESSION GLASS FOR COLLECTORS. By Robert Brenner. Very inexpensive when first produced, Depression Glass was America’s early experimentation with the mold-etched method for producing pattern glass. Collectors recognize the beauty and creativity of the glass artisans, and in this splendid volume, hundreds of pieces are shown accompanied by 1998 prices, for those building a collection. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.99 PRICE CUT to $15.95

2843722 THE VICTORIAN DINING ROOM. By Brian D. Coleman. A visual journey through the ninetenth century dining room from the sideboard to the tea table, it illustrates the serving pieces, silver, glass, and the unusual Victorian oddities. Through over 200 color photographs it becomes clear that the Victorian commodified and sometimes bizarre, products of that time continue to astound us. Includes 2003 price guide. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.99 PRICE CUT to $15.95

2843463 MEXICAN JEWELRY & METAL ART. By Leslie Pina. In addition to Mexican silver jewelry, Mexican metal art is a popular field of collecting. Its appeal can be attributed to the artistic quality and variety plus large production volume of these treasures. This is a comprehensive guide to Mexican art and jewelry made of copper, brass, alpaca, and silver are described. Includes 2009 values. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $69.95 PRICE CUT to $34.95

2795736 VICTORIAN GLASS NOVELTIES. By Jo & Bob Sanford. Whimsical Victorian novelties in clear and colored glass are displayed in over 590 beautiful color photos and over 80 black and white vintage advertisements and catalog images. The accompanying text provides valuable information about the many companies that made these varied and amusing wares. Includes values from 2003. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95 ★ 6887880 RINGS: Accessories. By Rachel Church. Fully illus. most in color. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles

2795752 WELLER, ROSEVILLE AND RELATED ZANESVILLE ART POTTERY AND TILES. By B. Ward & N. Schiffer. This comprehensive study combines the best historical account with exciting newly discovered examples, and a full account of the companies, shapes, and glaze lines of this art pottery providing an important resource for collectors. Includes values from 2000. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

6986872 BAWDY BISQUES & NAUGHTY NOVELTIES: German Bathing Beauties and Their Risque Kin. By Sharon Hope Weintraub. As the Victorian era passed into the Edwardian and Roaring Twenties, a market developed for bisque and china naughty novelties and figurines of women and ladies, and nudies. This volume examines and values a range of these novelties. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

2843536 QUIMPER POTTERY: A Guide to Quimper and Its Naughties. By Adele H. Madeux. Provides an easy to read yet comprehensive look at this centuries-old French folk art and its history. More than just a guide, it shares knowledge that allows the reader to become more confident and self-sufficient by actually teaching how to value Quimper pottery. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

2795612 QUEST FOR QUIMPER. By B. Walker & D. Williamson. See hundreds of examples of this beautiful Quimper pottery, many of them quite unique and rare, and learn about the history, art, and spirit of the Breton people in this stunning volume. Featuring over 950 color photographs, this is a valuable resource for collectors. Includes price guide from 2002. 282 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $69.95 $34.95

6721478 CAROL BURNETT FIGURINE. Relive one of the funniest comedies ever brought to the small screen with this intricately detailed, lovingly produced statuette. Standing at approximately eight inches tall, it hilariously depicts the spool of thread that Carol brought to a wedding, with Carol as Scarlett in the foreground with a curtain rod straddled across her shoulders. Produced to the highest quality and artistic standards of The Bradford Exchange, it includes a numbered Certificate of Authenticity. $25.95 ★ 6887471 PORCELAIN REPAIR AND RESTORATION, SECOND EDITION: A Handbook. By Nigel Williams. A comprehensive reference for those who work in the world-renowned Conservation Department of The British Museum, this authoritative handbook gives even inexperienced amateurs the confidence to embark on porcelain restoration. Includes detailed information on products, equipment, and restoration techniques. Illus., some in color. 160 pages. UPb. 7x¼x10. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $14.95

6721099 ALLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 1: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Manufacturer, in an Unforgotten Era. By Dennis R. Porell. Presents the brief nine year history of SS Allach Porcelain (1936-1945), the infamous Nazi run porcelain factory. Explores in detail the fascinating array of sculptures made, and the historical significance of each category. This volume contains political figurines, candleholders, moriones, plagues, and more. Illus., most in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.99 PRICE CUT to $13.95
Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles

6721072 ALLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 2: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Manufacturer, in an Uniting of East and West. By Charles Schiffer. A brief nine year history of SS Allach Porcelain (1936-1945), the infamous Nazi run porcelain factory. Explores in detail the fascinating array of scraps, shrapnel, as well as historical significances of each category. This volume contains military figures, peasants, animals, vases, dinnerware, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 488 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $99.99 $49.95

6629342 ALLEN’S AUTHENTICATION OF ANCIENT CHINESE CERAMICS. By Anthony J. Allen. With over 700 color photographs. Both genuine ceramics and fakes being sold as genuine. Allen shows you how to distinguish the fakes from the genuine articles. The focus of this volume is Chinese ceramics, covering the 5,000 years from the Neolithic period to the Ming dynasty. 340 pages. Allen’s Enterprises. 8½x12. Pub. at $19.90 PRICE CUT to $9.95

2795515 MAJOLICA FIGURES. By Helen Cunningham. This comprehensive reference includes over 475 full color photographs and detailed information on human and animal figures, toby jugs, tobacco jars, strikes, and advertising memorabilia. Includes a price guide from 1997. 169 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $12.95

2795565 SCOTTISH CERAMICS. By Henry E. Kelly. Over 630 striking color photographs showcase the multi-hued dinnerware, vases, plaques, figurines, and ceramic items that can now be rightfully attributed to the prolific Scottish potteries. This informative volume includes brief histories, a helpful glossary, and a detailed index. Includes values from 1999. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $59.95 PRICE CUT to $24.95

2795043 BLUEBIRD CHINA. By Kenna & Bob Rosen. Examines the work of over four dozen of the companies that produced bluebird china during its brief but spectacular history. First appearing in the late 1800s, it reached its zenith in the early to mid-1920s, and was almost entirely gone by 1930. Includes price guide (published in 2003). Fully illustrated in over 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $16.95

2843730 VICTORIAN STAFFORDSHIRE DOGS. By Adrian & Nicholas Harding. Displays many of the ceramic dogs produced by the talented potters of England’s famous Staffordshire district during the Victorian era. They include King Charles Spaniels, Whippets, Bull Mastiffs, Poodles, St. Bernards, and many others. Includes 2006 values. Fully illus, in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT to $24.95

2795183 COWAN POTTERY AND THE CLEVELAND SCHOOL. By M. Basset & V. Naumann. Offers an intimate portrait of R. Guy Cowan and his circle of family, colleagues, designers and students, with over 1,120 photographs, chronicles Cowan’s pottery marks, and artist signatures. This compendium of information also includes a “Cowan Pottery Glaze and Shape Guide,” and market values from 1997. 372 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $99.99 $49.95

2795124 CLARICE CLIFF & HER CONTEMPORARIES: Susie Cooper, Keith Murray, Charlotte Rhead and the Carlton Designers. By Helen C. Cunningham. Over 420 color photographs illustrate the wide range of wares made available by Cliff, Cooper, Murray, Rhead and those at Carlton: designers whose creative genius surfaced during the Art Deco years. Featuring detailed observations and historical information, this reference also includes Cowan and major British ceramics from 1995 and vital information on forgeries. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95

6724604 NORITAKE FOR EUROPE. By Pat Murphy. Provides a company history, backstamp explanations, a glossary, and a comprehensive guide to collecting. Values are included along with descriptions, and the book also contains a price guide. Fully illustrated, in color. 232 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

271462X CAROL BURNETT TIME LESS COMEDY CONCEPTS TOY COLLECTION'S PLATE. $24.95


NEW! ★ 5884259 PILLIN POTTERY. By J. Kline & M. Nickel. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $59.99 $44.95

2923380 CHRISTMAS CRACKERS: Tom Smith’s Magical Invention. By Peter Kimpson. Charts the story of the cracker, from its Victorian origins in London’s East End to during the days of the Empire and on to the present day. It also uncovers the story of Tom Smith, the “King of Crackers.” This illustrated volume covers over 150 original cracker packaging, trade catalogs and company artwork. 127 pages. ACC Art Books. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6968929 BOARD GAMES, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Desi Scarpone. Board games have been a part of America for more than 150 years. Over 1,400 individual board games are presented here in color photographs, along with their trade catalogs, along with interesting text, their advertising, and an updated value in each caption to reflect the current market. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

5940949 CLASSIC COUNTRY TOYS. By Bruce Wexler. In this detailed, clear, detailed color photographs are over 150 important landmark toys of all kinds, from 1880 to the present day. Each toy is featured in close-up detail to highlight its most special qualities. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


6968880 BEATRIX POTTER COLLECTIBLES: The Peter Rabbit Story Characters. By D. Dublay & K. Sewall. Includes collectible ceramic figurines of the characters made famous in the Peter Rabbit tales, books, and more. Each is fully described and evaluated with market value. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

6969550 TOY CARS OF JAPAN AND HONG KONG. By Andrew G. Ralston. Presents a unique selection of the rarest and most collectible toy cars made in Japan and Hong Kong in the 1950s and 1960s. Covers over 150 important landmark toys. Prices for all items displayed. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $18.95

6969240 FORD FARM TOYS. By David Reed. Here is everything you always wanted to know about Ford farm toys! This guide contains detailed information on these nostalgic toys from the early 1900s through the present day. Over 300 color photos are complemented by humorous anecdotes, and a price guide with line models is included. 142 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95


6969956 TOY ROBOTS FROM JAPAN: Techno Fantasies. By Alan Bunkers. Explores the highly creative and technological evolution of tiny robots created in the last half of the 20th century by Japan’s numerous toy manufacturers. Highly informative captions accompany each image, and identify special features, date, and current value. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $18.95
Firearms & Knives

6936393 GUNS OF THE OLD WEST: An Illustrated Reference Guide to Antique Firearms. By Charles Edward Chapel. Written by one of the foremost firearms experts of the 20th century, this exhaustively researched reference boasts an impressive catalog of antique Western guns, along with fascinating historical literature that frames the world in which these firearms were used. Fully illus. 306 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6839320 AMERICAN SUBMACHINE GUNS, 1919-1950. By Luc Guillou. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $19.95 SOLD OUT

6588786 ADVERTISING CUTLERY. By Richard D. White. 174 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $29.95


5711096 DEADLY BEAUTIES: Rare German Handguns, Volume 1, 1871-1914. By H. J. Van Els. Fully illus. in color. 432 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $74.95 $34.95

All About Cats

2790258 WHAT YOUR CAT WANTS. By Francesco Riccomini. Learn the everyday skills of a perfect cat owner: Comprehension; Communication; Understanding; Motivation; Empathy; Awareness, and Responsibility. In developing these skills, you will be rewarded with a happier cat, a happier and healthier owner. Color photos. 96 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

2818609 THE ULTIMATE CAT LOVER. By Marty Becker et al. You’ll find the top experts’ answers to some of the most perplexing questions Cat People want wonder about in the areas of health, wellness, behavior, and nutrition, along with a winning mix of stories that celebrate the unique and life-changing bond between cats and their people in all its glory. Color photos. 254 pages. HCI Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.45

2817728 TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT, PLAIN AND SIMPLE. By Clifford Brooks. With his frank humor, Brooks step by step guide is as fun to read as it is end result for your cat. Including helpful tips from an experienced cat owner for when things go wrong and clever illustrations to keep you in good spirits during the learning process. Get rid of that smelly box and learn to share the throne with your feline. 103 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2849143 THE CURIOUS CAT: Facts & Breed Information About Our Feline Friends. Ed. by Fern Collins. Describes the origins and characteristics of the cat, how it evolved from wild animal to perfect, mysterious, and beautiful pet. Covers information on origin, characteristics, temperament, and color to help you choose the ideal companion. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Charwell. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99 $4.95

2860341 CATIFICATION: Designing a Happy and Stylish Home for Your Cat (and You!). By J. Galaxy & K. Benjamin. The story of My Cat from Hell and the founder of the Companion cat walk through the step by step process of designing an attractive home that is also an optimal environment for cats. Includes more than fifteen fun tips, fun facts, and information about the feline superhighways to “cat superhighways.” Fully illus. in color. 297 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

6585660 HOW TO TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT: 21 Days to a Litter-Free Home. By Paul Kunkel. Goodbye litter box, hello toilet! Using this foolproof 21-day program, you can break the litter box habit for cats and create a healthy, healthy environment for your cat! Using the toilet. Illus. 137 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

2818078 THE MIND OF A CAT. By Liz Abltir Blaylock. If you’ve ever been a cat owner, you know cats are nothing like dogs. Little volume is full of anecdotes and memories about cats, their owners and the relationship between them, told from the cat’s perspective. Fully illus. in color. K&T Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

2855272 GUNSMITHING MADE EASY: Projects for the Home Gunsmith. By Bryce M. Towsley. Easy and fun to read, this guide provides step by step instructions on a wide variety of hobby gunsmithing projects. It covers everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Also includes a special section on shop design and everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Includes helpful tips from an experienced cat owner for when things go wrong and clever illustrations to keep you in good spirits during the learning process. Get rid of that smelly box and learn to share the throne with your feline. 103 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2870911 GUNSMITHING MADE EASY: Projects for the Home Gunsmith. By Bryce M. Towsley. Easy and fun to read, this guide provides step by step instructions on a wide variety of hobby gunsmithing projects. It covers everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Also includes a special section on shop design and everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Includes helpful tips from an experienced cat owner for when things go wrong and clever illustrations to keep you in good spirits during the learning process. Get rid of that smelly box and learn to share the throne with your feline. 103 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2770911 GUNSMITHING MADE EASY: Projects for the Home Gunsmith. By Bryce M. Towsley. Easy and fun to read, this guide provides step by step instructions on a wide variety of hobby gunsmithing projects. It covers everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Also includes a special section on shop design and everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Includes helpful tips from an experienced cat owner for when things go wrong and clever illustrations to keep you in good spirits during the learning process. Get rid of that smelly box and learn to share the throne with your feline. 103 pages. Skyhorse. Hardcover. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

6929028 THE ARMS OF GREECE:and his commentary on the wide variety of types and makers make Laidacker's personal study of early .22 cartridge handguns of the 1855-1875. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $100.00

6921120 COLT SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS: Weapon 52. By Martin Pegler. Featuring expert analysis and gripping first-hand accounts, this is the definitive history of Colt's family of single-action revolvers, covering their origins, development, use, and lasting impact on the modern world. Fully illus. in color. 530 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $20.00 $11.95

672177X BULLARD FIREARMS. By G. Scott Jamieson. Offers an exhaustively detailed history of J.H. Bullard and his rifles, cartridges, reloading tools, and his little known work with the Overman Automobile Company. This volume, with over 1,000 black & white photos and 150 color plates, is a must for collectors, historians, and dealers alike. 368 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $100.00 $49.95

6724973 WEBLEY SOLID FRAME REVOLVERS: Nos 1, 1 1/2, 2, Bull Dogs, and Pugs. By Joel Black et al. Popular from the late 19th through the early 20th centuries, the British Webley Pug and Bull Dog revolvers provided security for many in the home or while concealed in a coat pocket. This volume sheds detailed information on these handguns. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $99.95 $49.95

6839347 GERMAN SUBMACHINE GUNS, 1918-1945. By Luc Guillou. A fully illustrated reference of Germany’s World War I and II era submachine guns. Includes accessories such as magazines, ammunition, pouches, and silencers along with rarely seen Woolworth’s retaliate uniform and equipment items. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼, Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2779361 THE HERITAGE OF ENGLISH KNIVES. By David Hayden-Wright. Includes chapters on the earliest history of Sheffield, England, a directory of 19th century cutlers’ names, and many photos and drawings from the collections of various museums known to magnificent exhibition pieces. Fully illus. in color. 329 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $95.00 $39.95

6928772 ENGRAVED HANDGUNS OF .22 CALIBRE 1855-1885. By John S. Laidacker. Identifies the models employed in design and found on engraved handguns. Determines engraving characteristics of various arms producing companies, including American Arms Co., Colt, Hopkins & Allen, Marlin, Reid, Remington, Smith & Wesson, Whitneyville, and many others. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $69.95 $29.95

2770911 GUNSMITHING MADE EASY: Projects for the Home Gunsmith. By Bryce M. Towsley. Easy and fun to read, this guide provides step by step instructions on a wide variety of hobby gunsmithing projects. It covers everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Also includes a special section on shop design and tools from one of America’s gun experts. Well illus. in color. 158 pages. Skyhorse. 7½x10¼. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

6721907 DEVELOPMENTAL CARTRIDGE HANDGUNS IN .22 CALIBRE: As Produced in the United States and Europe from 1855-1875. By Robert Elgood. Covers the evolution of .22 caliber centerfire rifles from the prototypes to the last rifle produced, and contains complete production figures by serial number and year. Special features and factory engraved rifles are also included. Fully illus. in color. 166 pages. Schiffer. 9x11. $31.95
**2840820**
**HOW TO ARGUE WITH A CAT: A Human’s Guide to the Art of Persuasion.** By Jay Heinrichs. Cats are skilled manipulators who can talk to you into just about anything without a single word. They can get you to do whatever you're doing and play with them. On the other hand, try getting a cat to do what you want. While it's hard, persuading a cat is possible. And after, persuading humans becomes a breeze. Illus. 124 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**5770734**
**HOW SMART IS YOUR CAT?** By David Alderton. For anyone who's ever wondered what's going on in your cat's head, this interactive book will guide you through a series of simple tests and tricks designed to measure feline responses and reactions, and reveal your cat's IQ. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**7798799**
**PARISIAN CATS.** Text by O. Snaize, photos by N. Benchallal. Discover nineteen Parisian cats that are the star attraction of their establishments. Whether asleep in baskets tucked away in the corner of a café or basking in the sun of a bookstore window, cats are the center of attention. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Flammarion. Pub. at $24.95

**6798365**
**CATS: How to Understand Your Cat for a Better, Happier Relationship.** By E. Milne & K. Wild. Covers all vital aspects such as picking a breed, behavioral aspects such as breed traits, body insurance, neutering, and training. It also covers basic welfare needs, nutrition, vaccination, pet insurance, and reactions, and reveal your cat's IQ.

**6805604**
**THE CAT BEHAVIOR ANSWER BOOK.** By Arden Moore. Moore explores the mysteries behind your cat’s thoughts and actions, and explains the finer points of cat, tabby’s, blind cats, lap k neading, litter box problems, and other complexities of cat behavior. 326 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6922058**
**THINKING LIKE A CAT.** By Frederic Vitoux. Presents the cat in all its facets, from cartoon characters Felix, Tom, and Sylvester to Puss in Boots or the grinning Cheshire Cat. Also includes cats and the language, the cinema, and the other works of literature, painting, music, and cinema. Cats of all stripes are celebrated, whether Maine Coon, Manx, or even stray.

**6798365**
**CATS: An Illustrated Miscellany.** By Eric Viloux. Presents the cat in all its facets, from cartoon characters Felix, Tom, and Sylvester to Puss in Boots or the grinning Cheshire Cat. Also includes cats and the language, the cinema, and the other works of literature, painting, music, and cinema. Cats of all stripes are celebrated, whether Maine Coon, Manx, or even stray. Well illus., many color. 256 pages.

**2918838**
**DOGSENSE: 99 Ways to Make a Cat Like You.** By Carol KAUFMANN. Are you in a one-sided relationship with your cat? Here to change that predictable dynamic are nearly a hundred inspired, often silly, but truly fun tricks and games guaranteed to put owners on a direct path to their kitty’s heart. Well illus. in color. Workman. 3%&6. Pub. at $8.95

**563546**
**THE BIG NEW YORKER BOOK OF CATS.** Look what The New Yorker dragged in! This purr-fect compendium collects fine feline stories, comic strips, and covers from the pages of the magazine, including pieces by Margaret Atwood, Real Dahl, Robert Graves, Paul Muldoon, Amy Ozois, Jean Rhys, John Updike, E.B. White, and many others. Well illus. some in color. 329 pages. Random. 8%&10. Pub. at $12.95

**5547836**
**97 WAYS TO MAKE A CAT LIKE YOU.** By James Bowen. Whether Maine Coon, Manx, or even stray, they’ve always been the time James Bowen dreaded. In 2010, the weather was as bleak as his prospects. Now at least he had Bob by his side, but his health was poor, and he had no money for food or warmth. What James learned through this toughest of times was poor, and he had no money for food or warmth.

**6855306**
**THE INNER LIFE OF CATS: The Science and Secrets of Our Mysterious Feline Companions.** By Thomas McNamee. Science is beginning to discover that the cool exterior of cats hides a meek animal’s hidden needs and affection for us and for each other. Weaving cutting edge science with his own tale of adopting a black kitten, McNamee shows us how we can all be better companions to our cats and live better lives. 278 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6972438**
**ADVENTURE CATS: Living Nine Lives to the Fullest.** By Laura J. Moss. Here is everything you need to know to take your feline outdoors, whether it’s to the backyard or the big backwoods. Moss advises what the best harness for your cat is; how to leash train and pack a litter box for a camping trip; and what to do if you meet other wildlife on the trail. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5770734**
**WHAT IF YOUR CAT WERE A DOG?** By Jackson Galaxy. From lunging, fluffy waves to cutting it close to the bone, this guide shows how even dogs that exhibit aggressive or passive behavior can become model canine citizens. Photos. 269 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00

**6087289**
**77 THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE GETTING A CAT.** By Susan M. Ewing. Get ready for your new best friend by reviewing these 77 things you need to know about a cat. Includes advice on selecting a kitten; the equipment and supplies you’ll need; getting the cat acclimated to his new environment; keeping your cat safe; and illustrating charts, and checklists to help you plan and prepare. Well illus. in color. 224 pages.

**6578370**
**A GIFT FROM BOB: How a Street Cat Helped One Man Learn the Meaning of Christmas.** By James Bowen. Bowen has always been the time Bowen dreaded. In 2010, the weather was as bleak as his prospects. Now at least he had Bob by his side, but his health was poor, and he had no money for food or warmth. What James learned through this toughest of times was poor, and he had no money for food or warmth.
Pet Stories and Humor

281577X VETS AND PETS: Wounded Warriors and the Animals That Help Them Heal. By D. Guerin & K. Ferris. Experience first-hand the heart-rending inspiring, heart-wrenching bonds between wounded veterans and their service and companion animals. In this volume are fifteen emotional and entertaining accounts of these incredible bonds. Discover how these animals help veterans return to civilian life. 195 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

6895077 LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT JASPER...: How My Best Friend Became America's Dog. By Dana Perino. Dana tells a tale about love and politics—and how dogs can transcend rancor and partisanship. She also talks about how dogs bring families together—like Dana’s own, from her career in Washington through her life as the beloved host of Fox News The Five. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Workman. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95


6873377 GHOST DOGS OF THE SOUTH. By R. Russell & J. Barnett. Digging through the rich field of Southern folklore, the authors have discovered that a dog’s devotion to its human does not always end at the grave. Their relationship with humans is complex, and in the stories included here from Southern homes, there is strong evidence that this relationship can extend beyond death. Illus. 288 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6879519 THE ANIMALS AMONG US: How Pets Make Us Human. By John Bradshaw. Throughout history empathy for animals has increased our ability to survive. Drawing on the latest research in biology and psychology, Bradshaw explains how an affinity for animals drove human evolution and without whose love and devotion an essential part of our survival. Illus. 366 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95

2835517 SOUL DOG: A Journey into the Spiritual Life of Animals. By Elena Mannes. Spanning the entire life and afterlife of the author’s dog, Mauja, Mannes investigates the spiritual nature of all creatures. Readers are invited to move beyond the owner pet relationship and come to see animals as spiritual beings whose connections with us extend far beyond life and death. 172 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6684459 ARTHUR: The Dog Who Crossed the Jungle to Find a Home. By Mikael Lindnord. Racing 436 miles through the mountains of South America, the last thing you need is a stray dog taggging along. But that’s exactly what Mikael Lindnord, captain of a Swedish adventure racing team, is struggling through some of the toughest terrain on the planet, the team and dog walked together towards the finish line. Illus., most in color. 275 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6683313 STRAYS: A Lost Cat, a Homeless Man, and Their Journey Across America. By Britt Collins. A homeles and dedicated animal lover, Britt Collins moved into an apartment on the streets of Portland, Oregon, and sleeps in a UPS loading bay. After finding a hurt, starving cat and nursing her back to health, they travel the country together. A compelling true story of a man who rescues animals rescued by an injured street cat. 251 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

6818685 SEAFURRERS: The Ships’ Cats Who Lapped and Mapped the World. By Philippa Sandall. In this amusing volume, able sea cat Bart sets the record straight about cats and sailing. They were indispensable at sea both as pest controllers and as beloved mascots. Filled with nautical trivia, rare photographs and whimsical illustrations, this is a heartwarming tale of human-feline friendship. 136 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6877087 MY PATIENTS LIKE TREATS: Tales from a House-Call Veterinarian. By Duncan MacVean. This entertaining collection of stories brings readers along for the ride, getting to know the curious creatures Dr. MacVean treats, and their sometimes even more curious humans. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

2793725 LIFE LESSONS FROM CATSASS. By Marshall Combs. The hilarious, heartwarming story of an irreverent cat continues his quest to conquer the world in a volume that will leave you with no doubt that a cat’s life is way cooler than yours. Includes comics, interviews, exercises, and more. Fully illus. 159 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6855873 SOME VERY INTERESTING CATS PERHAPS YOU WEREN’T AWARE OF: By Doogie Horner. You will meet all kinds of truly interesting felines here, from flying acrobats to undercover cop, to the warm-hearted stray who befriended a hunting elephant; these 37 true stories will have you grinning from ear to ear. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95


SMOKY THE BRAVE: How a Feisty Yorkshire Terrier Mascot Became a Comrade-in-Arms During World War II. By Damian Lewis. As the Japanese threatened to overwhelm New Guinea, a tiny, four pound Yorkshire Terrier was found hiding in the jungle. After being adopted by a U.S. Army Air Force Corporal, she performed many heroic deeds in the squadron. This amazing account brings to life the danger and excitement of the many missions of World War II’s smallest hero. Photos. 302 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

6733743 CATAKISM: Bow to the Meow. By Jeff Lazarus. Does your cat own you? Why does a cat have caused us to enthrone cats as the most popular pet on the planet? This volume takes a humorous approach at the premise that felines are humanity’s biological and spiritual masters. The perfect read for anyone who is owning a cat. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2924825 HAVE DOG, WILL TRAVEL: A Poet’s Journey. By Stephen Kuusisto. The author shares his story of how a partnership with a guide dog changed his life and sent him on a wonderful adventure. This is a deeply profound and moving account of a guide dog giving Kuusisto the independence he desired. 239 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

2919303 LEAVING THE WILD: The Unnatural History of Dogs, Cats, and Horses. By Gavin Ehringer. The domestication of animals changed the course of human history. But what about the animals themselves? Human values and choices determine an animal’s lot in life even before birth. The little-examined, yet omnipresent act of breeding lies at the core of the story. A compelling true story of a man who acquires a deaf, and nearly blind dog filled with anger and pain who is adopted by Tom. With endless patience, Tom nurtures Wil l into a thriving, happy, fr olicking mountain dog who gently plays with a ferret to the Jack Russell pups who gave an abandoned monkey some much-loved TLC, to the warm-hearted stray who befriended a hunting elephant; these 37 true stories will have you grinning from ear to ear. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95


6VD 2093079 LIFE IN THE DOGHOUSE. By Britt Collins. This inspiring film tells the life stories of Danny Roberts and Ron Danta and the remarkable work they do at Danny & Ron’s Rescue. Ten years and 10,000 dogs later, their unique approach to life and dog rescue will capture hearts and inspire millions to make the right choices when it comes to man’s best friend. 84 minutes. MPD Vision. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6975208 WILL’S RED COAT: The Story of One Old Dog Who Chose to Live Again. By Tom Ryan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The story of Will, an elderly, deaf, and nearly blind dog filled with anger and pain who was abandoned by his owner. With endless patience and care, Will nurtures Wil into a thriving, happy, fr olicking mountain dog who gently plays with a ferret to the Jack Russell pups who gave an abandoned monkey some much-loved TLC, to the warm-hearted stray who befriended a hunting elephant; these 37 true stories will have you grinning from ear to ear. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95
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Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00


PRICE CUT to $9.95

6948530 DARLING, I LOVE YOU: Poems from the Hearts of Our Glorious Mutts. By Daniel Ladinsky. A heartwarming, joyous collection of illustrated short verse that celebrates the special love between humans and their pets. Written with joy and humor it is the story of one little family’s journey advocating for animals everywhere. Color. 228 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $14.95

PRICE CUT to $4.95

6948669 MANNY THE FRENCHIE’S ART OF HAPINESS. Manny, the most famous French bulldog in the world, shares his keys to leading a happy life in this informative, little volume. Fully illus. in color. 150 pages. Thomas. Pub. at $13.95

8801080 WHEN FRASER MET BILLY: An Autistic Boy, a Rescue Cat, and the Transformative Power of Animal Connections. By Louise Booth. At 18 months old, Fraser was diagnosed with autism and hypotonia, a muscle condition that affected his ability to walk and use his hands. When Fraser’s parents brought Billy—an abandoned cat-home, the two became inseparable and it transformed Fraser’s life for the better. Here is the touching true story. 310 pages. Illus. by Steve Jenkins et al. Countryman. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $4.95

6898041 IRIS GRACE: The Story of a Little Girl Whose Talent Unlocked Her Silent World. By Arabella Carter-Johnson. Follows the struggles and triumphs of a family whose daughter, Iris Grace, was diagnosed with autism and the therapy cat Thula, who learned to connect with an amazing child. With Thula by her side, Iris Grace will sit and paint for hours, and her creations are incredible. This is the story of how a remarkable bond between a cat and a child saved a family. Well illus., most in color. 302 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.99

6575241 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FURRED KIND. By Tom Cox. The follow-up to The Good, the Bad, and the Furry continues the charming story of Tom’s four fluffy and charismatic cats, Ralph, Slipley, Roscoe, and The Bear. This time, Tom and his furry crew trade their modern home for a rambling, 200-year-old cottage on the other side of the country. Photos. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $14.99

PRICE CUT to $6.95

6556834 SORRY I HUMPED YOUR LEG: (And Other Letters from Dogs Who Love Too Much). By Jeremy Greenberg. Contains letters from well-meaning pooches who go above and beyond for you. From escaping every enclosure you can dream up in order to spend more time together, to helpfully licking the toilet bowl clean, these pups aim to please. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99

6559824 COMET’S TALE: How the Dog I Rescued Saved My Life. By Steven D. Wolf with L. Padwa. After he reluctantly leaves his job, Steve Wolf is drawn to a group that rescues abused racing greyhounds. Although he can barely take care of himself due to a spinal condition, Wolf adopts Comet, an elegant cinnamon-striped racer. So begins a relationship that will alter the course of both of their lives. 288 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $13.99

Prices and availability subject to change. Check erbc.com/681 for the most up-to-date information.
Your Pets in Pictures

6861555 THE CAT: Artist Collection. You’ll purr with delight over these 150 color photos, featuring all of the most popular cat breeds in positions so playful, cuddly and adorable that they almost meow from the page! 128 pages. Carlton. $3.95

6834319 MOVIE CATS. By Susan Herbert. Herbert presents her innovative and witty feline renderings of cats in human situations, this time in scenes from famous movies, all with cats playing the leading role. Fully illus., many in color. 63 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

2780999 SHAKE PUPPIES. By Carl Davidson. Features more than 130 photographs of adorable puppies. This collection truly captures the squishy cuteness of a puppy, its tousled fur, floppy ears and endearing expression, in the moment when its tiny, wide-eyed companion is in mid-shake. 144 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

6825509 I LOVE CATS. With a picture of an adorable cat and an interesting cat-fact on every page, this collection will make you fall in love with your favorite felines all over again. A must have for any cat lover. Adams Media. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

6904459 METAL CATS. Photos by Alexandra Crockett. Proof that while the music may be brutal, the people in the scene are softies for their pets, just like you and me. These incredibly cute and fluffy felines have been photographed with their living owners in and around the dark abodes of musicians, fans, and promoters. 136 pages. PowerHouse Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

657629X DOGFACE. By Barbara O'Brien. A skilled, seasoned photographer and animal trainer presents a winsome collection of photos revealing various dogs' personalities. The goofiness of the boisterous Border Collie, the decorum of the genteel Great Dane, and the curiosity of the regal Pug—all of them are captured here. Viking Studio. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

*2826275 CATS: 500 Purr-fect Portraits to Brighten Your Day. By Michelle Perkins. This stunning volume collects over 500 adorable photos of a large range of cats, and a wide variety of their favorite activities, from lazy naps in the sun to inquisitive adventures at home or outside. So relax and de-stress while you look at these laugh out loud images! 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6753312 BOOKSTORE CATS. By Brandon Schultz. Book fanatics and cat lovers, celebrate Cat's Day with the depth spirit and power of the storied relationship between cats, literature and readers, this volume commemorates in words and endearing photographs the rich history between booksellers and beloved felines. The Cat 160 pages. Glitterati. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

6709443 REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF MY DOG HAS TAUGHT ME. By Cynthia L. Copeland. Pairing an irresistible photograph with just the right life lesson, every page of this warm and wise book reminds us of what’s important. 170 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

*2849577 WALTER CHANDOHA: The Cat Photographer. Photos by Walter Chandoha. Playful, fun, and cute, this stunning volume offers insight into the unique career of a successful commercial photographer who carved out his own niche, making a living with animal photography. An interview with Chandoha provides tips on how to get a great cat portrait. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Aperture. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

*679338X DAY of the DACHSHUND. By Jim Dratfield. Filled with the breed’s charming, spunky spirit, this adorable photo collection is the perfect ode to everyone’s favorite hot dog. Lyons. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

690954X POUNCE. By Seth Casteel. An adorable, funny new collection of portraits showing cats and kittens as they jump through the air, front legs outstretched—all in Casteel’s signature up-close, mid-action style. Little, Brown. 101 color/68 p. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

365588 GET OUT OF THERE! By Kristy Knapo with S. Tall. These funny heartwarming photos catch cats where they don’t belong. Whether it’s in our warm, clean laundry, our favorite plant or irreplaceable documents, we all have fallen victims to cats’ desire to take over everything we own. Color photos. 139 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $12.00 $3.95

6884437 SHOW CATS: Portraits of Fine Felines. By Larry Johnson. From friendly to feisty, they’re all captured in these beautiful photos that not only demonstrate the scenes on photo sessions at cat shows, but also learn about breed characteristics and behaviors, and enjoy the beauty of cats and stories about them in this gorgeous volume. 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $13.95

2780917 SHAKE. By Carl Davidson. A heartwarming collection of sixty one beguiling dogs caught in the most candid of moments, mid-shake. You will be presented with images of man’s best friend caught in their most carefree, blissful, and playful ways. Some have hair wild, eyes darting, ears and jaws flopping every which way. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95

5929105 ALL THE DOGS IN THE WORLD. By Jesse Hunter. 350 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6004963 UNLEASHED. By Amanda Jones. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6563358 IF IT FITS, I SIT: The Ultimate Cat Quote Book. By Brooke Jorden. Familius. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

5881870 THE LITTLE BOOK OF HAPPINESS. By David & Heidi Cuschieri. Blue Angel. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95


6610499 THE RETRONAUT GUIDE TO KEEPING PETS. By Wolfgang Wild. Fully illus. 128 pages. ILEX. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


Encyclopedias & Almanacs

6901891 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WARFARE. By Ralph W. Askley et al. From the first skirmishes in ancient Mesopotamia to the latest clashes in today’s “Arab Spring,” this comprehensive reference features more than 5,000 entries on major and minor battles and wars from throughout history. Expertly and accessibly written, and illustrated with 600 full-color maps, it is an authoritative guide to the conflicts and encounters that have shaped our world. 1024 pages. Amber. Pub. at $64.95 $48.95

6985549 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC 2019. By Robert B. Thomas. It’s another new year celebrating everything under the Sun, including the phases of the Moon, with The Old Farmer’s Almanac, America’s oldest continuously published periodical. Always timely, topical and distinctively useful, the Almanac has been beloved for centuries by people of all walks of life. Well illus., many in color. 288 pages. Yankee. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

3963683 POOR RICHARD’S ALMANACK. By Benjamin Franklin. With more than 900 pithy sayings, Franklin lays out rules which have shaped our world. 1024 pages. Amber. Pub. at $64.95 $48.95
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2900823 I'M FASCINATED BY SACRIFICE FLIES: Inside the Game We All Love. By Tim Kurkjian. Kurkjian explains the fear factor in the game of baseball and what it feels like to pitch; examines the game's superstitions; unveils the unwritten rules of the game; explains why a pitcher would beanie his own teammate; and describes the timeless art of challenging a baseball legend to a fight to the death in the humorous look at baseball. 232 pages. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95 6885549 VIKINGS 50: All-Time Greatest Players in Franchise History. By Jim Brunson. In commemoration of its 50th anniversary, the team announced its 50 greatest players. From the fearsome Purple People Eaters to explosive receivers Cris Carter and Randy Moss to the incomparable Fran Tarkenton and coaching titan Bud Grant, that volume covers them all. Fully illustrated. Color. 210 pages. Triumph. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95 6884016 PITCH BY PITCH: My View of One Unforgettable Game. By Bob Gibson with L. Wheeler. Gets inside the head of Bob Gibson on October 2, 1968, when he took the mound for game one of the World Series against the Detroit Tigers and struck out a record 17 batters. From the dugout to the locker room, Gibson offers a behind-the-scenes look at one of the most memorable baseball games ever. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95 6909515 THE MANNINGS: The Fall and Rise of a Football Family. By Lars Anderson. The author gives us, for the first time, the never before told story of this singular athletic dynasty. From the Manning family's budding fame and the bright lights of Super Bowl 50, this revealing portrait is an epic, inspiring saga of a family of tenacious competitors who have transfixed a nation. Color photos, 65 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95 6895174 MIRACLE MASTERSHIP: Joe Torre and the Impeccable 1988 Dodgers. By Josh Suchon. There was Kirk Gibson's home run, one of the World Series against the Detroit Tigers and October 2, 1968, when he took the mound for game one of the World Series against the Detroit Tigers and struck out a record 17 batters. From the dugout to the locker room, Gibson offers a behind-the-scenes look at one of the most memorable baseball games ever. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95 6815419 FACING TED WILLIAMS: Players from the Golden Age of Baseball Recall the Greatest Hitter Who Ever Lived. Ed. by Dave Heller. Whether you're a casual fan of America's pastime or a die-hard baseball fan, this collection of remembrances from the days of the greatest hitter of all time will make it special. 16 pages of photos. 366 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95 2886765 BICYCLE REPAIR MANUAL, 6TH EDITION REVISED. By Chris Sidwells. From mountain bikes and road racers to hybrid and leisure bikes, this practical guide shows you how to keep any bike in peak condition. Includes a brand-new free advice steerer you through a complete maintenance program. Detailed step by step photographs demonstrates how to clean, maintain and repair your bike. With 16 pages of photos. 366 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95 6764479 STEALING GAMES: How John McGraw Transformed Baseball with the 1911 New York Giants. By Maury Klein. Untold the colorful story of the 1911 New York Giants—the team that revitalized baseball and stole more bases in one season than any other in history. Klein brings one of the sport's great teams and managers fully to life, illuminating a transformative era and the figures who personify it. 16 pages of photos. 366 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95 2891530 THE NOBLE ENGLISH ART OF SELF-DEFENCE. Originally printed in 1879, this little pamphlet shows the various blows, stops, and grips of self-defense or boxing. 68 pages. Pushkin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95 690680X FRANCONA: The Red Sox Years. By T. Francona & D. Shaughnessy. Opens up to readers the inner workings of the Red Sox clubhouse, from the highs of the World Series to the lows of the final months of the 2011 season—the most erratic of a team in baseball history. Includes never before told stories about Sox fans' favorite players, moments, wins, and losses. Photos. 360 pages. HMH. Paperback, Pub. at $15.95 $7.95 6966519 THE GOLF SWING OF THE FUTURE. By Mindy Blake. The author was the first golf instructor to look at improving a golfer’s technique by studying what they could learn from other sports. Blake has created a technique that is based on athletic principles and which will dramatically improve the swing of a golfer of any standard. Illus. 92 pages. Souvenir. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95 6830722 ERNIE: Mr. Cub, 1931-2015. Ed. by Joe Funk. A photographic tribute to the legendary Cub that features nearly 100 images celebrating Bank's Chicago legacy and all that he meant to the fanbase in the city. 127 pages. Triumph. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95 2788618 THE STREAK: Lou Gehrig, Cal Ripken Jr., and Baseball’s Most Historic Record. By John Eisenberg. The fascinating story of baseball’s legendary “ironmen,” two players from different eras who each achieved the coveted record of most games played. With colorful parallel storytelling, Eisenberg delves into this impressive but controversial milestone, unravels its underlying principles, and asks whether such pursuit of that goal and Ripken’s fierce determination to stay in the lineup even as his skills diminished with age. Photos. 299 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95 2840654 CYCLING: The Craze of the Hour. In the 1890s, the craze for bicycling really took off. This collection of essays reproduces articles from the turn of the 20th century pertaining to this new and modern means of locomotion. Includes The Modern Bicycle, Cycling as a Cause of Heart Disease, His Last Pupil, and Woman and Wheels. Illus. 91 pages. Pushkin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95 6895298 PERFECT: The Inside Story of Baseball’s Twenty Perfect Games. By James Buckley Jr. The perfect game is baseball’s ultimate achievement. Using original inquirers, oral histories, and in-depth research into historical records, Buckley has created an amazing “you are there” record of history’s greatest pitching performances from J. Lee Richmond in 1880 to Roy Halladay in 2010. Photos. 310 pages. Pushkin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95 6892744 ECHOES OF NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL: The Greatest Stories Ever Told. Ed. by John Heisler. More than a scrapbook of Notre Dame’s finest moments, this absorbing examination is also a look at sportsswriting over the past century and how the games, the players, the coaches, and finally the mystique of Notre Dame football have been recorded over time. Photos. 232 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95 6899498 50 SUPER BOWLS: The Greatest Moments of the Biggest Game in Sports. By A. Maki & D. Naylor. From its inauspicious beginning as the first World Championship Game in 1967 and the first Super Bowl till the raucous worldwide cultural event that was Super Bowl 50, the authors recount the greatest moments of America’s biggest game in this illustrated collector’s edition. 160 pages. Illus. Firstly. 8¼x10¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95 2846225 THE CONQUEST OF EVEREST: Original Photographs from the Legendary First Ascent. By G. Lowe & H. Lewis-Jones. On May 29, 1953, Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay became the first to reach the summit of Mount Everest. Sixty years after that first ascent, the publication of this anniversary volume celebrates the most majestic of mountains, with exclusive access to astonishing imagery and the uncensored account of the expedition. George Lowe. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x11¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95 6762794 BASEBALL FIELD GUIDE, REVISED THIRD EDITION. By D. Formosa & P. Hamburger. Explaining every rule in plain English and designed for quick and intuitive searches, this entertaining reference will help you understand every aspect of the game and add to your enjoyment of the sport. Illus. .. some that features The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95
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6895204 THE MOUTH THAT ROARED: My Six Outspoken Decades in Baseball. By D. Green & A. MacLean. Dallas Green reflects on his six decades in baseball, in a no-holds barred style that is wholly his own. An inspiring and poignant look back on his playing days, managing the Phillies to a world championship, working for the Cubs, Yankees and Mets. Photos, some in color. 342 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95


6857361 WON FOR THE AGES: How the Chicago Cubs Became the 2016 World Series Champions. By Chicago Tribune. Packed with in-depth analysis and stunning photography from the Chicago Tribune, this volume takes fans through the Cubs’ journey, from key offseason acquisitions through the final out in Cleveland. Also included are profiles of Bryant, Rizzo, Jon Lester and other Cubs stars as well as Maddon and Theo Epstein, the man who engineered the team’s turnaround. 8½x11½, Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

2684150 THE ARM: Inside the Billion-Dollar Mystery of the Most Valuable Commodity in Sports. By Jeff Passan. For three years, Passan traveled the world to better understand the pitching arm and its past, present and future. What he discovered was a culture that struggles to prevent arm injuries and lacks the support for the changes necessary to do so. Photos. 358 pages. Harper. $26.00

6935443 BEING TED WILLIAMS: Growing Up with a Baseball Idol. By Dick Enberg with T. Clavin. Though other voices have recollected Williams’s career, none have done so through the eyes of someone like Enberg, who followed Ted’s career as just a young boy, trying to emulate his classic swing, then as a broadcaster, and finally as a friend, when the two men could enjoy numerous get-togethers—until Ted’s passing in 2002. Photos, some color. 153 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

6987265 99: Stories of the Game. By Wayne Gretzky with K.M. Day. With the insight of someone who knows the incomparable thrill of lifting the Stanley Cup, as well as the agony of falling short, Gretzky weaves in his own memories with the saga of the game that has meant so much to him in this warm, direct and personal account. 32 pages of photos, some color. 240 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95


6894679 GOING YARD: The Everything Home Run Book. By Lew Freedman. A comprehensive history of the home run—from baseball’s beginnings, to the rise of Babe Ruth, whose prodigious power signaled, camping, scouting games, and a description of several of the most famous All-Star Game and World Series round-trippers and profiles of the 500 home run club. Well illus. 256 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

593060X A SUMMER TO REMEMBER; Bill Veeck, Lou Boudreau, Bob Feller, and the 1948 Cleveland Indians. By Lew Freedman. Presents a fantastic look at one of the greatest teams ever to play the game and at how everyone involved in this extraordinary season—from the players to management—made 1948 a memorable year for baseball and the city of Cleveland. Photos. 304 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

6940080 FOREVER ON THE MOUNTAIN: The Truth Behind One of Mountaineering’s Most Controversial and Mysterious Disasters. By James M. Tabor. In the summer of 1957, an Arctic hurricane dropped more than 7 feet of snow on Alaska’s Mount McKinley. Despite the availability of massive resources, no rescue was mounted, and all seven men died. Here. Taber pieces together the untold story of an expedition that changed mountaineering. Illus. 400 pages. Norton. $32.95


2914964 THE BEAUTIFUL RACE: The Story of the Giro d’Italia. By Colin O’Brien. This account is a celebration of the Giro d’Italia in all its kaleidoscopic glory after more than one hundred years of glorious race. A descent and ascent race through a beautiful country, the Giro has bred characters and stories that dramatize the shifting culture and society of its home. Photos, some in color. 272 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95


6972802 ELECTRIC OCTOBER: Seven World Series, Six Lives, Five Minutes of Fame That Lasted Forever. By Kevin Cook. Cook ruminates on the first ever televised World Series of 1947 between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, six men plucked from obscurity to become the 1947 World Champion. Also included is the 1947 Series was a memory to hold on to. For others, it would haunt them to the end of their days. Photos. 289 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00. $8.95

5637239 THE YUCKS! Two Years in Tampa with the Losingest Team in NFL History. By Jason Var. An eye-opening look at the Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ losing twenty-six games in a row. But the players worked their way into the fan’s hearts and were a team that, by the end of the season, not only got retribution but had more. Photos of some color in some in color. 238 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

288139X BIG BLUE WRECKING CREW. By Jerry Barca. This gripping narrative tells the story of the 1986 team that built the New York Giants franchise, and how a larger than life cast of characters, including Lawrence Taylor, Phil Simms, Bull Parry and Bill Belichick, became NFL legends. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95


5569076 BOY SCOUTS HANDBOOK: The Original 1911 Edition. Complete with wonderful vintage advertisements, this manual includes information on the organization of scouting, signs and signals, camping, scouting games, and a description of several scouting honors. Dates from 1911. Well illus., most in color. 400 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

699495X HOW BASEBALL EXPLAINS AMERICA. By Hal Bodlley. An unabashedly celebratory look at America’s love affair with baseball and A look to the wild side. This work sheds light on topics such as the role Jackie Robinson’s signing with the Dodgers played in the civil rights movement, how baseball’s westward expansion mirrored the growth of our national economy, labels对阵photograph families and much more. Photos. 243 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

2915456 THE HARDMEN: Legends and Lessons from the Cycling Gods. By the Velominati. From Bernard Hinault and Mario Pantani to Marianne Vos and Sean Kelly, this edition will lay bare the secrets of the greatest cyclists ever, their extraordinary and inspirational endurance in the face of pain, danger, and disaster. After all, suffering is one of the joys of being a cyclist. Embrace climbs, relish the descents, and get ready to harden up Illus. 235 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. $6.95
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288433X LOSING ISN'T EVERYTHING: The Untold Stories and Hidden Lessons Behind the Toughest Losses in Sports History. By Curt Menefee with M. Robisch. Exposes some of the biggest “disappointments” from the wide world of sports, interviewing the athletes and personalities at the heart of each loss and uncovering what it means to those close to it, months, years or decades later. This account offers invaluable lessons about pain, resilience, remorse and acceptance. 16 pages of photos. 305 pages. Crown. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

6823130 DRAMA IN THE BAHAMAS: Muhammad Ali’s Last Fight. By DaveHannigan. Tells the occasionally poignant, often troubling, yet always entertaining story behind Ali’s last bout. Through interviews with many of those involved, he discovers exactly how and why a seriously diminished Ali stepped through the ropes one more time to get beaten up by Trevor Berbick. Photos. 220 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

5906377 THE GAME MUST GO ON: Pete Gray, the Great Days of Baseball on the Home Front in WWII. By JohnKlima. Tells the story of American baseball during WWII—of both the players who left to join the war, and the ones who struggled to keep the game alive on the home front. While Detroit Tigers MVP Hank Greenberg represented the players who remained. Photos. 418 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

2841967 OUTWARD BOUND BACK COUNTRY COOKING. By Molly Absolon. This handy resource details the basics of great trail food with information about food preparation and storage, cooking tips for different weather conditions, how to keep food fresh, how to plan and pack meals, and even includes a handful of great stories and illus. in color. 17 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95


6904040 PENNANT RACE. By Jim Brosnan. Brosnan recounts his days playing for the Cincinnati Reds and how the team went from not winning games to being one of the best teams of the decade. 250 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

6857043 THE OHIO STATE BUCKEYES FANS’ BUCKET LIST. By Zack Meisel. From visiting Buckeye Stadium to taking part in Ohio State’s biggest tailgate, this is the only book that covers everything a Buckeye should know for the ultimate Ohio State football experience. 276 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

6893606 GORDIE: The Legend of Mr. Hockey. By Detroit Free Press. Combining skill and savvy, fists and elbows, legend and longevity like no other hockey player starting right after World War II and lasting into the 1980s, he gives the legend of Gordie Howe, “Mr. Hockey,” and how he changed the Red Wings forever. Fully illus., some in color. 245 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

6796605 GORDIE: The Legend of Mr. Hockey. By Detroit Free Press. Combining skill and savvy, fists and elbows, legend and longevity like no other hockey player starting right after World War II and lasting into the 1980s, he gives the legend of Gordie Howe, “Mr. Hockey,” and how he changed the Red Wings forever. Fully illus., some in color. 245 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

6863507 DEMPSEY AND THE WILD BULL. By John Jarrett. They still call it the most sensational fight ever for the world heavyweight championship, between champion Jack Dempsey and his hammer-fisted Argentine challenger, Luis Angel Firpo. It was the fight that put the roar in the roaring twenties. Photos. 256 pages. Pitch. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $5.95

291672X GREAT AMERICAN BASEBALL STORIES. Ed. by Jeff Silverman. Nothing captures the spirit of America better than these classic pieces about America’s favorite pastime. Includes 22 timeless classics from authors such as Albert G. Spalding, Henry Chadwick, Ernest Lawrence Thayer, Zane Grey, Damon Runyon, and more. 252 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

2837800 RIVING, FOURTH EDITION: Idaho’s Guide as Easy as Get It! By B. Peterson & A. Maher. Fully stocked with suggestions for planning and carrying out fun and exciting RV vacations to Idaho’s helpful guide offers advice on taking successful test-drives and getting insurance; a primer on operating and maintaining your RV’s electrical systems; and tips for publishing your story. 329 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

6865837 GIANTS AMONG MEN: Y.A., L.T., Big Tuna, and Other New York Giants Stories. By Ira Berkow. Captures the spirit of the New York Giants and the NFL in this unforgettable collection of opinions and stories. From memories of Y.A. Tittle and Fran Tarkenton to reflections on Bill Parcells and Phil Simms to tributes to their millions of fans, this collection is guaranteed to delight any fan of the sweet science. 288 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

6994739 COUNTERPUNCH: Ali, Tyson, the Brown Bomber, and Other Stories of the Boxing Ring. By Ira Berkow. Longtime New York Times columnist Ira Berkow takes you between the ropes of the unforgettable collection of opinions and stories. From memories of Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier to reflections on Mike Tyson and Floyd Mayweather, this volume is guaranteed to delight any fan of the sweet science. 288 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

695183X A S COUT’S BOOK OF SIGNS, SIGNALS, AND SYMBOLS. By Daniel Beard. A republication of the work originally published in 1918 under the title The American Boys’ Book of Signs, Signals, and Symbols, this book, co-founder “Uncle Dan” Beard compiled this comprehensive resource of pictographs and other encoded communication symbols to enrich the experience of boys in the wilderness. 252 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

6856322 A SEASON IN THE SUN: The Rise of Mickey Mantle. By R. Roberts & J. Smith. The authors recount the defining moment of Mantle’s legendary career: 1956, when he overcame a host of injuries and critics to become the most celebrated athlete of his time. An incisive and colorful portrait of an American icon and an essential read for baseball fans and anyone interested in the 1950s. Photos. 276 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

6831566 WORLD SERIES WINNERS: What It Takes to Claim Baseball’s Ultimate Prize. By Ross Bernstein. Features in-depth interviews, rich history and inspirational stories of dynamic players and perseverance from players and managers from baseball’s past 60 years including Bobby Richardson, Al Kaline, Jack Morris, Wade Boggs, Ken Caminiti, Roger Clemens, Joe Girardi, David Justice, and many more. A must read for any baseball fan. Photos. 229 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $22.95. $4.95

6929663 THE CODE: Baseball’s Unwritten Rules and Its Ignore-at-Your-Own-Risk Code of Conduct. By Ross Bernstein. Pulls back the curtain on baseball’s tacit rules regarding religion, sportsmanship, and intimidation. The result of dozens of interviews with some of the biggest names in the game, this volume is a systematic description of every “unwritten rule” in baseball—a game to which most books don’t apply. Photos. Triumphant. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

6060945 THE FIRST TOUR DE FRANCE: Sixty Cyclists and Nineteen Days of Daring on the Road to Paris. By Peter Cossins. From its inception, the 1903 Tour de France was a colorful affair. The author takes us on the path that led to its inception, the vigorous marketing ploy that enabled it, and the colorful mixture of participants that ended up competing in the 19 day race. Photos. 358 pages. Nation Books. Pub. at $27.00. $7.95
**SPORTS & LEISURE**

**894534 THE NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME ALMANAC, 2018 EDITION.** By Ben Badler et al. Bring history to life on every page with captivating photographs and vivid portraits of every player in the Hall of Fame. Includes all the stats, all the vitals, all the plaques, and all you need to know about every inductee. 572 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 **$18.95**

**2873265 BASEBALL AMERICA 2019 ALMANAC.** Ed. by Kegan Lowe. Contains all the major league news and statistics, an overview of each organization’s season, the minor league in review, comprehensive college coverage, a full recap of the 2018 draft and foreign and winter league coverage. 326 pages. Baseball America. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 **$18.95**

**2853779 WHAT DOESN’T KILL US.** By Scott Carney. What if we could regain some of our lost evolutionary strength by simulating the environmental conditions of our forebears? This ambitious blend of investigative reporting and participatory journalism explores the true connection between the mind and body, and reveals the science that allows us to push past our perceived limitations. 16 pages of color photos. 238 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 **$11.95**


**2840952 THE PATS: An Illustrated History of the New England Patriots.** By G. Stout & R.A. Johnson. This is the first complete story of a legend, from its inception and its five championship trophies. The definitive, lively, and robust history of the New England Patriots, from Billy Sullivan to Bill Belichick. The authors tell the story in full colorful detail, creating an indelible portrait of the most talked about team in NFL history. Well illus., many in color. 365 pages. HMH. 9x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 **$26.95**

**2915525 ARCHERY FROM A TO Z: An Introductory Guide to a Sport Everyone Can Enjoy.** By Christian Brinck. Covers all the basics, from purchasing the first bow to shooting techniques, plus an introduction to competitive archery and numerous resources to help new shooters on their archery journeys. Well illus. in color. 162 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 **$16.95**

**7651120 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED PACKERS: Green, Gold and Glory.** By Eric Gargiulo. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Pub. at $24.99 **$21.95**

**2787288 HOCKEY CARD STORIES 2: 59 More True Tales from Your Favourite Players.** By Ken Reid. This collection of true tales from your favorite players, will take you all the way back to the 1960s and right up to the hockey card boom of the 1990s. Read about errors. There will be a juicy story behind each accident. The glorious mullets, and feel like you’re eavesdropping on a lively barroom conversation. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. ECW Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**2836559 WARRIOR IN THE RING: The Life of Jake LaMotta, Native American World Champion Boxer.** By Brian D’Ambrosio. This gripping biography captures the drama, danger, beauty, and ugliness of boxing; of Indian life on reservations, and especially of the life of a stern-voiced-shattering man who lived his life and his people and boxing fans everywhere with his courage, achievements, and great warrior heart. Photos. 248 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 **$11.95**

**2915464 HIGHER CALLING: Cycling’s Obsession with Mountains.** By Max Leonard. From the birth of the sport to the eternal dance in the folklore of road cycling. Blending adventure and travel writing with the rich narrative of racing, Leonard takes the reader from the battles that created the Alpine roads to the shepherds tending their flocks on the peaks—and even to a Grand Tour climax on the “highest road in Europe.” Illus. 325 pages. Pagina27. 10½x7. Pub. at $27.95 **$18.95**

**2807920 HOW ‘BOUT THEM COWBOYS! Inside the Huddle with the Stars and Legends of America’s Team.** By Gary Myers. Veteran NFL correspondent Gary Myers examines the unlikely friendship and the differences between these two great quarterbacks. Drawing on a huge number of never-before-interviewed interviews, Brady and Manning, their families, and those who have played with them and against them, Myers delivers the definitive inside story. Color photos. 264 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 **$21.95**

**6534418 BRADY VS MANNING: The Untold Story of the Rivalry That Transformed the NFL.** By Gary Myers. Veteran NFL correspondent Gary Myers examines the unlikely friendship and the differences between these two great quarterbacks. Drawing on a huge number of never-before-interviewed interviews, Brady and Manning, their families, and those who have played with them and against them, Myers delivers the definitive inside story. Color photos. 264 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 **$21.95**

**2909515 PLAY! Doubt and Baseball During the Great War.** By Alexander F. Barnes. If baseball is the truest American game, the Doubtboys of the Great War were its most loyal proponents. By 1918 there were over four million of them: two million in France fighting for the US Army, one million in Britain, and another two million in state-side training camps awaiting their turn to cross the Atlantic to the western front. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages. Schlitter **$22.95**

**2817624 DON SHULA: A Biography of the Winningest Coach in NFL History.** By Carol DeVito. Chronicles the life of one of the greatest coaches in the history of the game, from the dawn of the Super Bowl era to the close of the twentieth century. In this fascinating volume, DeVito captures the story of one of the greatest coaches in sports history. Photos. 410 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $26.99 **$19.95**

**5555160 THE BIOGRAPHY OF THE BIKE.** By Chris Boardman. Examines the evolution of this modern bicycle as the invention of the future, to recent innovations in electronic gearing. The complete stories of each development that have helped to move bike design forward, and how those inventions have shaped the bike industry. Out in all their fascinating detail. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Voyageur. 8x10¾. Pub. at $35.00 **$11.95**

**2919630 DIMAG & MICK: Sibling Rivals, Yankee Blood Brothers.** By Tony Castro. Yankee legend and glory holds a special magic all its own, and Castro examines the history of the rivalry between the greatest competitors in the history of sports. Out in all their fascinating detail. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Voyageur. 8x10¾. Pub. at $35.00 **$11.95**

**2890283 SWELL.** By Jenny Landreth. This is the story of the swimming suffragettes who took on the status quo, and won. Part social history, part memoir, this study shines a light on the amazing achievements, ridiculous outfits, and fantastic swimmers who challenged the stereotypes of what women are capable of. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 **$4.95**

**2802309 WWE: The World of the Rock.** By Steve Pantaleo. Discover the whole story behind “The Most Electrifying Man in Sports Entertainment” and relive The Rock’s matches with Stone Cold Steve Austin, John Cena, and Triple H. Packed with color photos from WWE’s archives, this is the official guide to the world of WWE. 224 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**2924668 WWE POP QUIZ TRIVIA DECK.** By Eric Gargiulo. Put your knowledge to the test with this trivia deck! Think you know WWE? Challenge yourself and your friends with this ultimate collection of mind-blowing trivia questions and answers. This handy portable deck makes it easy to play the ultimate WWE party wherever you go! Insight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 **$12.95**

**6868523 BUILDING WOOD FIRES.** By Annette McGivney. Whether you’re fanning the flames in your fire pit or fireplace, you’ll want this guide with everything you need to know to build the perfect fire. From the basics of combustion to selecting the best wood, and from cooking outdoors to minimizing smoke and removing ash, this is a great resource. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Countyman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**
Martial Arts

- **2801884 THE SHOGUN’S SCROLL.** By Stephen F. Kaufman. Offers a look at the samurai ethic of Japan distilled into language modern readers can relate to and follow. This volume offers timeless advice on success in war and success in life. It addresses the need for personal development and motivation. 128 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $14.95

- **6944809 AIKIDO: My Spiritual Journey.** By Gazo Shioda. Drawing on his vast experience training under the spirit of Aikido, Shioda addresses common misunderstandings held by some regarding the martial arts, emphasizing that the true path of Aikido is one of peace and harmony that should never tolerate aggression. Photos. 205 pages. Kodansha. Pub. at $35.00

- **2801795 THE NINJA AND THEIR SECRET FIGHTING ART.** By Stephen K. Hayes. Ninjutsu is the least understood martial art of Japan. This volume reveals the secrets that led to the perception of ninja as warriors of almost sorcerous skill—the art of invisibility, special tools and weapons, and psychological training enabling the ninja to outmaneuver an enemy in any situation. Illus. 156 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $12.95

- **2801760 MARTIAL VIRTUES.** By Charles Hackney. Spanning the globe from East to West, surveying philosophers, warriors, and civilizations from the ancient Greeks to the samurai and ninja of medieval Japan, to the modern heroes of today. The author employs the tools of the modern psychologist to examine the development of martial virtues. 223 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $22.95

- **291445X THE ART OF EXPRESSING THE HUMAN BODY.** By Bruce Lee. Drawing directly from Lee’s copious training records and notes, editor John Little has set out in meticulous detail the ever evolving regimen employed by the modern warriors of our time. In addition to serving as a record of Lee’s own training, this reference also provides simple to follow training routines. Well illus. 256 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.95

- **6877192 AIKIDO BASICS.** By P.T. Dang & L. Seiser. Teaches you all the fundamentals of this martial art form in a clear and easy to understand manner. Includes the origins of Jeet Kune Do; how to find a teacher and class; getting ready for your first class; the essentials of Jeet Kune Do; and more. Illus. 190 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $9.99

- **286410X STAFF FIGHTING: A Complete Instructional Edition.** By P.T. Dang & L. Seiser. Whether you’re considering taking up this martial art, or you’ve already started, this guide offers an easy, yet comprehensive introduction to Jeet Kune Do so that you can feel confident and successful in your practice. Illus. 191 pages. Tutle. Pub. at $9.95

- **2828413 A KILLING ART, REVISED EDITION: The Untold History of Tae Kwon Do.** By Martin Calvo. Written by the man who actually witnessed many of the key events, this is an examination of the traditional Japanese martial art of lalujutsu. Included in this volume are introductions for sword care and selection, general etiquette and the training uniform and gear, proper basic sword procedure, and techniques and drills for practice and demonstrations. Well illus., some in color. 223 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $9.95
**682339 QUEEN ELIZABETH: A Photographic Journey.** By C. Frame & R. Cross. The ultimate in luxury cruising awaits aboard Queen Elizabeth. From the three-story Royal Court Theater, complete with box-seating, to the opulence of the Queen Room, the authors have captured the interior elegance of the ship with never before published images. 120 pages. Thames & Hudson. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

---

**687917 FIRST WILDERNESS, REVISED EDITION: My Quest in the Territory of Alaska.** By Sam Keith. Presented with a brand-new design, color photographs, and excerpts from journals and letters, this memoir follows the journey of author Sam Keith’s enthralling adventure in the wild beauty of North America’s last frontier. 272 pages. Alaska Northwest Books. **Paperbound. At $19.99**

---

**686358 THE LAST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD.** By Douglas Preston. For centuries, legends have told of an ancient, lost city hidden in the Honduran rainforest. In 2012, noted author Douglas Preston joined a quest to find the White City—an expedition that would uncover evidence of an entire lost civilization. He shares that remarkable discovery in this true eyewitness account. 16 pages of color photos. 326 pages. Grand Central. **Paperbound. At $15.99**

---

**280287 THE RHINE: Following Europe’s Greatest River from Amsterdam to Constanza.** By Ben Coates. Having lived alongside a major channel of the Rhine and crossing it daily, swimming and kayaking in its tributaries, Coates sets out to follow the river all the way from its mouth to its source, exploring the impact that it has had on the European culture and history. 291 pages. Nicholas Brealey. **Paperbound. At $19.95**

---

**280118 NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border.** By Porter Fox. Setting out from the easternmost point in the mainland United States, Fox follows explorer Champlain’s adventures across the Great Lakes and then the forty-ninth parallel from Minnesota to the Pacific Ocean touching upon history along the way. He also gives a dynamic portrait of the northern lands today. 247 pages. Norton. **Paperbound. At $26.95**

---

**690090 KINGS OF THE YUKON: One Summer Paddling Across the King of Kings.** By Adam Weymouth. One man’s thrilling and transporting journey by canoe across Alaska in search of King salmon. Traveling down the Yukon as the salmon migrate, the author makes a four month journey through untrammelled landscape. Weaving in the rich history of salmon across time it is an extraordinary adventure in nature writing. 272 pages. Little, Brown. **Range of $27.00 - $27.95**

---

**675662 THE BOOK OF ROADS: Travel Stories from Michigan to Marrakech.** By Phil Cousineau. These exciting stories are the culmination of a lifetime of travel experiences from the steel factories of Detroit to headhunting villages in the Philippines, and from the war-torn villages in the Balkans to the river roads of Japan. 280 pages. Viva Editions. **Paperbound. At $17.95**

---

**2814056 PARIS IN BLOOM.** By Georgiana Lane. Transports you on a stunning floral tour of the city, pairing beautiful floral images with iconic architectural and botanical motifs. The gorgeous photos take you from elegant boutiques to markets to expansive public gardens. 160 pages. Abrams. **At $39.95**

---

**2814056 PARIS IN BLOOM.** By Georgiana Lane. Transports you on a stunning floral tour of the city, pairing beautiful floral images with iconic architectural and botanical motifs. The gorgeous photos take you from elegant boutiques to markets to expansive public gardens. 160 pages. Abrams. **At $39.95**

---

**691576 CHRIST STOPPED AT EBO.** By Carlo Levi. An indelible portrait of a place, its people, and the customs they have fashioned over time, rendered in prose praised for its human insight. Originally published in 1945, this is Levi’s account of his sojourn in the southern Italian region of Basilicata. 269 pages. FSG. **Paperbound. At $16.00**

---

**6559102 NAKED AND MAROONED: One Man, One Island.** By Ed Stafford. What do you do after you walk the earth? Not everyone can build a altar to himself on an uninhabited island in the South Pacific. His mission: to survive for sixty days equipped with nothing—no food, water, or even clothing. This volume details his sojourn on the island. Color photos, 230 pages. **Paperbound. At $16.00**

---

**2778845 A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS.** By Henry David Thoreau. Based on a 1839 boat trip Thoreau took with his brother from Concord, Massachusetts, to Concord, New Hampshire, this classic not only a vivid narrative of that journey, it is also a collection of thought provoking observations on such diverse topics as poetry, literature, and philosophy. 256 pages. Dover. **Paperbound.**

---

**685992 SECRET COTSWOLDS.** By Sue Hazelndine. The area of outstanding national beauty known as the Cotswolds is famous for its charming villages and rolling green hills. This compact guide to its towns and villages. Covers a wide variety of topics from people to animals, to places and buildings all relevant to the Cotswot area. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Amberley. **Paperbound. At $9.00**

---

**6870147 INCREDIBLE ASCENTS TO EVEREST.** By Sumati Nagrath. Features extraordinary stories of ascents, from a blind man’s success to a Sherpa’s record 21 climbs. From the cutting edge of Everest, to the impressive ascent of the Khumbu icefall. ski down the Mount Everest. Nagrath shows how in the process they not only created history, they also shattered stereotypes to redefine the limits of possibility. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Lustre/Roli. **At $14.95**

---

**6799376 KIRIBATI: An Island World Vanishes into the Ocean.** By A. Ploicchi, illus. by A. Angeli. A small island nation between Australia and Hawaii, Kiribati is disappearing into the Pacific Ocean due to climate change. This richly illustrated work preserves a picture of this little-known place where old traditions and magical rituals are just as much a part of everyday life as TV and the internet. 144 pages. Sieveking. **At $30.00**

---

**689668 TIP OF THE ICEBERG: My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier.** By Mark Adams. Armed with Dramamine and an industrial-strength mosquito net, Adams sets out to retrace the 1899 expedition organized by railroad magnate Edward Harriman, to the wilds of Alaska. Along the way he encounters dozens of unusual characters and investigates how lessons learned in 1899 might relate to Alaska’s current struggles in adapting to the pressures of a changing climate and world. Photos. 323 pages. Dutton. **At $28.00**

---

**6804434 A DAY AT VERSAILLES.** Text by Y. Carlier, photos by F. Hammond. Takes readers on a tour of the palace of Versailles, allowing themselves to revisit a day filled with his breathtaking photography, capturing the landscapes, people and events of a region whose story is irrevocably entwined with that of America. **Paperbound. At $11.95**

---

**6568343 HARPER’S FERRY: A Crossroads in Time.** By Jim Kirby. A place forever marked by flood, war, and time, Harpers Ferry is an arresting destination with a rich but tumultuous history. Kirby takes readers on a journey that begins with his breathtaking photography, capturing the landscapes, people and events of a region whose story is irrevocably entwined with that of America. **Paperbound. At $11.95**

---

**5551374 RIDING SKY HIGH: A Bicycle Adventure Around the World.** By Pierre-Yves Tremblay. Besides the sheer physical effort of biking itself, encountering life and its possibilities and limits, and dealing with emotions and everything that comes with his breathtaking photography, capturing the landscapes, people and events of a region whose story is irrevocably entwined with that of America. **Paperbound. At $11.95**
Travel

Cider Mill. Pub. at $24.95

5658092 A BOOK OF VOYAGES. Ed. by Patrick O’Brian. Honoring O’Brian’s centenary, this collection of his favorite travel pieces, most notable and extraordinarily talented writers. Authors include Mark Twain, John Muir, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Theodore Roosevelt, Frederick Law Olmsted, and many more. 272 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

★ 6281782 TRAVELING THE INCENSE ROUTE: From Arabia to the Levant in the Footsteps of the Magi. By Barbara Toy. The incense route is one of the most ancient and important highways in the world. Toy sets out to travel the length of this long forgotten route at a time of particular turbulence in the region. It is both a gripping account of this long forgotten route at a time of particular turbulence in the region. It is both a gripping account and an elegant style. 224 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95


★ 6282942 TRAVELING LIGHT: A Year of Wandering, from California to England and Tuscany and Back Again. By Bill Barich. The incense route is one of the most ancient and important highways in the world. Toy sets out to travel the length of this long forgotten route at a time of particular turbulence in the region. It is both a gripping account of this long forgotten route at a time of particular turbulence in the region. It is both a gripping account and an elegant style. 224 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95

★ 6914896 THE LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD. By Douglas Preston. For centuries, legends have told of an ancient, lost city hidden in the Honduran rainforest. In 2012, noted author Douglas Preston joined a quest to find the White City—left by an otherwise vanished civilization. 658 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $20.00

★ 5953812 WHO’S BURIED WHERE IN LONDON. By Peter Matthews. From Karl Marx to the Duke of Wellington to Sigmund Freud, London is home to the resting place of a multitude of famous figures. Here those notable locations and people are arranged geographically and presented with a brief biography, making this an indispensable reference for any budding tombstone tourist. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Shire. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 5902231 LIFE AND DEATH IN THE ANDES. By Kim MacQuarrie. The author shares his 4,500-mile journey through South America and riveting story of a young man seeking his own truth and finding that few readers would ever see for themselves, now gone forever. and exotic pleasures. These riveting tales offer glimpses into a world

★ 6568092 INTERSTATE: Hitchhiking Through the State of a Public to Reveal Himself for the First Time. He does so by showing off the things he likes to do the places he likes to go in his beloved Detroit. Color photos. 239 pages. FW/MW Studio. Pub. at $9.95

★ 6793746 THINGS I DO IN DETROIT: A Guidebook to the Coolest Places by the Nain Rouge. By Dave Krieger. The Nain Rouge is known as a scheming red devil, or so the story goes. Exhausted by the mischaracterizations of his role in his hometown, the Nain Rouge is public to reveal himself for the first time. He does so by showing off the things he likes to do the places he likes to go in his beloved Detroit. Color photos. 239 pages. FW/MW Studio. Pub. at $9.95

★ 5792088 MAGICAL AND MYSTICAL SITES: Europe and the British Isles. By E. Pepper & J. Wilcock. From Stonehenge in England to the Oracle of Apollo in Greece, this guide explores the most remarkable and significant places of antiquity and the legends that accompany them, including King Arthur, Merlin, witches, dragons, and magical rites. Illus. 300 pages. Images. 214 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6194387 IT’S ALL GREEK TO ME! By John Mole. 356 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


★ 6769141 INTERSTATE: Hitchhiking Through the State of a Public to Reveal Himself for the First Time. He does so by showing off the things he likes to do the places he likes to go in his beloved Detroit. Color photos. 239 pages. FW/MW Studio. Pub. at $9.95


★ 6690777 THE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE OF ALL KINGDOMS: El Libro del Conocimiento de Todos los Reinos. Ed. by Nancy F. Marino. 138 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $4.95

**Travel Guides**

**279442X DONUT NATION.** By Ellen Brown. Traveling the United States in search of the best donut shops, Brown visited everything from beloved mom and pop establishments and roadside stands to innovative boutiques, eateries, and artisanal restaurants. Perfect for the cross-country explorer, she features more than seventy hand-crafted donut shops from Maine to Arizona in this delicious guide. She also includes some of one of a kind recipes. West. In color, 264 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**978151X THE FINGER LAKES, FOURTH EDITION: A Great Destination.** By Katharine Delavan Dyson. Unveils the where, the how, and the when of visiting this most lovely destination. From the region’s 11 beautiful lakes to its great vineyards and spectacular guru, wineries, and numerous wineries, this trusted guide takes you on a detailed sojourn through every facet of Mark Twain country. Color photos & maps. 238 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2790796 VILLAGE WALKS IN BRITAIN.** By Gemli Allen et al. Wander through 165 of the most delightful communities in England, Wales and Scotland. Features large-scale Ordnance Survey maps, route directions, information on numerous points of interest, opening times, parking, and refreshment recommendations. Fully illus. In color, 264 pages. Norton, 9 x 11 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00


**2951801 COLLINS HANDY ROAD ATLAS SCOTLAND.** This handy A5 sized road atlas has extremely clear, route planning maps of Scotland. Places of tourist interest are highlighted. Includes detailed street maps of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen. Distance calculator chart highlights distances between major towns. 75 pages. Collins. Paperback.

**2881977 RAILS TO THE ATLANTIC: Exploring the Railway Heritage of Quebec and the Atlantic Provinces.** By Ron Brown. Follow eastern Canada’s railway heritage with an illustrated colour travel cover that covers the region’s architecture, scenic railway excursions, magnificent railway hotels, stunning engineering feats, and the people and places that make it such a fascinating region. Photos. 142 pages. Dundurn. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**2856488 BRITAIN AND IRELAND’S BEST WILD PLACES: 500 Essential Journeys.** By Christopher Somerville. Britain and Ireland are full of wild places, some remote, many often astonishingly close to home. In this fascinating guide, a lifelong traveler isolates and surveys 500 of the best. Well illus. 236 pages. Well illus. 236 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

**2801779 MONTPARNASSE: Paris’s District of Memory and Desire.** By John Baxter. The author reveals those secret places not found in any guide — secluded tranquil lakes to ancient, unforgettable cultural and historical tour of the neighborhood. Included guided tours and a map of Montparnasse’s most essential destinations. It is an indispensable guide for anyone visiting the City of Light. Illus. 242 pages. Harper.

**2830140 EXPLORER’S GUIDE WISCONSIN.** By Motlie Boutilier-Butler. There is more to Wisconsin than cheese! Whether one is looking for lodging, dining, outdoor activities, must sees and much more. Don’t miss the water parks of the Dells, and make sure you try some native dishes like Kringa and Booyah! Well illus. in color & maps. 352 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**2831621 THE NEW ENGLAND GRIMPENDIUM: A Guide to Macabre and Ghastly Sites.** By J.W. Ocker. Every place has a dark side, but New England seems to have more of them. In this region full of the grim, the gruesome, and the ghastly it’s all worth visiting. Catalogs hundreds of macabre sites, attractions, and artifacts, and tells (vaguely) where to find them and what to look for. Illus. 303 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.

**6974724 KAZAKHSTAN: Culture Smart!** By Dina Zharasimov. An illuminating and practical guide to Kazakhstani culture and society. Concepts include: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics, the Kazakhstani at home, working, eating, and drinking; don’ts, and taboos; communication, spoken and unspoken; and more. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**2891204 DAY HIKE CENTRAL CASCADES, 2ND EDITION.** By Carolann McDougal. This guide offers 69 incredible hikes in Washington’s Central Cascades with trail ratings from 1 (worthwhile) to 5 (spectacular) based on water features, vistas, and solitude. Includes recommended day trips from the Cascades. Includes maps, trail descriptions, estimated hiking times, and trail and map access. Illus. 226 pages. Greystone. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**6975127 TURKEY: Culture Smart!** By Charlotte McPherson. Offers an illuminating and practical guide to the Turkish culture and society. It will help you turn your visit—whether it’s for business or for pleasure—into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes dos, don’ts and taboos; business practices; local customs and traditions; and much more. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**6887369 GETTING OUT, REVISED EDITION: Your Guide to Leaving America.** By Mark Ethran. Walks you through the world of the expatriate, the reasons, the rules, the resources, and the trade. Includes compelling stories and expertise from expat Americans on every continent. This new edition offers updates regarding new rules and regulations, as well as recent observations from all varieties of political opinion. 456 pages. Process Media.

**2860421 MULL AND IONA: A Historical Guide.** By Dina Brown. Offers an illuminating and practical guide to Mull and Iona. As the islands are home to the Druids, the Picts and the Norse, a visit is a fascinating historical tour. Includes local customs, traditions and local customs and traditions. Also includes: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics; the Mull and Iona at home, working, eating, and drinking. Includes maps, route directions, information on numerous tourist destinations. This guide provides a full and engaging history of the islands from the time of their earliest human inhabitants to the present day. The gazetteer lists historical places of interest, all periods. Illus. 236 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**2863421 MULL AND IONA: A Historical Guide.** By David Caldwell. Having played a central role in Scottish history for many centuries, Mull and Iona have long been a favorite of the clergy and the tourist destinations. This guide provides a full and engaging history of the islands from the time of their earliest human inhabitants to the present day. The gazetteer lists historical places of interest, all periods. Illus. 236 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**2801531 GETTING AROUND TOKYO POCKET ATLAS AND TRANSPORTATION GUIDE.** By Boye Lafayette De Mente. Area maps for all the key districts of Tokyo. Inclu. offers updates regarding new rules and regulations, as well as recent observations from all varieties of political opinion. 456 pages. Process Media.

**2830132 EXPLORER’S GUIDE COLORADO.** By Matt Forster. Discover the natural and cultural wonders of the Centennial State along with fascinating local history. Also lists eclectic shops, restaurants, bars, entertainment, hiking trails, and lodging. Well illus. in color & maps. 320 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**2019468 FRANCE’S GUIDE TO MACABRE AND GHASTLY Sites. By Joseph A. Stirratt. Every place has a dark side, but France’s Central Cascades seems to have more of them. In this region full of the grim, the gruesome, and the ghastly it’s all worth visiting. Catalogs hundreds of macabre sites, attractions, and artifacts, and tells (vaguely) where to find them and what to look for. Illus. 303 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.

**6974724 KAZAKHSTAN: Culture Smart!** By Dina Zharasimov. An illuminating and practical guide to Kazakhstani culture and society. Concepts include: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics, the Kazakhstani at home, working, eating, and drinking. Includes maps, route directions, information on numerous tourist destinations. This guide provides a full and engaging history of the islands from the time of their earliest human inhabitants to the present day. The gazetteer lists historical places of interest, all periods. Illus. 236 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**6975127 TURKEY: Culture Smart!** By Charlotte McPherson. Offers an illuminating and practical guide to the Turkish culture and society. It will help you turn your visit—whether it’s for business or for pleasure—into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes dos, don’ts and taboos; business practices; local customs and traditions; and much more. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**8698974 ALASKA: Insight Guides.** Ed. by Sarah Sweeney. With hundreds of evocative color photographs and local writers bringing to life the state’s history, culture, festivals, flora and fauna, this comprehensive guide is all you need to plan your itinerary, including maps and travel tips. 386 pages. APA Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**9691801 COLLINS HANDY ROAD ATLAS SCOTLAND.** This handy A5 sized road atlas has extremely clear, route planning maps of Scotland. Places of tourist interest are highlighted. Includes detailed street maps of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen. Distance calculator chart highlights distances between major towns. 75 pages. Collins. Paperback.

**3300132 THE BEST WILD PLACES: 500 Essential Journeys.** By Christopher Somerville. Britain and Ireland are full of wild places, some remote, many often astonishingly close to home. In this fascinating guide, a lifelong traveler isolates and surveys 500 of the best. Well illus. 236 pages. Well illus. 236 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00
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**2924595** LINCOLN ROAD TRIP: A Back-Roads Guide to America’s Favorite President. By Jane Simon Ammeson. The author will help you to step back into America’s past where Abe Lincoln lived and visited. This fun and entertaining guide includes stories about the quintessential sites, and also takes you off the beaten path to lesser known historical places, bringing Lincoln’s incredible story to life. Illus. 218 pages, Red Lightning. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**2891212** DAY HIKE MOUNT RAINIER, 3RD EDITION. By Ron C. Judd. This helpful guide offers 51 incredible hikes in the Mount Rainier region, all trail ratings from 1 to 5 (spectacular) based on water features, vistas, and solitude. Includes recommended seasons, distance and elevation gain, estimated hiking times, permit and parking fees, and accessible handicapped dog, maps & photos. 195 pages. Sasquatch. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

**684507X** THE JAPANESE WAY, SECOND EDITION. By N. Takada & R.L. Lampkin. An indispensable reference to Japanese cultural aspects. Inside you’ll find eighty-nine key points that explain how the Japanese celebrate holidays, interact with one another, resolve daily problems, and view the rest of the world. Helps you break the culture barrier and appreciate the Japanese way. 98 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

**2838665** BACK ROADS GERMANY: Backroad Travel. By Jurgen Scheunemann et al. This guide takes you away from the main roads to Germany’s beautiful villages and stunning landscapes, authentic restaurants and welcoming small hotels. Twenty-four driving tours—ranging from one to six days—take you deep into Germany’s countryside. Includes a guided walk through a historic town or unspoiled countryside, plus a range of activities and tips on buying local crafts and produce. Well illus. in color. 504 pages. Rough Guides. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99

**6968250** THE ROUGH GUIDE TO POLAND, 8TH EDITION. By Jonathan Bousfield. Head beyond Poland’s historic towns and cities to discover primeval forests, epic mountain ranges, picturesque villages and pristine beaches along the Baltic coast. Includes insider tips on where to sample the best vodka and pierogi, and advice and information you need for your trip. Color photos. 504 pages. Rough Guides. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**291865X** THE WAYFARER’S HANDBOOK: A Field Guide for the Independent Traveler. By Evan S. Rice. Filled with invaluable advice and useful world trivia, this innovative guide to the art of travel is designed to inspire as well as for practical use on short or global adventure. Rice provides the most useful and unique path through the world. Illus. 280 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

**2781994** GREAT SCOTTISH JOURNEYS: Twelve Routes to the Heart of Scotland. By Jennifer R. Bousfield. Takes you deep into Scotland’s countryside, where you’ll find hidden, picturesque villages, ancient castles, and modern museums to eco- and cultural tourism, sports events, and parks. Includes descriptions of unique locations you’ll pass along the way. This is Scotland as it should be seen, and is an essential collection for lovers of photography and adventures alike. 246 pages. Black & White. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**5719627** COLLINS EUROPE HANDY ROAD ATLAS. A compact road guide of Europe. Makes for easy journey planning with scenic routes identified. Also provides handy road signs. Includes index of major cities. 152 pages. Collins. Spiralbound. $4.95

**6939775** SHERLOCK HOLMES’ LONDON: Discover the City from the West End to Wapping. By Rose Shepherd. Walk the steps of London in the footsteps of Literature’s most famous detective, from his fictional home of 221B Baker Street to the wharves and warehouses of the east end. A unique look at London then and now. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Collins Books. Pub. at $14.95 $10.99

**2841576** THE BEST HITS ON ROUTE 66: 100 Essential Stops on the Mother Road. By Amy Bizzarri. Discover all the lesser known stops along America’s Mother Road that you simply must not miss. A fun, easy, and user friendly guide. There’s something for everyone to enjoy as you journey along the highway’s 2,500 miles. Fully illus. in color. 282 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95

**6654967** RICK STEVES IRELAND, 2016. With Pat O’Connor. Explore lively Dublin, quaint Killarney, and the many hidden nooks of Kerry, and more. Steves will guide you to good-value hotels and restaurants and help you plan where to go and what to see, depending on the length of your trip. You’ll learn which sights are worth your time and money, and how to get around by train, bus, and more. With 150 illus. in some color. 576 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

**5951585** ROME. By Sofia Pescarin. Takes visitors through the history of Rome to understand what it has been, how it has evolved, and what remains of its past. Features photographs and detailed illustrations of ancient Rome’s monuments such as the Tomb of the Scipii, The Campus Martius, The Coliseum, and The Circus Maximus. 168 pages. White Stat. 0X. Paperback. Pub. $5.95

**2913429** FOOTSTEPS OF THE CHEROKEE, SECOND EDITION. By Vicki Rozema. Beginning with a historical overview of the Cherokee Nation, this thorough guide covers 190 Cherokee sites in five southeastern states: Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama, as well as in border areas of Kentucky and Virginia. Illus. 354 pages. John F. Blair. Paperback. Pub. at $17.98 $11.95

**6886582** COLORS OF FALL ROAD TRIP GUIDE: 25 Autumn Tours in New England. By Jerry & Marcy Monkman. Details 25 of the best scenic tours during fall foliage season in New England. Trips vary from short drives on the coast to multi-day excursions into the region’s most remote and rugged forests. Includes detailed maps and geographic photographs, with trip descriptions that tell you where you’ll find along the route. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**6817491** STROLLING THROUGH FLORENCE: The Definitive Walking Guide to the Renaissance City. By Mario Erasmo. To walk through Florence is to step into one of the most remarkable histories of any European city. The city of Dante and Boccaccio, Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, the Medici, Botticelli, Donatello and the ‘Mad Monk’ Savonarola—exploring all of this fascination will take you on a journey of 209 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**CD 6794114** THE GREAT TOURS: Experiencing Medieval Europe. By Kenneth R. Bartlett. Professor Bartlett offers an extensive multimedia course taking students through 3000 years of Europe of burst with medieval history. Twenty-four lectures on 12 CDs cover regions from Barcelona to Prague, while the accompanying 208-page course guidebook offers insider tips for travel, suggested reading and more. The Great Courses. $19.95

**6908036** THE ROUTE 66 PHOTO ROAD TRIP. By Rick & Susan Sammon. The perfect companion to enjoying and photographing everything that the country’s most famous highway has to offer. This guide includes recommendations for capturing memorable photographs of attractions: hour road itineraries, and essential tips for capturing memorable photographs by day or night, stopped or in a moving car. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman Paperback. Pub. at $19.98 $11.99


**2880277** MOON USA NATIONAL PARKS. By Becky Lomax. A park expert gives you the strategies to craft a personal journey through these outstanding American wilderness. Whether you’re trekking to striking vistas, rafting a wild river, or camping under the stars, you can make your park adventure the trip of a lifetime. Fully illus. in color. 718 pages. Moon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

See more titles at erhbcl.com/681 - 55 -
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**695264X** BOOK TOWNS: Forty-Five Paradieses of the Printed Word. By Alex Johnson. Contains practical and illuminating histories, this colorful directory of the best havens of books around the world is a must-have for literate lovers of the world. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $22.99

**2810786** NORTH COAST JOURNEY: The Magic of Scotland’s Northern Highlands. By Brigid Benson. The essential guide to the beautiful northern Highlands of Scotland, a world renowned for its mountainous and history mingled landscape. The adventure begins in Inverness, weaves westwards to Applecross and travels onwards to the most northerly points of the British mainland. Includes index. Well illus. in color. 220 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $25.00

**6793979** WORLD WAR I BATTLEFIELDS, EDITION 2: A Travel Guide to the Western Front. By J. Ruler & E. Thomson. The only compact travel guide to cover the Western Front, covering all the main cemeteries, memorials and museums to help you get the most from your journey to the past. Includes in-depth information on key battles; lists of commemorative events and services; expert tips and itineraries; and more. Well illus., some color. 106 pages. Bradt. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

**2804875** THE OASIS ONES: A Field Guide to the Megalithic Sites of Britain and Ireland. By The Megalithic Portal. Including over 30 maps and site plans and hundreds of color photographs, this ultimate insider’s guide also contains scores of articles by a wide range of contributors—from archaeologists and archaeoastronomers to dowsers and geomancers—that will change the way you see these amazing sites. From distant past to recent history. Well illus., in color. 142 pages. Wilderness. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**283667X** BACK ROADS NORTHERN & CENTRAL ITALY: Eyewitness Travel. By Gillian Arthur et al. This detailed guide takes you away from the main roads and through stunning landscapes to hidden places in Italy, towns and villages, authentic trattorias, and welcoming small hotels. Includes 25 driving tours, a pull-out map, hotels, restaurants, activities, villages, history, scenic routes, and more. Zip codes are listed for use with a GPS device. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


**6919693** WALES—WILD GUIDE: Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life. By D. Start & T. Pascoe. This inspiring travel companion reveals the most exciting hidden places, remote peaks and valleys, secret spots and pristine nature, in the most unspoiled and remote regions of Wales. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Wild Things. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**2890772** STUDENTS’ FIELD GUIDE TO NATIONAL PARKS & GAME RESERVES OF EAST AFRICA. By Chris & Mathilde Stuart. This is an invaluable and informative guide to some 58 of the region’s diverse conservation areas, home to the most species variety in the world. The regions are grouped by country. Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda and Rwanda, and for each there is key background information to help in planning a visit and through the region. Well illus. in color. 248 pages. Pro-Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00

**2851326** ENGLISH CATHEDRALS: England’s Magnificent Cathedrals and Abbeys. By Elizabeth Craig-Johnson. This pocket sized guide to England’s most famous cathedrals and abbeys contains rich historical background and architectural detail for each of the cathedrals, websites and phone numbers, and includes a map section showing the locations of cathedrals covered for reference. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

**6811318** ENGLISH CASTLES: England’s Most Dramatic Castles and Strongholds. By Elizabeth Craig-Johnson. This pocket sized guide to England’s most famous castles includes historical background and architectural detail for each of the castles, websites and phone numbers, and includes a map section showing the locations of castles covered for reference. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

**6993333** NETHERLANDS: Culture Smart! By Sheryl Buckland. This practical guide to Dutch culture and society includes the local customs and traditions, the history of the region, religion, and Dutch and English language. Includes index. Well illus. in color. 116 pages. Kuperard. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

**6878822** BACKROADS & BYWAYS OF ALASKA: Drives, Day Trips & Weekends. By James Tally. A vast and remote region of pristine nature, Alaska is a destination best explored by vehicle, and then on foot. Tally provides turn by turn directions, stunning photographs, and detailed information for the very best drives and destinations in the state in this comprehensive guide. 336 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**6888380** RAIL-TRAILS: Southern New England. By Rails-to-Trails Conservancy. The experts from Rails to Trails Conservancy present the best of these rail trails as well as other multiuse pathways in Southern New England. Massachusets, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Includes detailed maps; lists of commemorative events and services; indices describing the activities each trail can accommodate; and succinct descriptions written by rail trail experts. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. Wilderness. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**6877869** RAIL-TRAIL HALL OF FAME. By Rails-to-Trails Conservancy. Explore premier rail trails across America with this official guide. Includes detailed maps for every rail trail. Features icons indicating the activities each trail can accommodate. And gives descriptions written by rail trail experts and fascinating railroad history behind each trail. Fully illus., in color. 147 pages. Rails-to-Trails Conservancy. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**6811300** LONDON’S STATUES AND MONUMENTS. By Peter Matthews. The streets and public spaces of London are rich with statues and monuments commemorating the city’s great figures and events. This guide takes account of many of these landmarks—from Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square and Sir Christopher Wren’s Great Fire Monument to the charming Peter Pan statue in Kensington Gardens. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**6804667** WILD GUIDE SCOTLAND: Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life. By Kimberly Grant et al. In this inspiring guide you will find the best of Scotland’s unspoiled Highlands and islands. Featuring stunning photography and engaging travel writing, this is the perfect resource for those seeking a wild adventure. 312 pages. Wild Things. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**2781794** A-Z OF EDINBURGH: Places, History. By Lisa Sibbald. Takes the reader on a fascinating A-Z tour of the story of Edinburgh, the story of its buildings, places and people along the way. This guide will appeal to all those with an interest in the capital city of Scotland. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6870163** ITALIAN LAKES: Insights Guides. Ed. by Rachel Lawrence. With hundreds of evocative color photographs and local writers bringing to life the lakes’ histories, culture, festivals, flora and fauna, this comprehensive guide is all you need for an inspiring Italian lakeside adventure. Includes maps and travel tips. 320 pages. APA Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**6830471** BASEBALL ROAD TRIPS: The Midwest and Great Lakes. By Timothy M. Mullin. Gives you in the know tips for the best lodging, restaurants, and local entertainment for major and minor league baseball throughout the Midwest. From taking in a AAA game at Louisville Slugger Field to visiting the Field of Dreams, this guide is all you need to plan a dream baseball road trip. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**6819693** BASEBALL ROAD TRIPS: The Northeast. By Greg Lepper. Gives you in the know tips for the best lodging, restaurants, and local entertainment for major and minor league baseball throughout the Northeast. From taking in a AAA game at Huntington Park to visiting the Field of Dreams, this guide is all you need to plan a dream baseball road trip. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**6804667** WILD GUIDE SCOTLAND: Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life. By Kimberly Grant et al. In this inspiring guide you will find the best of Scotland’s unspoiled Highlands and islands. Featuring stunning photography and engaging travel writing, this is the perfect resource for those seeking a wild adventure. 312 pages. Wild Things. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6830471** BASEBALL ROAD TRIPS: The Midwest and Great Lakes. By Timothy M. Mullin. Gives you in the know tips for the best lodging, restaurants, and local entertainment for major and minor league baseball throughout the Midwest. From taking in a AAA game at Louisville Slugger Field to visiting the Field of Dreams, this guide is all you need to plan a dream baseball road trip. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**6819693** BASEBALL ROAD TRIPS: The Northeast. By Greg Lepper. Gives you in the know tips for the best lodging, restaurants, and local entertainment for major and minor league baseball throughout the Northeast. From taking in a AAA game at Huntington Park to visiting the Field of Dreams, this guide is all you need to plan a dream baseball road trip. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
Puzzles & Games


2869758 EYE TWISTERS: Boggle, Bluff and Blow Your Mind! By Anna Bouwes. Seeing is believing with these amazing optical illusions. Cover to cover, this volume is loaded with dazzling, brain-fooling effects that will have you enraptured for hours. 96 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

661734 CHESS AND THE ART OF WAR. By A. Lawrence & E. Moradiabadi. Drawing on Sun Tzu’s principles from The Art of War, this guide explores the teachings and their relevance to understanding chess strategies. From the concepts of checkmate and check, as well as what constitutes stalemate, through the opening, middle game and endgame, all aspects of the game of chess are considered. 160 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $17.99

5914221 SUDOKU: With over 500 Puzzles. Sudoku fans of all levels of ability will love losing themselves in this fabulous compilation of over 500 puzzles. Solutions included. 576 pages. Arcus. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

5287092 THE BRILLIANT DOT-TO-DOT BOOK. Presents 270 puzzles that contain up to 300 consecutively numbered dots, each completed image is a mini-masterpiece. A range of subjects are included, from famous landmarks, great buildings and works of art to sport, the natural world and iconic scenes. 288 pages. Arcus. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

424780 DOT-TO-DOT CREATE AMAZING IMAGES. Looking for something creative to enjoy, but don’t have any drawing skills? You don’t need to be an expert to complete these amazing dot-to-dot puzzles. There are over 190 images to create, ranging from iconic buildings around the world, and mythical creatures to well-loved characters from film, TV, and literature. 208 pages. Chartwell. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


2845504 DOCTOR WHO DOT-TO-DOC: Join the Dots Across Time and Space. Features 45 intricate puzzles to complete, with all thirteen Doctors and the most beloved companions and foes included. Some puzzles exceed 1,000 dots! Solutions included. Price Stamps. 9½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

9659348 DOT-TO-DOT NATURE SCENES. Would you like to keep your brain challenged while you chill out? Then choose this compelling new genre of complex dot-to-dot puzzles of nature scenes that combine brain training with puzzle solving and coloring in fun. Parragon. 9½x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

2887657 CARD GAMES: Games for All Ages. Ed. by Ian Brookes. Master the most popular card games! This guide features instructions, techniques and strategies for more than forty exciting card games, accompanied by color diagrams that explain each game in detail. Covers both group games and solo games. 224 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

2871262 LOST ICONS OF ROCK: Dot-to-Dot Portraits. Thirty of rock’s greatest legends who were lost to us before their time, are presented here in unique dot to dot portraits. Try just one and you’ll be hooked on following the number lines and completing the images. Includes solutions. Creative 6. 9½x13. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


2868377 FENG SHUI SUDOKU. By Frank Rubin. Inspired by feng shui to construct sudoku based on the “art of number placement”. Four puzzles are presented on a page so that the combinations of the given number clues form a part symmetrical pattern. While but the patterns are attractive, it is the solving experience that will bring you satisfaction and harmony! Solutions provided. 236 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95

3010039 JEAN HUGARD’S COMPLETE COURSE IN MODERN MAGIC. Learn mesmerizing tricks featuring balls, coins, playing cards, mental magic, flowers, rings, and more. Hugard offers detailed step by step instructions for each trick, often accompanied by diagrams—perfect for anyone interested in magic! 345 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $9.95

2879070 THE NATIONAL GALLERY DOT-TO-DOT GREAT PAINTINGS. By Francesca Protopapa. From Van Gogh to Vermeer, here are 20 of the most iconic works housed in London’s National Gallery, presented as engaging 1,000-dot challenges. Art lovers of all ages can create and keep their own Goya and Gauguin with these beautiful interpretations of world-famous works. ILEX. 10x14. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

5975913 DOT-TO-DOT CATS: Connect Your Way to calm. Connect the dots for grown ups! These 31 intricate puzzles will keep you guessing. Watch and enjoy as the lines transform into cuddly kittens and ferocious felines. Grab a pack of colored pencils and feel your stress melt away as you bring these charming scenes to life. Little, Brown. 9½x12¾. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

6927807 THE SENIOR MOMENTS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Geoff Tiffinals. If you refer to your closest friend as ‘‘Thingy’’ or call your wife darling because you forgot her name, you need this edition! It’s packed with questions, tests and exercises that range from memory to history, crossword puzzles, the arts, and food and drink to geography. Embrace your senior self and have a good laugh! 222 pages. Michael O’Marra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6920969 AMAZING PICTURE PUZZLES: More Than 200 Visual Challenges! Whether you’re companioning crowds of people busy cityscapes, or cuddly animals, these visual puzzles will challenge your powers of observation and entertain for hours. Are you up for the challenge? Fully illus. 287 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99

2905531 FLORAL FANTASIES: Ted Men ten’s Mindful Mazes Coloring Book. Hidden within each of these beautiful and relaxing flower designs is a unique individual maze for you to solve. Choose, before or after coloring. Also included is a maze answer key, should you happen to get lost. Find your way to the end of stress and the beginning of relaxation. 40 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

5975913 DOT-TO-DOT CATS: Connect Your Way to calm. Connect the dots for grown ups! These 31 intricate puzzles will keep you guessing. Watch and enjoy as the lines transform into cuddly kittens and ferocious felines. Grab a pack of colored pencils and feel your stress melt away as you bring these charming scenes to life. Little, Brown. 9½x12¾. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

6927807 THE SENIOR MOMENTS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Geoff Tiffinals. If you refer to your closest friend as ‘‘Thingy’’ or call your wife darling because you forgot her name, you need this edition! It’s packed with questions, tests and exercises that range from memory to history, crossword puzzles, the arts, and food and drink to geography. Embrace your senior self and have a good laugh! 222 pages. Michael O’Marra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6920969 AMAZING PICTURE PUZZLES: More Than 200 Visual Challenges! Whether you’re companioning crowds of people busy cityscapes, or cuddly animals, these visual puzzles will challenge your powers of observation and entertain for hours. Are you up for the challenge? Fully illus. 287 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99

2905531 FLORAL FANTASIES: Ted Men ten’s Mindful Mazes Coloring Book. Hidden within each of these beautiful and relaxing flower designs is a unique individual maze for you to solve. Choose, before or after coloring. Also included is a maze answer key, should you happen to get lost. Find your way to the end of stress and the beginning of relaxation. 40 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

6927807 THE SENIOR MOMENTS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Geoff Tiffinals. If you refer to your closest friend as “Thingy” or call your wife darling because you forgot her name, you need this edition! It’s packed with questions, tests and exercises that range from memory to history, crossword puzzles, the arts, and food and drink to geography. Embrace your senior self and have a good laugh! 222 pages. Michael O’Marra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6920969 AMAZING PICTURE PUZZLES: More Than 200 Visual Challenges! Whether you’re companioning crowds of people busy cityscapes, or cuddly animals, these visual puzzles will challenge your powers of observation and entertain for hours. Are you up for the challenge? Fully illus. 287 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99

2905531 FLORAL FANTASIES: Ted Men ten’s Mindful Mazes Coloring Book. Hidden within each of these beautiful and relaxing flower designs is a unique individual maze for you to solve. Choose, before or after coloring. Also included is a maze answer key, should you happen to get lost. Find your way to the end of stress and the beginning of relaxation. 40 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

6927807 THE SENIOR MOMENTS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Geoff Tiffinals. If you refer to your closest friend as “Thingy” or call your wife darling because you forgot her name, you need this edition! It’s packed with questions, tests and exercises that range from memory to history, crossword puzzles, the arts, and food and drink to geography. Embrace your senior self and have a good laugh! 222 pages. Michael O’Marra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6920969 AMAZING PICTURE PUZZLES: More Than 200 Visual Challenges! Whether you’re companioning crowds of people busy cityscapes, or cuddly animals, these visual puzzles will challenge your powers of observation and entertain for hours. Are you up for the challenge? Fully illus. 287 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99

2905531 FLORAL FANTASIES: Ted Men ten’s Mindful Mazes Coloring Book. Hidden within each of these beautiful and relaxing flower designs is a unique individual maze for you to solve. Choose, before or after coloring. Also included is a maze answer key, should you happen to get lost. Find your way to the end of stress and the beginning of relaxation. 40 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

6927807 THE SENIOR MOMENTS ACTIVITY BOOK. By Geoff Tiffinals. If you refer to your closest friend as “Thingy” or call your wife darling because you forgot her name, you need this edition! It’s packed with questions, tests and exercises that range from memory to history, crossword puzzles, the arts, and food and drink to geography. Embrace your senior self and have a good laugh! 222 pages. Michael O’Marra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
7289240 BOLT ACTION–TANK WAR. By Ryan Miller et al. Have you ever wished you had an armored division under your control? This new supplement for Bolt Action, gives players the option to expand their games to a whole new level—armored warfare. Recreate such great engagements as the battle of Kursk with the scenarios, army options and special rules found in this title. Well illus. in color. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

7325185 WINNING LOTTO/LOTTERY FOR EVERYDAY PLAYERS. By Prof. Jones. Learn how to beat any Lotto game anywhere; win with wheeling systems; how to create winning tickets; strategies to beat Keno; and more in this new expanded edition of the Lottery classic. 144 pages. Cardoza. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

2880325 BRAIN AEROBICS MATH PUZZLES. By Derrick Niederman. You'll need to be on top of your game with this collection of puzzles. If the problems seem hard, that's because they are! They take little, if any, math skills, but don't require advanced math. The answers may come to you right away, but you'll enjoy figuring them out. Solutions provided. 92 pages. Puzzlweight. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95.

2891999 HOURS OF WAR. By Osprey Wargames. 11, Keith Flint. These wargame rules allow for a wide range of tactics, and rewards historical play—but the fog of war sometimes produces unexpected results and units don't always obey their orders. This game moves quickly and players must be prepared to regroup and counterattack or to press home an advantage. Well illus. in color. 64 pages, Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

2891863 MENS A MIND PUZZLES. By David Millar. One hundred brand new brainteasers that get your blood pumping and your brain racing! These games are a fun way to unwind and perfect for competitions between family and friends. The variety of puzzles ensures there is something for everyone. These brain teasers include, tetra drop, competitions between family and friends. The variety of puzzles ensures that you will find the puzzles becoming progressively harder, but if you need help, there's a special hints section, and the solutions lead you step-by-step through the logic of every puzzle. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

7309238 BOLT ACTION–EMPIRES IN FLAMES: Pacific and the Far East. By Ryan Miller et al. A comprehensive guide allows players to command the conquering Japanese armies or to fight tooth and nail as U.S. Marines and other Allied troops try to halt them. This guide can show you exactly how to be a winner. 334 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.
Puzzles & Games

**697219 STAR TO STAR: Astronomical Dot-to-Dot Puzzles.** By Gareth Moore. By joining star to star in the puzzles you will reveal a cast of characters from myths and legends, from Orion the hunter to Princess Andromeda, and more. Read their magical stories and find out fascinating facts about the celestial bodies that form each constellation. 66 pages. Lark. 11¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**286939 BRAIN BEND: Extreme Architecture Mazes to Decode and Color.** By Yasse Moua. A collection of 25 mazes presented as both mazes and color templates. Solve each maze and then add color! Includes two artworks on double-size fold-out pages in the center of the volume. 118 pages. Rockport. 8⅛x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**285254 BOLT ACTION ARMIES OF GERMANY.** By Warwick Kinrade. Provides Bolt Action players with all of the information they need to field the military forces of Germany. Detailed army lists allow players to construct German armies for any theater and any year of the war. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**694196 THE SECRET HISTORY OF MAGIC: The True Story of the Deceptive Art.** By P. Lamont & J. Steinmeyer. A history of people from humble roots who made and lost fortunes and deceived kings and queens. In order to survive, they concealed many secrets, yet they revealed some and they stole others. The authors reveal how this was done, and why magic matters in a world that no longer seems to have a place for it, but which desperately needs a sense of wonder. Illus. 357 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**Puzzle 3957792 NOAH’S ARK.** Intimately detailed and featuring a subtle but beguiling sense of humor, this 1,000-piece puzzle portrays a jaw-dropping array of animals about to board Noah’s legendary ship. MasterPieces. 26¼x19¼. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**2862972 MAN VS MACHINE: Challenging Human Supremacy at Chess.** By K. Muller & J. Schaeffer. Tells the stories of many of the key scientists and chess players that participated in a 50-year research project to advance the world of technology and chess. 479 pages. Josephine Enterprises. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**288075X HOW TO MAKE A LIVING AS A PROFESSIONAL MAGICIAN.** By Matt Patterson. You may be able to pull off an impressive card trick, but can you recruit new clients and book your show to play these key occasions? In the only guide of its kind, professional magician Magnus shows you the ins and outs of managing your career in magic. His tried and true methods will convert you into a successful professional. 116 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**2880563 EUROPEAN BUILDINGS: 28MM Paper Models for 18th & 19th Century Wargames.** By Peter Dennis, illus. By F. Richter. No battle field is complete without the villages and farms. Included here are a range of buildings to go with the “Paperboys on Campaign” series of paper soldiers for The War of the Spanish Succession and the Peninsular War. Full-color. 20 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**Puzzle 6706134 YORKTOWN: 500 Pieces.** The history of Yorktown is brought to life by artist Eric Dowdle with this colorful 500-piece jigsaw puzzle. Featuring historical naval ships, muskets, cannons and more, it’s a puzzler’s journey back to the birth of America. Completed size 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art. $9.95

**Puzzle 6706061 JAMESTOWN: 500 Pieces.** Take a trip back in time to Jamestown with Eric Dowdle’s charming artwork, presented here in a 500-piece jigsaw puzzle. A reenactment village depicts colonial America in the foreground, complete with visiting tourists, while the background features historic ships at sea. Completed size 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art. $11.95

**2879921 WARGAME THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 1642-1651: Battle for Britain.** By Peter Dennis. In this valuable gaming resource, Dennis provides the Horse, Foot and Dragoons of King and Parliament and how they can clash again using the rules included from the veteran Wargamer, Andy Callan. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Helion & Company. 8⅛x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**2912554 THE WAR OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION: Paperboys on Campaign.** By Peter Dennis. Packed with 26mm size soldiers, this collection of paper soldiers deals with Marlborough’s campaigns in Flanders and Germany. The French, Bavarian, British, Dutch and Prussian armies are featured, along with many troop types which can be used as the soldiers of the lesser states in the Alliance. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Helion & Company. 8⅛x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2880512 WARGAME: Castle Assault.** By Peter Dennis. Supplies all the artwork needed to create the armies which struggled for supremacy through British history, English, Scottish, and Welsh armies can meet again on the field of war, or in the siege lines, using the simple rules included. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Helion & Company. 8⅛x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**DVD 2905744 ASK ME ANYTHING? Hypnotist, Mentalist & Magician.** Spidey is known around the globe for his awesome magic tricks and unbelievable hypnosis stunts. He’s an internet sensation whose mind blowing videos of street and covert hypnosis have gotten upwards of 1 million views. He’s been all over the TV world with profile appearances on Syfy’s series Wizard Wars. 24 minutes. TMW Media Group. $13.95

**2871203 LARGE PRINT PRINTENKEN.** By Tatsuya Miyamoto. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Hard on the brain and easy on the eyes, these mind-bending brainteasers will stretch your mind while exercising your logic and problem-solving skills. Solutions included. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. 9x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**2870053 LARGE PRINT SUDOKU: Entertaining Puzzles to Keep your Brain Active.** LARGE PRINT EDITION. Offers the challenge of completing the popular number-placement puzzle Sudoku with the ease of large-print type. Solutions included. 92 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**681745 INCREDIBLE OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.** By Anna Claybourne. Packed with strange illusions, mind-bending phenomena, and awesome science. Straight lines bend, patterns spin, and pictures mysteriously shift shape. You won’t believe your eyes! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**Puzzle 6706088 SCARECROW FESTIVAL: 500 Pieces.** Set against a brilliant and creepy orange sky, this colorful Halloween scene welcomes us to Billy Bob’s Family Farm, populated by scarecrows, trick-or-treaters, and lots of pumpkins! This 500-piece puzzle finishes at 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**672458X SUMSEARCH: 100 Puzzles Beginner to Expert.** By Jonathan Meek. Challenge yourself with a modern twist on the classic word search puzzle on a jumbo-sized grid, with a unique goal number and a set of difficult combinations hidden within the solution. Provided, 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**2789841 THE CURIOUS HISTORY OF MAZES.** By Julie E. Bountard. Explores the evolution and cultural traditions through time of mazes and labyrinths, presenting their history in a fun and engaging format while challenging readers to solve over 100 mazes. Discover how mazes can improve your mental dexterity and create mind-bending puzzles. Fully illus. 112 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**6972853 THE EVERYTHING LOGIC PUZZLES BOOK, VOLUME 1.** By Marcel Danesi. Loaded with 200 perplexing puzzles and crafty solutions designed to strain your brain. Puzzles range from easy to challenging, something for everyone. Solutions provided. 224 pages. Wellfleet. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/681
Crosswords & Word Games

2863766  THE HISTORY OF THE CROSSWORD. By John Haefner. Tells the fascinating story of how a seemingly simple black and white grid became the poser that has confused, frustrated and ultimately satisfied solvers for generations. Includes tips for solving different types of crosswords and a personal insight into the unique mind of the crossword-sitter. 221 pages. Andert Deutsch. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95

★ 2855011  GRANDMA'S BOOK OF PUZZLES: Wordsearch, Sudoku, Codewords and Much More! You will welcome the chance to put the grandkids to one side and enjoy a few minutes of gentle entertainment. Be prepared to give your brain an enjoyable workout with this feast of puzzle fun. Solutions included, 320 pages. Arcutius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

★ 2915987  COFFEE BREAK WORDSEARCHES, BOOK 1. Features 200 themed wordsearch puzzles to test your eagle eye and solving abilities. The ideal relaxing pastime to keep the mind active and provide hours of solving fun. Solutions provided. 200 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95  $9.95

★ 6898423  PUZZLE WORKOUTS WORD SEARCH, VOL. 1. Ed. by Patsy Davis. Each entertaining collection of 126 puzzles will be a great way to exercise your brain. Readers will be delighted with a variety of themes such as action heroes, famous bridges, and Cajun spices. Solutions provided. 89 pages. Imagine! Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

5936101  RANDOM HOUSE CASUAL CROSSWORDS, VOL. 7. Ed. by Mel Rosen et al. No chunky erasers, heavy reference books, or pressure-packed crossword remainders. Solutions provided. If you think doing crossword puzzles should be relaxing rather than nerve-wracking, if you're a casual solver or even a novice, just grab a pencil for these 50 wordsearches. 60 pages. Random. 9x10¼. Spiralbound.  $9.95

★ 2920018  LEFTY CROSSWORDS: 75 Puzzles About Southpaws. By Mark Diehl. Designed especially for lefties; not only is every grid on the left, but every other page is printed upside down, so that you'll never have to rest your hand on the spiral binding. Being left never felt so right! Solutions included. 85 pages. Puzzles right. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95  $7.95

★ 281742X  GOLDEN AGE OF DETECTION PUZZLE BOOK. Compiled by Kate Jackson. Polish off your magnifying glass and step into the shoes of your favorite detectives as you unlace tantalizing clues and solve intricate puzzles in this collection of over 100 criminally teasing challenges. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

★ 2828634  BLETCHLEY PARK BRAINTEASERS. By Sinclair McKay. Have a knack for mastering Morse Code? Want to discover whether your crossword hobby might have seen you recruited into the history books? Think you could have contributed to the effort to crack the Nazi’s infamous Enigma code? Then these puzzles and the fascinating recruitment stories that surround them, were made for you. Solutions provided. 279 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ 287006J  LARGE PRINT WORDSEARCH: Engaging Puzzles to Challenge and Entertain. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Enjoy the challenge of finding the words in these brilliant themed grids. All of the puzzles and their solutions are easy to read and enjoyable to solve. Solutions included. 92 pages. Arcutius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

6913016  THE NEW YORK TIMES SOUTHPAW SOLVERS, Vol. 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Do you love crosswords but hate smearing ink when you solve the pesky puzzles printed on the right-hand side of the page? Then this book is for you! All the puzzles are printed on the left-hand side for easy solving! When you get to the end, flip the book over and solve more lefty friendly puzzles. Solutions included. 120 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95

★ PRICE CUT to $2.95

6709206  THE NEW YORK TIMES PRESENTS THE RIGHT WAY TO DO A CROSSWORD PUZZLE. Ed. by Will Shortz. Offers puzzles for left-handed solvers: every crossword is printed on the left-hand side for easy solving! When you get to the end, flip the book over and solve more lefty-friendly puzzles. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $4.95

6924530  THE NEW YORK TIMES THINK ABOUT IT THURSDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. If you love to think outside the little black and white boxes, the witty Thursday crossword puzzle is for you. This collection is full of head-scratchers and funny-bone tickers to liven up your week. Includes solutions. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95


6594633  THE NEW YORK TIMES SMART SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. Featuring spiral binding for easy solving, these puzzles are Shortz at his best! Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95


★ 6574763  THE NEW YORK TIMES TAKE IT EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Sit back and relax with the 75 easy and enjoyable crosswords featured here. Solutions provided. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

★ 2810921  THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. When you get to the end, flip the book over and solve more lefty-friendly puzzles! This collection of not too easy, but not too hard crossword puzzles from The New York Times will get you through the midweek slump in no time. Includes solutions. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

★ 2810875  THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. You know you’re a seasoned puzzle solver when you can crack the not so easy New York Times Friday crossword. Give it your best shot with this collection of 100 tough puzzles. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

2823756  THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Are you up for the challenge? The Friday and Saturday crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Lay-flat binding. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95


★ 692767X  THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them. Do you have what it takes? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95
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2802905  WHEN YOU ARE ENGULFED IN FLAMES. By David Sedaris. The author takes the mundane of everyday life and transforms it into bizarre scenarios. This collection of 22 hilarious essays will have you chuckle at life and its absurdities. Titles of essays include It’s Catching, Keeping Up: The Understudy; Buddy Can you Spare a Tie? in the White, Hot, Yellow Room; and more. 324 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6988067 YOU’RE MAKING ME HATE YOU: A Cantankerous Look at the Common Misconception That Humans Have Any Common Sense Left. By Corey Taylor. A blistering diatribe that skewers the worst aspects of human behavior with a knowing eye for excruciating detail. Funny, profane, blasphemous, and absolutely brilliant, this is as pure Corey Taylor unleashed, exposing the underbelly of human depravity in all its ragged glory. 243 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

6970474 AMAZINGLY STUPID MAD. By the Usual Gang of Idiots. Looking for something silly, weird, and flat out idiotic? Look no more! From the magazine that inspired the hit Cartoon Network show comes this new collection of MAD articles that’s guaranteed to make you laugh, cry, and dance an Irish jig! Fully in color, all 286 pages. MAD Books, 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2910772 GET OFF THE GRID! By Saul Goodman as told to S. Ruff. An unlisted phone number is no longer enough. Saul Goodman wants to help you find your inner alias. He wants to show you your dream safe house. With this guide you can do this and more–it’s the best vanishing act you’ll never see! 197 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

2813874 CREATIVE CURSING: A Mix ‘n Match Profanity Generator. By S. Royal & J. Panarese. Thanks to the filthy-mouthed authors, Sarah and Jillian, you now have endless combinations of uncensored verbal abuse and x-rated comebacks to unleash on your parents, siblings, friends, and enemies. Running Press. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


5925995 LIVE RIGHT AND FIND HAPPINESS (ALTHOUGH BEER IS MUCH FASTER). By Greig Findlay. This little volume is packed with the very best Jewish humor passed down from generation to generation but explains the cultural expressions and anxieties behind the laughs. 279 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2881809 ONE-STAR REVIEWS. By C. Coville. Inspired by consumers who demand opinion from 39 cent product, this publication features 150 side splitting critiques for one star worthy items and establishments. Filled with only the best the internet has to offer, this volume underwater products and customers so ridiculous you can’t help but laugh. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $3.95

6763833 EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED FROM THIS GOLDEN POSTCARD BOOK. By Diane Muldrow. Features wit and wisdom with memorable characters such as the Poky Little Puppy, the Sappy Baggy Elephant, and Tawny Scrawny Lion, beautifully illustrated on removable postcards. Golden. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2808287 ALL I GOT FOR CHRISTMAS WAS THIS LOUSY JOKES BOOK. By Rosie Summersdale. This collection contains 22 hilarious one-liners and yarns for Christmas. From family trips, bar mitzvah parties, and dating (he’s very serious about that title), to funeral instructions, the difference between male and female friendships, and the deeper meaning of Fifty Shades of Grey. 224 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2808625 LAUGHTER TOTALITY IS THE BEST MEDICINE. This all-new collection is filled with hilarious jokes, quotes, anecdotes, cartoons, and one-liners that celebrate life’s funniest moments. 216 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

5933865 LIVE RIGHT AND FIND HAPPINESS (ALTHOUGH BEER IS MUCH FASTER): Life Lessons and Other Ravings from Dave Barry. During the course of living (mumble, mumble) years, Barry has learned much wisdom, and he is eager to pass it on–to the next generation, and the generation after that. In this uproariously funny examination of what one generation can teach another, Dave passes on home truths to his grandson and to his daughter. 225 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

2820765 THE LITTLE BOOK OF SENIOR MOMENTS. By Karen O’Connor. We all experience those momentary mental lapses that remind us we’re only human–welcome to the club! O’Connor shares a collection of senior moments to tickle your funny bone and let you know you’re not alone. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


6912893 LET THERE BE LAUGHTER: A Treasury of Great Jewish Humor and What It All Means. By Michael Krasny. This wise, enlightening, and hilarious volume not only collects the best Jewish humor passed down from generation to generation but explains the cultural expressions and anxieties behind the laughs. 279 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3932877 TRUMP’S AMERICA: Buy This Book. Donald J. Trump will Pay for You. By Rosie Summersdale. This collection contains 22 hilarious one-liners and yarns for Trump’s America. From family trips, bar mitzvah parties, and dating (he’s very serious about that title), to funeral instructions, the difference between male and female friendships, and the deeper meaning of Fifty Shades of Grey. 224 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


*6847102 365 SENIOR MOMENTS YOU’D RATHER FORGET. By Karen O’Connor. We all experience those momentary mental lapses that remind us we’re only human–welcome to the club! O’Connor shares a collection of senior moments to tickle your funny bone and let you know you’re not alone. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

2820765 THE LITTLE BOOK OF SCOTTISH JOKES. By Greg Findlay. This little volume is packed with the very best one-liners and yarns from the land of the brave. If you’re Scottish, you’ll ease into your day easier, and if you can take one of these well 96 pages. Summersdale. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

*6847102 365 SENIOR MOMENTS YOU’D RATHER FORGET. By Karen O’Connor. We all experience those momentary mental lapses that remind us we’re only human–welcome to the club! O’Connor shares a collection of senior moments to tickle your funny bone and let you know you’re not alone. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95


*6847102 365 SENIOR MOMENTS YOU’D RATHER FORGET. By Karen O’Connor. We all experience those momentary mental lapses that remind us we’re only human–welcome to the club! O’Connor shares a collection of senior moments to tickle your funny bone and let you know you’re not alone. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

6852829 ALL I GOT FOR CHRISTMAS WAS THIS LOUSY JOKES BOOK. By Rosie Summersdale. This collection contains 22 hilarious one-liners and yarns for Christmas. From family trips, bar mitzvah parties, and dating (he’s very serious about that title), to funeral instructions, the difference between male and female friendships, and the deeper meaning of Fifty Shades of Grey. 224 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2820656 LAUGHTER TOTALITY IS THE BEST MEDICINE. This all-new collection is filled with hilarious jokes, quotes, anecdotes, cartoons, and one-liners that celebrate life’s funniest moments. 216 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
**Humor**

**2859289 THE SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIOR HANDBOOK.** By Lisa De Pasquale. Whether you’re a militant feminist, social media activist, privileged college student, or Hollywood actress desperate to be taken seriously, this handbook will help you navigate the complex, exciting world of activism with minimal effort. Discover how to initiate a right wing event, how to counteract charismatic privilege, and more. 133 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. $3.95

**6877990 SCANDINAVIANS NEVER REPEAT Gossip...So LISTEN CAREFULLY.** By Art Lee. The author is back with his best collection of hometown tales, jokes, and folk wisdom yet. His witty observations about this unique culture will have you laughing out loud and begging for more. Illus. 142 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

**2888585 KAMA POOTRA: 52 Mind-Blowing Ways to Poop.** By Daniel Cole Young. The only known translation of an ancient manual instructing readers in the art of enlightened bathroom experience. This guide offers a thrilling rediscovery of the tilled path to porcelain nirvana. Willing seekers will find fifty-two progressive positions designed to maximize how you do number two. Well illus. many in color. 64 pages. Dog ‘n’ Bone. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**2908787 THE HISTORY OF INSULTS: Over 100 Put-Downs, Slights, and Snubs Through the Ages.** Compiled by Nathan Joyce. Ever dreamed of channeling the wit of Shakespeare to deliver the perfect verbal jab to the most obnoxious of all humans? Jase? Got a loathsome Australian? Are you too much of a medieval scold? To realize this ambition? Well, you’re in luck because compiled here are some of the finest put downs of all time. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Dog ‘n’ Bone. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

**2908123 THE LITTLE BOOK OF TOILET JOKES.** By Sid Finch. Packed with a selection of the very best bathroom gags, one liners, and jokes, this title is guaranteed to get you laughing and chuckling during those tedious times. 96 pages. Summersdale. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95


**6934952 PRIVATE 101: How to Make One's Own Onesie Disappear and Other Magical Tales.** By Penn Jillette. It’s an unconventional weight loss tale delivered with the Pep! and passion that only Penn can muster. Whether you’re watching 100 pounds melt down to an Elizabethan size 28 or want to fake authentic vintage style; and more. 133 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $16.99. $7.95

**6913857 HOW TO SURVIVE A JEWISH MOTHER.** By R. Steven Arnold. This collection will tickle everybody’s funny bone, even those who think that pick Borsch Belt is something to hold on to forever. 115 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

**6978919 WHO GOOSED THE MOOSE? Wild, Up North Cartoons & Jokes.** By Ed Fischer. A first aid kit for the mind and disposition, this collection of jokes, cartoons, and anecdotes will brighten your day with stories about wolverines, muskrats, bad weather and mosquitoes while hiking, hunting, and fishing! Ilus. 96 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

**6877605 *F*CK YOU, I’M ITALIAN: Why We Italians Are Awesome.** By Tony DiGeralamo. From ancient Rome to modern America, the stories in this book highlight Italy’s big art, science, culture and food. Here is a fascinating collection of Italian history, people, facts and trivia that will make you proudly say “I’m Italian!” 192 pages. Ilus. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95


**6680305 EVERY TIME I FIND THE MEANING OF LIFE, THEY CHANGE IT.** By Daniel Klein. This collection of pithy sayings and quotes, gathered over the years by Klein, provides a humorous and philosophical trip through life, and touches on every subject you ever thought. 110 pages. Kama Press. Pub. at $10.95. $7.95

**$6705768 SAY WHAT? 670 Quotes That Should Never Have Been Said.** By Doreen Chia-Jones. From hilarious acknowledgments to brilliant footnotes, these witty and wicked misstatements to brilliantly cutting insults and shockingly unorthodox declarations, this little compendium is packed with quotes that will make you shake your head, drop your jaw, and laugh in Dove Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

**2790904 99 WAYS TO MAKE A PIPE: Problem Solving for Pot Smokers.** By Brett Stern. Pot smokers are known for their resourcefulness and many readers will enjoy being reminded of ‘one time’ when their own ingenuity saved the day. Here are 99 of those ingenious devices fashioned from common household objects. Fully illus. 100 pages. Overcup. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. $8.95

**2930323 SHAKESPEARE FLUSH WITH VERSE: Classic Quotations for Times of Deep Thought.** Did you ever wonder where the Bard came up with such great lines? Now, as you sit upon your royal throne you can spend a few minutes with a book that will answer that question. This hilarious collection of quotes will have you rethinking your Shakespeare all over again, and these funny lines won’t be so easy to flush out of your system! 62 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

**2800221 SUPERMAN AND THE MISERABLE, ROTTEN, NO FUN, REALLY BAD DAY.** By Dave Croatto. From the people at MAD comes this humorous tale of the man of steel’s very bad day. Superman is supposed to be indestructible, but this day is so terrible, that if he survives it—it’s one for the record books! Fully illus., some color. 32 pages. MAD Books. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $14.99. $9.99

**6848991 THE LIMP BARBARIAN MANIFESTO.** By Terry Crowder et al. The authors shine a light on the most misunderstood region in the country, making you think twice about what you’ve always thought you knew was true about race, guns, poverty, drugs, drinkin’, wife beaters (the shirts, not the people) and Dogos. You’ll be amazed at the synchronicity of yore with this back to basics primer on bloody vengeance, furry pants, and savage cuisine. Illus. 165 pages. Insights Edition. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

**2931060 BARBARIANS: A Handbook for Aspiring Savages.** By Dr. Byron Clavicle et al. With their primitive code of conduct, Barbarians have altered the course of history (and hilarious B movies) for thousands of years. Return to the simplicity of yore with this back to basics primer on bloody vengeance, furry pants, and savage cuisine. Illus. 165 pages. Insights Edition. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

**2910586 101 THINGS THAT PISS ME OFF.** By Rachel Balingier. Based on her YouTube segment, this collection of the things that piss Rachel off is enhanced with hilarious photos and illustrations. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

**2921138 DICTIONARY STORIES: Short Fictions and Other Findings.** By Jez Burrows. The author is a dictionary editor responsible for creating a dictionary to create an inventive collection of short stories that are filled with humor, emotion and intellect. The author lights between the profound and the absurd, transporting readers into a world where every moment has been carefully crafted. Illus. 208 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

**2892359 BE LIKE BILL.** By E. Croatto & D. Nait. Bill started as just another meme on the Internet. But Bill has taken off, and now he’s trying to make people laugh by addressing everyday issues. Bill isn’t afraid to poke fun at himself and others. He knows life is short but there’s always time for good manners and laughter. Illus. 110 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95
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**6847528** A JOKE A DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY. By Bob Phillips. Filled with a lively collection of light-hearted cartoons and jokes, this fun volume will have you laughing all the way to the doctor’s office. Illus. 212 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**6847544** LAUGHTER NEVER GETS OLD. By Bob Phillips. Take a lighthearted look at the golden years with these hilarious quips, quotes, and cartoons. Enjoy them on your own, share them with family and friends, or draw from them the next time you need a quick pick-me-up. Illus. 112 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. $5.95

**6847536** JOLLY JOKES FOR OLDER FOLKS. By Bob Phillips. Enjoy this fresh collection of good clean jokes for the young at heart that will provide much entertainment at get-togethers or as you sit down to coffee on a quiet day at home, all from a master jokester. 170 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. $6.95

**6806023** TODDLERS ARE A **+** HOLES; (It’s Not Your Fault). By Bunmi Laditan. Whenever you feel the urge to leave your three-year-old at the nearest 7-Eleven with a sippy cup and a duffel bag full of clothes, just close your eyes and hug a pillow and feel better. Inside are sections on The Theory of Toddler Evolution; Mealtime aka Hell; How Not to Die Inside; and more. Illus. 167 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**6922902** ET, TU, BRUTE? The Deaths of the Roman Emperors. By Jason Vesel. An illustrated compendium of the Roman emperors, from Augustus to Romulus Augustus. Here in all their glory are Nero (stabbing himself in the throat), Tiberius (smothered in his sleep by his successor), Caligula (killed by his own praetorian guard), and more. Norton. Pub. at $16.95

**6212266** MAD PRESENTS DON’T LET THE PENGUIN DRIVE THE BATMOBILE! By Jacob Lambert, Illus. by T. Richmond. While Batman is busy fighting crime on the mean streets of Gotham, it’s up to us to keep an eye on the Batmobile. The only problem? The Penguin really, really wants to drive it!Wad Magazine once againlampoons a children’s classic using heroes and villains from the world of DC Comic’s Batmam! Fully illus. in color. MAD Books. Pub. at $14.99

**6768334** WRINKLES JOKE BOOK. By M. Haskins & C. Whichelow. The hundreds of gags in these pages are designed to make you feel better about growing old. So sit back and relax on your favorite chair, find your bifocals (they’re on your head), and celebrate the hilarity of aging. 192 pages. Prior. Pub. at $16.95

**679219** A FIELD GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH CLERGY. By Fergus Butler-Galile. The author brings readers into the world of peculiar clerics in humorous stories of eccentric Anglican prelates in British history. 175 pages. Oneworld. Pub. at $20.00

**6828833** IRISH WIT, WISDOM & HUMOR. Compiled by Gerd de Ley. Featuring the wit, wisdom and humor of Samuel Beckett, Bono, Kenranth Branagh, Pierce Brosnan, Jim Carrey, Gerard Heaney, James Joyce, Denis Leary, Oscar Wilde, George Bernard Shaw, and many more. 216 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $15.00

**6923216** ACADEMIA OBSCURA: The Hidden Silly Side of Higher Education. By Glen Wright. An illustrated compendium of the eccentric and slightly unhinged world of university life. The author invites you to peruse his cabinet of curiosities and discover what academics are up to when no one’s looking. Welcome to the hidden silly side of higher education. 224 pages. Unbound. Pub. at $16.95

**6748996** DISTURBINGLY AWFUL MAD. By the Usual Gang of Idiots. The pages inside were chosen by a special committee asked to make sure that the pages inside could all be done at a price and in a package fitting for a disturbingly awful magazine that inspired the hit Cartoon Network show. Includes Star Borees: Epic Load II; Bored of the Rings; Spy vs. Spy and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. MAD Books. $8.95

**5722977** GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME OBAMACARE. By Michael Ramirez. From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist comes a collection of trenchant and outright hilarious conservative political cartoons and satirical history of the Obama era and forward by Dick Cheney and an afterward by Rush Limbaugh. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00

**6825943** QUESTIONS FOR TERRIBLE PEOPLE. By Wes Hazard. Everyone has a line they won’t cross. What’s yours? Use the 250 questions in this guide to find out just how terrible a person you are, and just where that line is! 200 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**6850197** YOU’LL LOVE THIS BOOK AS MUCH AS YOU HATE YOUR JOB. By B. Lundy & D. Mitchell. A brilliant collection of tear-out postcards that articulate what you think of work—but can’t figure out how to say. No matter what you hate about your job and coworkers there’s a card that expresses your feelings professionally. Fully illus. in color. Sterling Publishing. Pub. at $9.96


**6849855** THE TOTALLY UNSCIENTIFIC STUDY OF THE SEARCH FOR HUMAN HAPPINESS. By Paula Poundstone. In her wildly and widely observed work, the comedy legend takes on that most inalienable of rights—the pursuit of happiness—and offers herself up as a human guinea pig in a series of thoroughly unscientific experiments. 290 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95

**7291218** ROMEO & JULIET. By William Shakespeare with E. Garrett. In fair Verona, two furry families are at war. But when Romeo and the son of Lord Montamew, sneaks into a Cattulet ball, he falls in love with the daughter of the house. As Dorian’s naughtiness increases, the portrait starts to reveal his inner decay. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Pub. at $9.99

**7291198** THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GREYHOUND. By Oscar Wilde with E. Garrett. Dorian Greyhound is the best of his breed, well tempered, beautiful and pure of heart. So Basil Basset paints a portrait, reflecting the very essence of Dorian’s soul. Then the moral corruption of this sweet creature begins. As Dorian’s naughtiness increases, the portrait starts to turn into a four-piece jigsaw puzzle. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Pub. at $9.99

**6918542** “NEVER COOK BACON NAKED” And Other Words of Wisdom for the Home Cook. Compiled by Doreen Chila-Jones. Cooking can be a daunting, frustrating, and hopeless pursuit, and we’ve compiled a few tips to help you out—some serious, and some advice. This volume of witty quotes comes from some of the biggest cooking and non cooking experts like Julia Child, Thomas Keller, Alice Waters, Tamar Casspe, Maya Angelou, and many more. 192 pages. Duopress. Pub. at $10.95

**6855879** I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY BUTT! An Illustrated Book of Big Thoughts from Little Kids. By Martin Bruckner. A compilation of the wackiest, grossest, weirdest, and most accidentally hilarious wisdom, said by children. Illus. in color. 220 pages. Workman. Pub. at $12.95

**5722977** GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME OBAMACARE. By Michael Ramirez. From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist comes a collection of trenchant and outright hilarious conservative political cartoons and satirical history of the Obama era and forward by Dick Cheney and an afterward by Rush Limbaugh. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00


**6849855** THE TOTALLY UNSCIENTIFIC STUDY OF THE SEARCH FOR HUMAN HAPPINESS. By Paula Poundstone. In her wildly and widely observed work, the comedy legend takes on that most inalienable of rights—the pursuit of happiness—and offers herself up as a human guinea pig in a series of thoroughly unscientific experiments. 290 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95


**5850197** YOU’LL LOVE THIS BOOK AS MUCH AS YOU HATE YOUR JOB. By B. Lundy & D. Mitchell. A brilliant collection of tear-out postcards that articulate what you think of work—but can’t figure out how to say. No matter what you hate about your job and coworkers there’s a card that expresses your feelings professionally. Fully illus. in color. Sterling Publishing. Pub. at $9.96


**6849855** THE TOTALLY UNSCIENTIFIC STUDY OF THE SEARCH FOR HUMAN HAPPINESS. By Paula Poundstone. In her wildly and widely observed work, the comedy legend takes on that most inalienable of rights—the pursuit of happiness—and offers herself up as a human guinea pig in a series of thoroughly unscientific experiments. 290 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95

**7291218** ROMEO & JULIET. By William Shakespeare with E. Garrett. In fair Verona, two furry families are at war. But when Romeo and the son of Lord Montamew, sneaks into a Cattulet ball, he falls in love with the daughter of the house. As Dorian’s naughtiness increases, the portrait starts to reveal his inner decay. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Pub. at $9.99

**7291198** THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GREYHOUND. By Oscar Wilde with E. Garrett. Dorian Greyhound is the best of his breed, well tempered, beautiful and pure of heart. So Basil Basset paints a portrait, reflecting the very essence of Dorian’s soul. Then the moral corruption of this sweet creature begins. As Dorian’s naughtiness increases, the portrait starts to turn into a four-piece jigsaw puzzle. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Headline. Pub. at $9.99

**6918542** “NEVER COOK BACON NAKED” And Other Words of Wisdom for the Home Cook. Compiled by Doreen Chila-Jones. Cooking can be a daunting, frustrating, and hopeless pursuit, and we’ve compiled a few tips to help you out—some serious, and some advice. This volume of witty quotes comes from some of the biggest cooking and non cooking experts like Julia Child, Thomas Keller, Alice Waters, Tamar Casspe, Maya Angelou, and many more. 192 pages. Duopress. Pub. at $10.95
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Aquaponic Gardening. By Meg Stout. Learn how to raise two crops (fish and vegetables) in a single, self-contained, eco-friendly space. The fish provide nutrients for the plants, while the plants clean the water for the fish. This guide provides all you need to know to build and care for an aquaponic garden. Illus. 334 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


3035335 ed rosenthal's marijuana grower's handbook. Contains the latest knowledge, tools, and methods to grow great marijuana–indoors and out. Use the most efficient technology and save time, labor, and money. Includes how to choose the right equipment, maximize yield, increase potency, and much more. Well illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

2913844 Growing Perennial Food: A Field Guide to Raising Resilient Herbs, Fruits & Vegetables. By Acadia Tucker. The author's longtime love affair with perennial foods has produced this easy to understand guide to growing herbs, fruits, and vegetables with no soil–just some spraying, soaking, the right sunlight and good circulation–air plants work in just about any space or climate. This basic guide to creative cultivation displays and reference gives you all the basics. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.99.


2891948 Garden Fundamentals & Techniques

2873876 Tending Your Garden: A Year-Round Guide to Garden Maintenance. By Gordon & Mary Hayward. Demonstrates how and why the Haywards do in their garden from earliest spring until snow. Cruises the Haywards' garden experience into every part of the garden, from ants to wasps, and explains how to attract beneficial insects to your garden. Illus. in color. 287 pages. Waldorf. Pub. at $20.00.

2805073 Composting: Bob's Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. Takes you through all the steps necessary to create a rich compost pile best suited to your gardening needs. From building a bin to collecting material to maintaining and adding to the finished product, Flowerdew explains how to pack the right compost recipe for your garden, make seemingly toxic items work in the compost bin, and more. Illus. well in color. 259 pages. North. 90x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95.

2911345 The Wellness Garden: Grow, Eat, and Walk Your Way to Better Health. By Shwana Coronado. Details exactly how concentration can be used as a tool in her battle with osteoarthritis and other chronic pain issues. In this inspiring but highly practical guide, you’ll learn from her life-changing garden experience how to create your own Wellness Garden and gain the healthier lifestyle you desire and need. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.


Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques

**6930859 GARDENING UNDER LIGHTS: The Complete Guide for Indoor Growers.** By Leslie F. Halleck. The key to getting the most out of your indoor garden is understanding how plants use light, then providing what they need. The author covers it all: the basics of photosynthesis, the most up to date growing tips and technology, and techniques to help plants thrive inside. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Timber. **Pub. at $29.95** **$21.95**

**6637256 THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE, 3RD EDITION: The Definitive Guide to Growing Marijuana for Recreational and Medical Use.** By Greg Green. Designed for beginning gardeners and experienced cultivators alike this guide will teach you how to grow big, potent buds quickly, safely and efficiently. Covers everything in depth from the small closet gardens to commercial warehouse operations and even greenhouse projects. Full illus. in color. 690 pages. Green Candy. **Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00** **$29.95**

**2920174 COMPANION PLANTING: Organic Gardening Tips and Tricks for Healthier, Happier Plants.** By Allison Green. Starting with the basics of organic gardening, such as how to prepare soil quickly and the importance of cover crops and organic fertilizer, the author explains the principles of companion planting, how plants interact, and how you can use that information to your garden’s benefit. Well illus. in color. 260 pages. Glyphy. **Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99** **$12.95**

**2919699 LAZY-ASS GARDENING: Maximize Your Soil, Minimize Your Toil.** By Robert Kourik. Learn how to figure out which edibles to raise; lay out your garden to balance efficient growing areas; cultivate creatively to grow your own ingredients and build healthy self-sustaining soil; attract the best pollinating insects; plan your “hardcape” (patios, arbors); choose the right plants for your climate; and above all—grow more and stress less! Revised and updated. 200 pages. **Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95** **$15.95**

**6805253 ATTRACTING BENEFICIAL BUGS TO YOUR GARDEN.** By Jessica Walliser. A healthy population of beneficial insects can eliminate the need for dangerous pesticides. With this accessible, pictorial guide to selecting, placing, and caring for plants, you’ll discover how to summon these helpful creatures into your garden to do the dirty work of pest control for you. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. **Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95** **$15.95**

**2852586 BIOCONTROL IN PROTECTED CULTURE.** By Kevin M. Heinz et al. Provides well-researched information about biological control theories and tools available to growers using greenhouse and shadehouse environments. Illus. 552 pages. Ball Publishing. **Pub. at $94.95** **$71.95**

**281773X GROUND RULES: 100 Easy Lessons for Growing a More Gorgeous Garden.** By Kate Frey. A renowned expert divvies the secrets she’s learned over decades of gardening, including lessons on garden design, healthy soil, plant choices, container planting, and attracting pollinators. With these simple rules—a gorgeous home garden awaits! Full illus. in color. 144 pages. **Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95** **$15.95**

**2785218 MEDICAL GROWING, SECOND EDITION: A Garden of Peace.** By Daniel Boughen. Succinctly spells out the evils of the long and tragic War on Drugs and the many social, medicinal and economic benefits of Cannabis. This book provides an excellent commentary on legalization issues, the dangers of corporate control and the advantages of sane public policy, along with a step by step manual for growing and harvesting Cannabis. Full illus. in color. 120 pages. Time Day. **8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95** **$19.95**

**2786141 OLD TIME GARDENS.** By Alice Morse Earle. Originally published in 1901, this classic work was one of the most popular and influential garden books of the early twentieth century and has been reproduced in this new edition. A valued resource for gardeners, landscape designers, and garden historians. Illus. 489 pages. UPNE. **Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95** **$4.95**

**6876773 THIS BUD’S FOR YOU: Legal Marijuana—Selecting, Growing & Enjoying Cannabis.** By Ed Rosenthal. Well illus. in color. 244 pages, Quick American. **Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95** **$19.95**

Plant Directories & Growing Guides

**690517X DAFFODIL: The Remarkable Story of the World’s Most Popular Spring Flower.** By Noel Kingsbury. Photos by J. Whitworth. Charts the story of the daffodil, from the tombs of the Pharaohs to Conval’s burgeoning bulb business. Describes the many groups and varieties and the business and diversification efforts by breeders seeking the definitive bloom. Exquisite plant portraits combine with an engaging narrative to capture the spirit of these delightful spring flowers. 220 pages. **Timber. Pub. at $9.95** **$4.95**

**2860285 THE COLORFUL DRY GARDEN: Over 100 Foliage and Vibrant Plants for Drought, Desert & Dry Times.** By Maureen Gilmer. Whether your garden has been affected by drought, changing climate, or simply the need to use less water, this thorough guide to growing a beautiful dry garden is a visual treat that demonstrates how you can have a dry garden and still enjoy blooming flowers they want with a fraction of the water. Full illus. in color. 214 pages. **Sasquatch. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95** **$6.95**

**6700666 THE NEW SUNSET WESTERN GARDEN BOOK, REVISED.** Ed. by Kathleen Norris Brenzel. Lavishly illustrated with more than 2,000 full-color photos, this ninth edition includes 75 maps displaying the West’s 32 climate zones, a 78-page “Plant Finder” listing the perfect plants for 27 garden situations; an A-to-Z planet encyclopedia describing more than 9,000 plants; and much more. 678 pages. **Oncore. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00** **$4.95**

**6863841 FLOWERPAEDIA: 1000 Flowers and Their Meanings.** By Cherylan Darcey. This A to Z reference guide of over 1,000 flowering plants contains the most detailed descriptions available anywhere. Illustrated with detailed drawings and beautiful color photographs. 191 pages. **INUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95** **$14.95**

**2864126 THE ALLERGY-FIGHTING GARDEN: Stop Asthma and Allergies with Smart Landscaping.** By Thomas Leo Ogren. Shows how to avoid plants that trigger allergies and to create a garden that actually protect you by trapping pollen and cleaning the air around you. Includes a 3,000 plant listing, accompanied by an easy-to-use allergy rating scale of 1 to 10. Illus. 247 pages. Ten Speed. **Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99** **$7.95**

**6805485 50 BEAUTIFUL DEER-RESISTANT PLANTS: The Prettiest Annuals, Perennials, Bulbs, and Shrubs That Deer Don’t Eat.** By Ruth Rogers Clausen. This inspiring guide offers everything a plant-lover with a deer problem needs to know. Clausen also includes dozens of deer-resistance garden designs for pulling it all together. Illus. in color. 224 pages. **Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95** **$14.95**

**6803599 THE NEW SEED-STARTERS HANDBOOK, REVISED.** By Nancy Buel with J. Nick. Explains everything you need to know to start seeds indoors, transplant, and raise healthy seedlings successfully. This revised and updated reference is filled with practical step by step instructions to start your seeds indoors, transplant your seedlings, and solve problems. Job done all in one. Illus. 458 pages. **Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99** **$13.95**


**Garden Plans & Planting Schemes**

- **6832555 HELLSTRIP GARDENING: Create a Paradise Between the Sidewalk and the Curb**, by Evelyn J. Hadden. Showcasing a stunning variety of well-organized and verdant examples, this fresh and enchanting gardening guide invites you to use your gardening power to convert your "hellstrip"—the wedge between the sidewalk and the street—into a rewarding garden that generates smiles and celebrates nature. Fully illus. in color. 296 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**Vegetable Gardening**

- **2895900 SQUARE FOOT GARDENING HIGH-VALUE VEGGIES**, by Mel Bartholomew. Ranks the 59 vegetables that are most common for growing and reveals which ones give you the most bang for your gardening buck. Get great return on your investment with the help of this resource. Tomato lovers will be pleased, but if you grow only one veggie, you must have a copy of this book! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

- **6905366 SELF-SUFFICIENCY, SECOND EDITION**, ed. by Abigail R. Gehring. Readers will learn how to plant a family garden and harvest the produce, can fruits and vegetables, bake bread and pies; design interactive and engaging “green” projects; harness natural wind and solar energy to cook food and warm homes; and much more. Families will find this volume a thorough resource and a great inspiration. 444 pages. Skyhorse. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

- **6979823 AN AMISH GARDEN: A Year in the Life of a Family Farm**, by Laura Anne Lapp. Takes you to six working Amish gardens from the month of January through December. Matchless photos show the garden asple, parents and children planting the lish harvest. This close-up view of a world seldom seen shows how the seasons and Amish life work rhythmically together. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Good Books. 10¾x8¼. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

- **7533289 SAVING VEGETABLE SEEDS: Harvest, Clean, Store, and Plant Seeds From Your Garden**, by Fern Marshall Bradley. Become more self-sufficient by saving your own seed from one year to the next. Clarifies how to select the best plants, make seed saving a part of your garden plan, save both wet and dry seed, over-winter biennial crops like carrots, store seed, and test results! This guide demystifies the growing of fruit and vegetables and shows that, with the right approach, it can be done successfully as a weekend project or fit into a busy week. Explore simple shortcuts and practical low maintenance strategies. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **2918560 SEED TO SUPPER: Growing & Cooking Delicious Food No Matter Where You Live**, by Craig LeHoullier. From every garden you need to make the leap from a truck to a capital on any space; how to optimize your success with the proper plants and seeds; the best fertilizers; the most effective techniques to maintain healthy plants and protect pests; and more that can make growing your own food more productive. Fully illus. in color. 296 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

- **2907456 FARMS OF CAPE COD: Lavender, Horses, Vineyards, Oysters, Flowers, Cranberries, and the Farmers Who Raise Them**, by Stephanie Foster. Brings the reader to the farms and farmers cultivating the finest fruit, flowers, produce, oysters, herbs, eggs and honey in this historic region. Twenty-eight unique farms are profiled, offering a behind the scenes look at the wonders of farming. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½x1¼. Pub. at $24.99 $12.95

- **6805655 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF POTATOES: What Every Grower and Cook Needs to Know**, by Hinkle De Jong et al. One of the most versatile of all edible plants, the potato is the cornerstone of cuisines around the world. Here, experts share their years of experience in the most comprehensive and in-depth guide on growing potatoes. From “Purple Peruvian” to “Adirondack Red,” this guide provides insights on the best varieties. 189 color plates. 258 pages. Timber. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

- **DVD 6780155 THE GARDEN PANTRY: Series 1.** Twelve episodes kick off an inspiring series teaching a new generation how to be self-sustaining. From the basic ingredients needed to the traditional quarter-acre sections that many of us grew up with, it teaches us how to reap the rewards of Mother Nature in a long-lived and recently revived tradition. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Dreamscapes Media. Pub. at $21.95 $13.95

- **2841479 THE NEW ORGANIC GROWER, 30TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION**, by Eliot Coleman. A must-have for any agricultural library, this comprehensive volume, now thirty years old, still offers both experienced and new farmers a wealth of practical strategies. This small-scale farming manual provides a productive and profitable form of farming proven to work well for the earth and its stewards. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Chelsea Green. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

- **2819830 THE BACKYARD HOMESTEAD SEASONAL PLANNER: What to Do & When to Do It**, by Ann Larkin Hansen. This practical, informative planner is an essential companion for keeping track of the chores on your well run farm. Dividing each season into early, mid, and late sections, the author highlights every important task in individual chapters, and offers lots of room for your own record keeping. Illus. 202 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $7.95
Landscaping & Design

6945910 GRAVE LANDSCAPES: The Nineteenth-Century Rural Cemetery Movement. By J.R. Cothran & E. Danylik. This beautifully illustrated volume features more than 150 historic photographs, stereographs, postcards, engravings, maps, and contemporary images that illuminate the inspiration for rural cemeteries, their physical evolution, and the nature of the landscapes they then bound. 272 pages. USCP. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95

2643005 DESIGNS FOR GARDEN PATHS: 150 Designs for Walkways, Terraces and Steps. By Heidi Hoffacker. Deeply detailed on natural stone, timber, concrete, brick, and masonry paving to create innumerable possibilities for the garden, also includes approximate lastichs, and maintenance tips. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

6805892 PRACTICAL BAMBOOS: The 50 Best Plants for Screens, Containers & More. By Paul Whitaker. Recommends the best 50 beginner bamboos for a wide range of purposes, sites and conditions. Bamboos are unbeatable garden plants boasting attractive culms, year-round foliage and rustling charm. They are perfect for adding style, creating an exotic mood, or screening eyewees. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6884074 BUNNY WILLIAMS ON GARDENS. By bunny Williams with N. Deitch. The world renowned interior designer introduces both novice and experienced gardeners to ways of thinking about style, form, ornament, and the look and feel of a garden, whether it's the placement of a wheelbarrow, or the textures of a pathway. A wonderful inspirational and practical guide to gardening. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 11¼x11. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

2791733 LANDSCAPING WITH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. By Fred Fugay. Complete guide to landscaping a delicious and beautiful year-round edible garden, with step by step instructions, temperature maps, and more. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Overlook. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

6828384 MARtha'S Flowers: A Practical Guide to Growing, Gathering, and Enjoying. By Martha Stewart with K. Sharkey. The essential resource from Martha Stewart, with expert advice and practical lessons on gardening and arranging spectacular blooms. Learn how and when to plant, nurture, and at a perfect time, cut flowers to create must-have guide for enthusiasts of all skill levels. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

6915507 YOUR FIRST GARDEN: A Landscape Primer for New Home Owners. By Judith Adam. A primer on transforming the empty yard of a newly built home into a welcoming, appealing space. Adam guides you through the basic elements of landscape design and garden creation: planning for scale and balance, color selection, and architectural features. Recommended plants are suitable for all North American climates. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Firefly. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6823939 DESIGNING WITH PALMS. By Jason Dewees. This comprehensive guide reveals the many ways palms can transform courtyards, gardens, and landscapes. Detailing the most important species and highlighted by stunning photos, this volume imparts vital advice on making the most of these plants. 286 pages. Timber. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 PRICE CUT To $26.95


2849933 INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS. By Charles Darwin. Published in 1875, in this classic work on insectivorous/carnivorous plants, Darwin explains by a combination of detailed observations how these fascinating plants capture their prey, digest it, and gain benefit from it. 402 pages. In color. $39.95

2782758 THE HIDDEN LIFE OF TREES: The Illustrated Edition. By Peter Wohlleben. This gorgeously illustrated volume displays trees in all their glory and diversity. Through rich text highlighting the interconnections of forest ecosystems, this volume offers fascinating insights about the fungal communication highway known as the “wood wide web.” 166 pages. Greystone. $29.95

6868426 APPLES, REVISED. By Roger Yepsen. Profiling more than 100 varieties of apples, this small and elegant revised guide incorporates fifteen newly popular apples including Honeycrisp and Pink Lady. Also included are recipes for Apple Leather, Apple Brandy, Apple Pie and more. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

2885957 PLANT LOVE AND LEGEND: Wisdom and Wonder of Plants Revealed. By Ruth Binney. The author recounts charming examples of floral symbolism, linking roses with romance, lilacs with purity and poppies with sleep. She examines tree lore and the association of trees with wisdom and knowledge. Abounding in fascinating facts and fancies, this absorbing compilation will captivate lovers of plants and gardens. Illus. 143 pages. Dover. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2862455 HOW PLANTS WORK: Form, Diversity, Survival. Ed. by Judith Adam. The highest level of scientific learning about an integral part of our natural world is filled with over 400 color images that draw from a wide range of examples. Each section of the volume focuses on a specific part of the plant and how these manifest in distinct species, climates, and regions. This work concludes with an examination of how humans rely on plant life. 368 pages. Princeton. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

2781168 MESQUITE: An Arboreal Love Affair. By Gary Paul Nabhan. Combining cutting edge science with a generous sprinkling of humor and folk wisdom, the author invites readers to come along on a desert journey into “arboreality” in a story that will delight anyone interested in the natural history of the botanic tree. 212 pages. Green. Pub. at $22.50 $17.95

279053X TREE, REVISED EDITION: A Life Story. By D. Suzuki & W. Grady. Follow the story of a single tree—from the moment the seed is released from its cone until, more than five hundred years later, it lies on the forest floor as a nurse log—giving life to ferns, mosses, and hemlocks. Illus. 194 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

5964830 HOW TO GROW YOUR OWN NUTS: Choosing, Cultivating and Harvesting Nuts in Your Garden. By Martin Crawford. Designed to help you discover what nuts are available, and how to grow, harvest, and process them, this book covering over 200 species, their uses, and bountiful crops. After a detailed, multi-chapter explanation of cultivation and processing, it offers a useful Nut Trees A-Z guide, packed with invaluable diagrams, charts, and color tables 320 pages. Green Books. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/681 – 81 –
Garden Features & Furniture

**LIMTED QUANTITY** 283729 RUSTIC GARDEN PROJECTS. By Marianne Svart Häggvik. Here are step by step instructions for making more than 30 incredible garden projects. From beautiful planters to whimsical birdhouses, you can use reclaimed materials in unexpected ways. Includes over 70 photographs and comprehensive material lists, and easy to follow instructions. 159 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

283699 THE REVOLUTIONARY YARDSCAPE: Ideas for Repurposing Landscapers, Pathways, Lighting, and More. By Matthew Levesque. Shows you how to find the best salvage materials, and how to transform them into striking, sustainable garden projects. Includes step-by-step instructions for creating a living wall, a water feature, and much more. For crafters and gardeners alike, this collection has everything you need to transform any yard into a flowering oasis. Fullyillus.in color. 250 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95

292452 PALLEl WOOD PROJECTS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES. By Hester van Overbeek. Packed with ideas for using pallet wood to make stylish garden furniture and accessories. Features clear step by step instructions and color photos showing you how to make the 35 contemporary projects which include: benches, tables, shelving units, storage containers, and much more. 124 much-photographed pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**280951 WOODWORKING FOR THE GARDEN: 16 Easy-to-Build Step-by-Step Projects.** By Alan & Jill Bridgewater. Wood is the ideal material for creating fabulous garden features from planters and decking to a pergola or children’s playhouse. Spend more time in your yard as you build and enjoy 16 attractive woodworking projects. Includes step by step instructions, clear diagrams, and over 100 photographs. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

284094 OUTDOOR PAINT TECHNIQUES & FAUX FINISHES, REVISED EDITION. By M. Niven & L. Hennings. This guide will inspire you to use colors, textures, and effects to create ideal decorative finishes on house, garden, and furniture. Features complete step by step techniques and instructions for creating a range of decorative effects, includes 60 step by step photographs. Creative Homeowner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2910322 DO-IT-YOURSELF GARDEN PROJECTS AND CRAFTS: 60 Planters, Bird Houses, Lotion Bars, Garlands, and More.** By Debbie Wolfe. Over 60 garden projects to create with standard gardening materials, homegrown and foraged materials that will inspire creativity and capture the beauty of the seasons. There are sixty practical and decorative projects for use in the garden and home. Includes step by step instructions as well as simple crafting and gardening tips that will make your projects alive and fully in color. 224 much-photographed pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**284094 OUTDOOR PAINT TECHNIQUES & FAUX FINISHES, REVISED EDITION.** By M. Niven & L. Hennings. This guide will inspire you to use colors, textures, and effects to create ideal decorative finishes on house, garden, and furniture. Features complete step by step techniques and instructions for creating a range of decorative effects, includes 60 step by step photographs. Creative Homeowner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**297505 BUILDING PONDS, BROOKS, AND POOLS: WATER IN THE GARDEN.** By Ulrich Texier. Stunningly presents the various possibilities for using water in the garden with plans and layouts, and information on waterproofing, the shore formation, attractive planting, and fish. Fullyillus.in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11½. Pub. at $29.95

**6755666 INSTANT GARDEN ART: BUTTERFLY Botanical Prints.** Presents 40 ready-to-frame vintage illustrations for your home decor, these prints capture the intricate details and vibrant colors of the world’s most stunning plants. Each print is sized to fit an 8x10-inch frame and is printed on perforated pages for easy removal. Adams Media. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

2905562 INFINITE SUCCULENT: Miniature Living Art to Keep or Share. By Sue Cohen, photos by M. Monforte. A collection of stylish and creative projects for the distinctive, versatile, and low-maintenance succulent—the go-to plant for home gardeners. Cohen provides step by step instructions for creating gorgeous, contemporary faux finishing instructions for more than a dozen crafts and explains what to do when the plants outgrow their art pieces. 165 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $21.95

**6805938 ALEXANDER von Humboldt and the BOTANICAL EXPLORATION of the AMERICAS.** By Benjamí ord Vivre. In this journey from the English fens to Spain, Alexander von Humboldt’s passion for nature and understanding of the natural world is captured in 332 pages. Norton.

**286720X PRINTED ORNAMENTS: Plants and Flowers.** Featuring 45 ready to frame vintage illustrations for your home decor, these prints capture the intricate details and vibrant colors of the world’s most stunning plants. Each print is sized to fit an 8x10-inch frame and is printed on perforated pages for easy removal. Adams Media. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99


**5741533 HAND-BUILT OUTDOOR FURNITURE: 20 Step-by-Step Projects Anyone Can Build.** By Kaite Jackson. Features 20 gorgeous, contemporary furniture for your outdoor space. With minimal investment, standard tools, and readily available materials from your local lumberyard, you can outfit your yard with 20 of a kind projects that are better than anything you can buy. Complete with detailed step-by-step instructions. Fullyillus.in color. 264 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2792055 CREATING PONDS, BROOKS, AND POOLS: WATER IN THE GARDEN.** By Ulrich Texier. Stunningly presents the various possibilities for using water in the garden with plans and layouts, and information on waterproofing, the shore formation, attractive planting, and fish. Fullyillus.in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11½. Pub. at $29.95

**6935711 BLACK + DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GREENHOUSES & GARDEN PROJECTS.** By Philip Schmidt. You’ll find detailed information to help you design and build a greenhouse that meets your needs, along with complete step by step instructions for useful greenhouse accessories. Fullyillus.in color. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**6659420 BUILD IT! DIY Projects for Farmers, Smallholders and Gardeners.** By Joe Jacobs. Wellillus. 190 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


**6659470 BUILD IT! DIY Projects for Farmers, Smallholders and Gardeners.** By Joe Jacobs. Wellillus. 190 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6935711 BLACK + DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GREENHOUSES & GARDEN PROJECTS.** By Philip Schmidt. You’ll find detailed information to help you design and build a greenhouse that meets your needs, along with complete step by step instructions for useful greenhouse accessories. Fullyillus.in color. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**6659470 BUILD IT! DIY Projects for Farmers, Smallholders and Gardeners.** By Joe Jacobs. Wellillus. 190 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6659470 BUILD IT! DIY Projects for Farmers, Smallholders and Gardeners.** By Joe Jacobs. Wellillus. 190 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6659470 BUILD IT! DIY Projects for Farmers, Smallholders and Gardeners.** By Joe Jacobs. Wellillus. 190 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95